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THE FORMAL THEORY OF TANNAKA DUALITY 

Daniel SCHÄPPI 

Abstract. — A Tannakian category is an abelian tensor category equipped with a fiber 
functor and additional structures which ensure that it is equivalent to the category 
of representations of some affine groupoid scheme acting on the spectrum of a field 
extension. If we are working over an arbitrary commutative ring rather than a field, 
the categories of representations cease to be abelian. We provide a list of sufficient 
conditions which ensure that an additive tensor category is equivalent to the cate
gory of representations of an affine groupoid scheme acting on an affine scheme, or, 
more generally, to the category of representations of a Hopf algebroid in a symmetric 
monoidal category. In order to do this we develop a "formal theory of Tannaka duality" 
inspired by Ross Street's "formal theory of monads." We apply our results to certain 
categories of filtered modules which are used to study p-adic Galois representations. 

Résumé (La théorie formelle de dualité tannakienne). — Une catégorie tannakienne est 
une catégorie abélienne tensorielle munie d'un foncteur fibre et de structures addition
nelles de manière à être équivalente à la catégorie des représentations d'un groupoïde 
affine agissant sur le spectre d'une extension de corps. Si l'on remplace les corps par 
des anneaux commutât ifs, les catégories des représentations ne seront plus abéliennes. 
Nous donnons des conditions suffisantes pour qu'une catégorie additive tensorielle soit 
équivalente à la catégorie des représentations d'un schéma en groupoïdes affines, ou 
plus généralement, à la catégorie des représentations d'un algebroïde de Hopf dans 
une catégorie symmétrique monoïdale. Pour ce faire nous développons une « théorie 
formelle de dualité tannakienne » inspirée par la « théorie formelle des monades » de 
Ross Street. Nous appliquons nos résultats à certaines catégories des modules filtrés 
qui sont utilisées pour étudier les représentations galoisiennes p-adiques. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Tannaka duality is a duality between affine group schemes over a field k and their 
categories of representations. It was developed by Saavedra Rivano, Deligne and Milne 
[48, 16, 15] and answers the following questions: 

(1) The reconstruction problem: can an affine group scheme be reconstructed from 
its category of representations? 

(2) The recognition problem: which fc-linear functors w : si —• Vect̂  are equivalent 
to a forgetful functor V : Rep(G) —• Vect̂  for an affine group scheme G over k? 

Tannaka duality can also be extended to affine groupoid schemes acting on Spec(K) 
for some field extension K D k. An affine groupoid scheme is a groupoid object in the 
category of affine schemes: it consists of an affine scheme XQ (the object of objects) 
and an affine scheme X\ (the object of arrows) with source, target, composition, and 
inversion morphisms subject to the groupoid axioms. If XQ is the terminal object, this 
amounts to endowing X\ with the structure of an affine group scheme. We say that 
an affine groupoid acts on X if XQ = X. 

In [15, Théorème 1.12(iii)] it was shown that any affine groupoid scheme G acting 
on Spec(iiT) can be reconstructed from the forgetful functor Rep(G) —•> Vect^. 

Recall that a monoidal category is called autonomous if every object has a dual (see 
[28, §7]). An autonomous symmetric monoidal abelian fc-linear category is called a 
rigid tensor category. In [15, Théorème 1.12(H)], Deligne proved that for a rigid tensor 
category a fc-linear tensor functor w: srf —» Vect^ is equivalent to a forgetful 
functor Rep(G) —> Vect# for an affine groupoid scheme G acting on Spec(if) if 
and only if w is faithful and exact. Rigid tensor categories for which such a functor 
exists are called Tannakian categories, and strong monoidal exact fc-linear functors 
are called fiber functors. If a Tannakian category admits a fiber functor for K = k, it 
is called neutral. 

We can ask the corresponding questions for affine group schemes over arbitrary 
rings, and affine groupoid schemes acting on an arbitrary affine scheme. However, 
if we want to study autonomous categories of representations, we have to restrict 
our attention to representations whose underlying modules are finitely generated and 
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

projective. Then the resulting category is no longer abelian, and a lot of the tech
niques used in [15] are no longer applicable. Using an alternative, more categorical 
approach, we will prove a generalized version of the reconstruction and recognition 
results of Saavedro Rivano and Deligne. The motivation for this project was the fol
lowing question posed by Richard Pink. 

1.1. Motivating example 

Let A: be a perfect field of characteristic p > 0, and let W be the ring of Witt-
vectors with coefficients in k. We write Wn for the quotient ring W/pnW. In [20], 
J.-M. Fontaine and G. Laffaille defined the category MF//, which consists of filtered 
VF-modules of finite length with some additional structure (see Chapter 2 for a precise 
definition). These categories are used to construct p-adic Galois representations. There 
are faithful functors from certain subcategories of MF// to the category of Galois 
representations on Zp-modules of finite length (see [20, Théorème 3.3]). By passing 
to a limit, one obtains continuous Galois representations on free Zp-modules (see 
[20, §7.14 and Proposition 7.15]), and by inverting p one obtains crystalline Galois 
representations. The category occurring in this last step is a Qp-linear Tannakian 
category whose fiber functor lands in the category of vector spaces over the field of 
fractions of W (see [20, Remarques 7.10]). Richard Pink asked whether it is possible 
to apply the Tannakian philosophy at an earlier stage of this process, where the 
categories involved are Z/pnZ-linear or Zp-linear. 

We follow J.-P. Wintenberger and call the objects of MF// filtered F-modules^. 
We let MFpnroj be the full subcategory of MF// consisting of those filtered F-modules 
whose underlying W-modules are finitely generated projective Wn-modules. This 
category is Z/pnZ-linear, and the forgetful functor gives a Z/pnZ-linear functor 
w : MFproj —> Mod^P . In Chapter 2 we will prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.2.1. — There is a groupoid G = Spec(Ln) acting on Spec(Wn) and 
a symmetric strong monoidal equivalence MFproj ~ Rep(G), where Rep(Gf) is the 
category of dualizable representations ofG. 

1.2. Generalization to arbitrary cosmoi 

An affine groupoid G = Spec (if) acting on Spec (B) over Spec(î ) is precisely 
a Hopf algebroid (B,H) in the monoidal category Mod#. The notion of a Hopf 
algebroid makes sense in any symmetric monoidal category, and we can equally well 
study the recognition and reconstruction problems in this context. In order to have the 
desired categorical techniques available, we need our symmetric monoidal categories 
to be complete, cocomplete and closed. Following Bénabou [3] and Kelly [32], we 
call a complete and cocomplete symmetric monoidal closed category a cosmos. Hopf 

(1)In [59], the objects of MF/Z are called 'F-modules filtrés sur W\ 
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1.3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 3 

algebroids in cosmoi of graded modules play an important role in algebraic topology 
(cf. [25]). 

For certain classes of cosmoi these questions have already been studied: T. Wedhorn 
studied the reconstruction problem over Dedekind rings, and the recognition problem 
for valuation rings (see [58]). B. Day solved both problems for finitely presentable 
cosmoi for which the full subcategory of objects with duals is closed under finite 
limits and colimits (see [11]). P. McCrudden used a result of B. Pareigis to solve the 
reconstruction problem for Maschkean categories, which are certain abelian monoidal 
categories in which all monomorphisms split (see [46], [44]). 

All these approaches make the assumption that the category of objects with duals 
is closed under finite limits. But an i?-module has a dual if and only if it is finitely 
generated and projective, and a kernel of a morphism between projective modules is 
in general not projective; therefore, the above results cannot be applied to the case 
where Y is the cosmos Mod^ of i?-modules for a general commutative ring R, such 
as the case of the example described in §1.1. 

Nori's Tannakian Theorem (unpublished, see [5]) concerns Hopf algebras in cat
egories of Pro-objects of finitely generated modules, and it is only applicable if the 
homological dimension is at most one. Our main example of filtered F-modules con
cerns Z/pnZ-linear categories, and Z/pnZ has infinite homological dimension. 

There are various generalizations of Tannaka duality to quantum algebra, e.g., 
in the work of Phùng Hô Hai [24], and Kornél Szlachânyi [56]. While Hai stays 
in the world of abelian categories, Szlachânyi also encounters the problem that the 
base category is a category of finitely generated projective modules. His results in
spired some of the specialized theorems we prove in Chapter 8. Our results about 
coalgebroids are more general since they also work for categories enriched in (differ
ential) graded i?-modules, and even more general abelian cosmoi Y. Moreover, the 
fiber functors considered in [56] are strong monoidal for the non-symmetric tensor 
product of Z?-I?-bimodules. The forgetful functors arising from affine groupoids are 
instead strong monoidal for the tensor product over the base algebra B. Therefore 
[56, Theorem 6.8] is not applicable in our main case of interest. Finally, Szlachânyi 
only considers the interaction between monoidal structures and bialgebroids. Since 
we are interested in categories of representations of affine groupoids, we also need 
to study the interaction between autonomous categories and Hopf algebroids in our 
general setting. 

1.3. Discussion of results 

Deligne's proof of the recognition result for the case of fields proceeds in several 
steps. Under the contravariant equivalence between affine schemes over Spec(fc) and 
fc-algebroids, the affine groupoids correspond to Hopf algebroids. A Hopf algebroid 
(B, H) in the category of fc-vector spaces consists of two fc-algebras B and H, together 
with two homomomorphisms of fc-algebras B H (called the left and right unit, 
corresponding to the source and target maps). These turn H into a #-i?-bimodule. In 
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

addition to this, a Hopf algebroid has a comultiplication H —» H <S>B H and a counit 
H B (corresponding to the composition operation and the map sending an object 
to its identity in the affine groupoid), and an antipode H —• H (corresponding to the 
map which sends a morphism to its inverse). 

A B-B-coalgebroid (or coring) is a -B-5-bimodule C with a comultiplication C —» 
C<S)BC and a counit C —> B, which are coassociative and counital. Since we are 
working over k, a 5-^-bimodule is understood to be an abelian group with a left and 
a right B-action such that the two actions coincide. In particular, if we take B = k, 
then a 5-^-coalgebroid is simply a fc-coalgebra. Note that every Hopf algebroid is in 
particular a coalgebroid. Moreover, the structure of a coalgebroid is the bare minimum 
needed to define a category of comodules. A C-comodule is a f?-module M endowed 
with a coaction M —• C <S>B M which is compatible with the comultiplication and the 
counit. 

It is in fact convenient to think of a Hopf algebroid as a coalgebroid endowed with 
additional structure. Deligne first studies the relationship between ^-linear categories 
equipped with a fc-linear functor to the category of finite dimensional K-vector spaces 
on the one hand, and if-if-coalgebroids on the other. In a second step, he shows 
that symmetric monoidal structures induce a commutative algebra structure on the 
corresponding coalgebroid, and thirdly that the existence of duals implies the existence 
of an antipode. 

Definition 1.3.1. — Let R be a commutative ring, and let B be a commutative R-al-
gebra. A Cauchy comodule of a £-£?-coalgebroid C is a comodule whose underlying 
B-module is finitely generated and projective. The category of Cauchy comodules 
of C is denoted by Rep(C). 

Ross Street observed that the functor which sends a coalgebra to its category of 
Cauchy comodules, equipped with its forgetful functor, has a left biadjoint. He called 
this biadjunction the Tannakian biadjunction (cf. [55, §16]). We give a generalized 
construction of the Tannakian biadjunction, and show that it is symmetric monoidal. 
The latter will take up a large part of the second half of the paper, and it provides 
a conceptual explanation for why the left biadjoint sends (weak) monoids in the 
domain (monoidal categories) to monoids in the codomain (bialgebroids). Under this 
interpretation, the reconstruction problem and the recognition problem have a precise 
mathematical formulation: 

(1) Reconstruction problem: when is the counit of the Tannakian biadjunction an 
isomorphism? 

(2) Recognition problem: when is the unit of the Tannakian biadjunction an equiv
alence? 

Note that the asymmetry between these two problems is only apparent: a morphism 
of coalgebroids is an equivalence if and only if it is an isomorphism, because there is 
no notion of natural transformation between morphisms of coalgebroids. 
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1.3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 5 

We prove a necessary and sufficient condition for the counit to be an isomorphism, 
and a sufficient condition for the unit to be an equivalence, both for arbitrary cosmoi 
as a base. However, the conditions simplify considerably for the cosmos Mod/? of 
modules of a commutative ring R. The Tannakian biadjunction relevant for this case 
is the biadjunction 

L(-) 
B-B- Coalg R- Cat /ModB 

Rep(-) 
where B denotes a fixed iZ-algebra, and R- Cat / Mod# denotes the 2-category whose 
objects are .R-linear functors with codomain Mod#. The neutral Tannakian biadjunc
tion is obtained by taking B = R. 

The classical reconstruction result relies on the fact that every comodule of a 
Hopf algebroid can be written as a union of finite dimensional comodules. A union 
is a special case of a colimit, and we arrive at a necessary and sufficient condition 
for reconstruction if we replace inclusions by arbitrary maps. We start by giving a 
description of the relevant diagram. 

Given a subcategory si Ç ̂  and an object C G ^, we write si jC for the category 
of si-objects over C. The objects of sijC are morphisms </>: A —> C in ^ whose 
domain lies in si, and the morphisms between 0: A —> C and </>' : A' —• C are the 
morphisms A —* A' which make the evident triangle commute. The domain functor 
D: si/C —• is the functor which sends an object <j) to its domain. The tautological 
cocone on D is the cocone with vertex C whose component at the object <j>\ A —> C 
is <j> itself, thought of as a morphism from D((f)) to C. 

The following theorem solves the reconstruction problem in the neutral case. It is 
a consequence of Theorem 7.5.2. 

Theorem 1.3.2. — Let R be a commutative ring, and let G = Spec(H) be an affine 
group scheme over Spec(R). Then the H-component of the counit of the Tannakian 
adjunction is an isomorphism if and only if the tautological cocone exhibits H, con
sidered as a comodule over itself, as the colimit of the diagram 

D: Rep(H)/H -> Comod(tf) 
of Cauchy comodules over H. 

For example, sufficient conditions for this to hold are that H is flat and the cat
egory of Cauchy comodules forms a generator of the category of all comodules (cf. 
Corollary 7.5.3). As far as the author knows, it is an open question whether or not 
there are flat Hopf algebras such that the Cauchy comodules do not form a generator 
of Comod(#). 

The classical recognition result concerns exact fc-linear functors. It turns out that 
we have to generalize left and right exactness separately. Right exactness concerns the 
preservation of cokernels, and the category of finitely generated projective modules is 
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6 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

usually not closed under cokernels. We can easily deal with this situation by restricting 
our attention to those morphisms whose cokernel happens to be finitely generated 
projective. 

The generalization of left exactness is more subtle. Since the category of finitely 
generated projective modules is not closed under kernels, we can't expect that the 
domain category of a fiber functor has kernels. A flat functor is a generalization of a 
left exact functor which makes sense for any domain category. In order to define flat 
functors we need to introduce the category of elements of a functor w: si —> Set. 
This category is denoted by el(io), and its objects are pairs (A,x), where A G si and 
x G w(A). The morphisms (A,x) —> (A\ x') are given by the morphisms / : A —> Af 
in si with w(f){x) = x'. If si has finite limits, then a functor w: si —• Set preserves 
finite limits if and only if the category el(w) is coftltered, that is, if and only if 

— the category e\(w) is nonempty; 
— for any two objects (A, x), (Af, x') G el(iu), there is an object (B,y) G el(w) 

together with morphisms (B,y) —• (B,y) —> (A',xf)\ and 
— for any two morphisms /, g: (A,x) —» (Af,xf) in el(w), there is an object (B,y) 

and a morphism h: {B,y) —> (A,x) such that fh = gh. 

Definition 1.3.3. — A functor w: si —• Set (where si does not necessarily have finite 
limits) is called flat if the category of elements of w is cofiltered. If a functor lands in 
the category of modules of a commutative ring, then we call it flat if the composite 
with the evident forgetful functor to Set is flat. 

In order to state our recognition theorem we have to explain one more point of ter
minology. There are basically two perspectives one can take on enriched categories. 
One point of view is that an enriched category is first and foremost an ordinary cat
egory, endowed with further structure that makes it enriched. This is very natural 
for j?-linear or topological categories, for example, where the enrichment consists of 
additional structure on the hom-sets. The second point of view is that an enriched 
category consists of a class of objects, together with a hom-object for any pair of 
objects. This hom-object is itself an object of some base category f. The underlying 
unenriched category is then constructed from this data by applying a canonical forget
ful functor y —» Set. This point of view is more natural when the base is the category 
of differential graded i?-modules. The canonical forgetful functor sends a differential 
graded module to the set of cycles of degree zero, which is not an "underlying set." 

Moreover, there are very natural base change functors which—when applied to each 
hom-object—change the underlying unenriched category significantly. Therefore we 
adopt the second point of view. In particular, given an fî-linear functor F: si —• âê, 
we write FQ : sio —• 3SQ for the underlying functor between the underlying unenriched 
categories. 

The following theorem, which is part of Theorem 10.2.2, is proved by showing that 
the unit of the Tannakian adjunction is an equivalence under the stated assumptions. 
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1.4. OUTLINE 7 

Theorem 1.3.4. — Let B be a commutative R-algebra, let si be an additive au
tonomous symmetric monoidal R-linear category, and let w. si —• Mod# be a 
symmetric strong monoidal R-linear functor. Suppose that 

i) the functor wo is faithful and reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) the functor wo is flat, that is, the category e\(wo) of elements of WQ is cofiltered; 

iii) if the cokernel of wo(f) is finitely generated and projective, then the cokernel 
of f exists and is preserved by WQ. 

Then there exists an affine groupoid G = Spec(H) acting on Spec(J5) and a symmetric 
strong monoidal equivalence si ~ Rep(G). This equivalence is compatible with w and 
the forgetful functor. Moreover, H is flat as a left and as a right B-module. 

Note that the forgetful functor from the category of representations of any affine 
groupoid scheme acting on Spec(B) satisfies i) and iii), that is, i) and iii) are necessary 
conditions. On the other hand, condition ii) is clearly stronger: it implies that H is 
flat as a left and as a right J3-module. It is an open question whether or not the 
converse is true: if H is flat as a left and as a right £?-module, is the forgetful functor 
Rep(G) ModB flat? 

1.4. Outline 

The proof of our Tannakian theorem is split into three parts. In the first part we 
will set up the categorical framework for dealing with the reconstruction problem and 
the recognition problem. More precisely, we give a new construction of the Tannakian 
biadjunction for cosmoi, which we summarize in Chapter 3. Instead of proving the 
existence of this biadjunction directly, we show that it is a special case of a "formal" 
Tannakian biadjunction for 2-categories. The construction of the latter closely mimics 
the construction of the semantics-structure adjunction in Street's "formal theory of 
monads" [51], and we shall later use a comparison between the two to prove our 
recognition results. 

The name "formal category theory" is sometimes used when we think of the objects 
of a 2-category as a generalized notion of category, that is, when we forget about the 
fact that our (structured) categories have objects and morphisms, and think of them 
as primitive objects in a surrounding 2-category. 

Specifically, the notion of a monad makes sense in any 2-category, and Ross Street 
observed that the category of Eilenberg-Moore algebras of a monad has a universal 
property in the 2-category of categories. In a general 2-category, objects with the 
corresponding universal property are called Eilenberg-Moore objects. A large part of 
the theory of monads can be developed if we assume that Eilenberg-Moore objects 
exist, for example, the semantics-structure adjunction. 

The category of finitely generated comodules of a coalgebra has a similar uni
versal property in the bicategory of y-modules^. In a general bicategory, we call 

(2) Modules are also known as distributors (see [3]) or yrojunctors. 
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8 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

objects with this universal property Tannaka-Krein objects. In Chapter 4 we will see 
that Tannaka-Krein objects can be used to construct the formal Tannakian biadjunc
tion for 2-categories. In Chapter 5 we show that for any cosmos y, the 2-category 
of ^-modules has Tannaka-Krein objects and that the Tannakian biadjunction for 
cosmoi is a special case of the formal Tannakian biadjunction. 

In the second part of the paper we study the reconstruction and recognition prob
lems in the bicategory of ^-modules. We give criteria which ensure that the unit is 
an equivalence, and necessary and sufficient conditions for the counit to be an iso
morphism. It is well known when the unit of the semantics-structure adjunction is 
an equivalence (Beck's monadicity theorem), and from the construction of Tannaka-
Krein objects in the bicategory of ^-modules it will be clear that this is crucial for 
understanding the unit of the Tannakian adjunction. Note that Beck's monadicity 
theorem was also a key ingredient in the proof of [15, Théorème 1.12], The general 
recognition result (proved in Chapter 6) allows for considerable simplifications if we 
make some assumptions on the cosmos y. We prove some of these specialized recog
nition results in Chapters 7 and 8. They can be applied to cosmoi of jR-modules and 
differential graded .R-modules for a commutative ring R. 

In the third part of the paper we expand our categorical framework to entail 
(symmetric) monoidal structures and (commutative) bialgebras and bialgebroids. To 
do this we investigate the interaction between the Tannakian biadjunction and the 
monoidal structures on its domain and codomain. More precisely, we will show that 
the Tannakian adjunction is a monoidal biadjunction. As a consequence we find that 
it lifts to categories of (weak) monoids on either side. This provides a conceptual 
explanation of the fact that monoidal structures induce a bialgebra structure on the 
associated coalgebra. We proceed to show compatibilities with braidings and symme
tries, which allow us to lift the Tannakian biadjunction to commutative bialgebras. 
In particular, the recognition results from Chapters 6, 7 and 8 lift to the setting of 
(symmetric) bialgebras and bialgebroids. 

In order not to lose ourselves in technicalities we provide an overview of the main 
argument and a summary of the compatibility results in Chapter 9, and defer their 
proofs to Chapter 11. Each one of them entails checking that a considerable number of 
axioms hold, each of which is straightforward to check if we use a convenient notation 
for 2-cells in a monoidal 2-category. 

To prove recognition result for categories of representations of affine groupoids in 
Chapter 10 we also need to study the interaction between duals and antipodes. We 
do this using the notion of Hopf monoidal comonads in §11.6. 

In Appendix D we outline how our theory can be extended to deal with dual 
quasi-bialgebras and dual quasi-triangular quasi-bialgebras. 

Throughout the paper we will talk about categories enriched in a cosmos y. The 
standard source for these is [31]. We provide the necessary background material when
ever it is needed. 

We also frequently use 2-categories and bicategories. The former are precisely the 
^-categories for the cosmos y = Cat of small categories. For A, B objects of a 
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2-category JéT we call the objects of J(f(A,B) the 1-cells of J ,̂ and the morphisms 
of J^(A, B) are called 2-cells. The 0-cells of are by definition the objects of Jt. 
For example, in the 2-category of -R-linear categories, the 0-cells are small î -linear 
categories, the 1-cells are i?-linear functors, and the 2-cells are natural transforma
tions. 

A bicategory is a weakened form of a 2-category, where composition of 1-cells is 
only associative up to coherent invertible 2-cells. The composition of 1-cells in the 
examples of bicategories we consider mostly arise from some form of tensor product, 
which is only associative up to canonical isomorphism. A nice exposition of the theory 
of 2-categories and bicategories can be found in Steve Lack's "2-categories companion" 
[36]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE CATEGORY OF FILTERED MODULES 

2.1. Filtered F-modules 
We can apply the generalized theory of Tannakian duality to the category of fil

tered modules introduced by Fontaine and LafFaille in [20]. Fix a perfect field k of 
characteristic p > 0, and let W be the ring of Witt vectors with coefficients in k. For 
our purposes it suffices to know that W is a discrete valuation ring with residue field k 
which contains the ring of p-adic integers Zp, and that p G Zp is a uniformizer of W. 
A construction of the ring can be found in [49, §11.6]. There is an automorphism 
a: W —> W of Zp-algebras which lifts the Frobenius automorphism on the residue 
field k of W (see [49, Théorème II.7 and Proposition 11.10]). This automorphism a 
is again called the Frobenius automorphism. For a W-module M, we write MG for 
the jy-module obtained by base change along a. In the following definition we use 
the same notation and terminology that was introduced in [59]. We write Wn for the 
quotient ring W/pnW. 

Definition 2 A A. — A filtered F-Module^ consists of 
— a W-module M with a decreasing filtration (FiP M)ie% of submodules 

FiP M Ç M. The filtration is exhaustive, \JieZ FiP M = M, and separated, 
fUzFil'M = 0; 

— for each i G Z, a morphism (j)1 : FiP M —• MG of VF-modules such that the 
restriction of (j)1 to FiP+1 M is p<£i+1. 

A morphism of filtered F-modules M —> M' is a morphism g: M —• M' of VF-modules 
such that for all i G Z, #(FiPM) Ç FiPM' and 4 ° 5 = 5° </>M- We denote the 
category of filtered F-modules by MF, and we write MF// for the full subcategory of 
objects M which satisfy 

— the W-module M has finite length; 
— the images of the </>* span M, that is, Yliez < (̂FiP M) = M. 

t1) A filtered F-module is a filtered VK-module with additional structure; the F is part of the name 
and does not stand for a ring. 
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12 CHAPTER 2. THE CATEGORY OF FILTERED MODULES 

The category MF/Z is the full subcategory of MF// consisting of those objects whose 
underlying ^-module M is annihilated by pn (equivalently, for which M is a Wn-mod-
ule). We write MFproj for the full subcategory of MF^ consisting of objects whose 
underlying module is a finitely generated projective Wn-modu\e. 

J.-M. Fontaine and G. Laffaille have shown that MF// is an abelian Zp-linear 
category, and that the forgetful functor w: MF// —» Mod^ is an exact Zp-linear 
functor [20]. It follows immediately that MF/Z is an abelian Z/pnZ-linear category, 
and that w restricts to a Z/pnZ-linear functor w: MF/j -> ModWn- Thus, MFproj is 
Z/pnZ-linear, and we can further restrict w to a functor on MFproj whose image is 
contained in the category of finitely generated projective Wn-modules. 

In order to prove that MFproj is the category of of representations of an affine 
groupoid we need to introduce one more auxiliary category. We write MFfg for the 
full subcategory of MF of filtered F-modules M which satisfy 

— the VF-module M is finitely generated; 
— the modules FiP M are direct summands of M; 
— the images of the ft span M, that is, ^2ieZ 0*(FiP M) = M. 

The following proposition was proved by J.-P. Wintenberger in [59]. It shows in par
ticular that we have a sequence MFproj Ç MF/Z Ç MF// Ç MFfg of full subcategories. 

Proposition 2.1.2. — The category of filtered F-modules has the following properties. 
i) The category MF fg is abelian, and the forgetful functor w : MF fg —* Mod^ is 

an exact Zp-linear functor. 
ii) For any object M ofMFfi, the filtration by submodules consists of direct sum

mands. Thus MF// can be identified with the full subcategory of MF fg consisting 
of objects which are annihilated by some power of p. 

iii) For any object M ofMFfg there exists an object M' o/MF/9 and an epimor-
phism g: M1 —• M such that the underlying W-module of M' is free. 

Proof. — Parts i) and ii) are proved in [59, Proposition 1.4.1], and part iii) is [59, 
Proposition 1.6.3]. • 

2.2. Autonomous symmetric monoidal structure 
In [59, §1.7] it was shown that the category MF/P is endowed with a Zp-linear tensor 

product which turns MFfg into a closed symmetric monoidal Zp-linear category, and 
that an object in this category is dualizable if and only if its underlying VF-module 
is torsion free. Moreover, this tensor product is lifted from Modjy in the sense that 
the forgetful functor w: MFfg —• Mod^ is a strong symmetric monoidal Zp-linear 
functor. By taking reduction mod pn it follows immediately that MFpFOj is a symmetric 
monoidal Z/pnZ-linear category, that w: MFproj —• Mod^n is a symmetric monoidal 
Z/pnZ-linear functor, and that every object of MFproj has a dual. To see this last 
fact one can use the observation that every object of MF// is obtained by reduction 
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2.2. AUTONOMOUS SYMMETRIC MONOIDAL STRUCTURE 13 

mod pn from a torsion free object of MF/P, which is immediate from part iii) of 
Proposition 2.1.2. 

Theorem 2.2.1. — There is a groupoid G = Spec(Ln) acting on Spec(Wn) and a sym
metric strong monoidal equivalence MFproj ~ Rep(G). The Hopf algebroid Ln is given 
by 

Ln — 
MeMF;ro. 

w(M) ®z/pnZw(M)y, 

where the right action on Ln is induced by the Wn-actions on w(M)yand the left 
action is induced by the Wn-actions on w(M). The Wn-Wn-coalgebra Ln is flat as a 
right and as a left Wn-module. 

Proof — We show that the conditions of Theorem 10.2.2 are satisfied for R = Z/pnrL 
and B = Wn. Conditions i) and iii) are immediate from the fact that we have an 
embedding MFproj —> MF̂ Z where MF^ is abelian, together with an extension of the 
forgetful functor to an exact faithful functor MFr}jl —» Modwn. 

It remains to to check that e\(w) is cofiltered. Since MFproj has direct sums, it 
suffices to check that for any pair of morphisms /, g: (M,x) —• (M\xf) in el(w), 
there is an object (N,y) in e\(w) and a morphism h: (N,y) —• (M,#) such that 
fh = gh. Let K be the equalizer of f,g in MF^. We have f{x) = x' = g(x), so 
x e K. From Proposition 2.1.2, part iii) we know that there is an object L of MF/P 
with an epimorphism k: L —» K such that the underlying ^-module of L is free. 
Multiplication with pn defines an endomorphism of L in MF/P. The cokernel N of 
this endomorphism is a free Wn-module. Since K is an object of MF^, it is annihilated 
by pn, so we get a morphism h: N —• K in MFfg making the diagram 

L P L N 

o d h 
K 

commutative. Surjectivity of the morphism k implies that h is surjective. In partic
ular, there is an element y G N with h(y) = x. Since N is a finitely generated free 
Wn-module, this gives the desired morphism h: (N,y) —> (M,#) in the category of 
elements of w : MFproj —• Mod^r. • 
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CHAPTER 3 

OUTLINE OF THE TANNAKIAN BIADJUNCTION 

3.1. The Tannakian biadjunction 
Let y be a cosmos. At the heart of our work is the Tannakian biadjunction between 

coalgebras and coalgebroids on the one hand, and fiber functors on the other. In 
this section we will recall some standard terminology and definitions from enriched 
category theory which are used in the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.1.1. — Let â§ be a y-category. Let 

R: ComonMod(r)(J) -> f - C a t [ M 

be the 2-functor which on objects sends a M.od(y)-comonad to the forgetful functor 
from its y -category of Cauchy comodules (see §3.6) to the Cauchy completion of 8%. 
If the category ComonMod(y)(!f) is regarded as a 2-category with only identity 2-
cells, then R has a left biadjoint L. 

3.2. Recollections about enriched category theory 
We denote the tensor product of y by — <g> — : y x y —> y, the unit object by I 

and the internal horn by [—,—]. A category si enriched in y has objects a, a',... and 
instead of hom-sets, it has hom-objects si(a,af) € y, see [31, §1]. The basic concepts 
of category theory can be generalized to this context. For example, for a small ^-cat
egory si, there is a ^-category $si of enriched presheaves on si (that is, ^-functors 
si°v —• y), and a corresponding Yoneda embedding. We denote the category of small 
^-categories and y~functors by ^-Cat, and we write y~CAT for the (very large) 
2-category of all large ^-categories and ^-functors. The reader who is unfamiliar with 
the general theory of enriched categories should keep in mind the case y = Mod#, 
R a commutative ring, where ^-category, ^-functor and ^-natural transformation 
correspond to the notions of i2-linear category, iî-linear functor and ordinary natural 
transformation respectively. Note that we do not require that an iî-linear category has 
finite direct sums. Most of the general concepts are self-explanatory in this context. 
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16 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE TANNAKIAN BIADJUNCTION 

Definition 3.2.1. — The unit y-category is the ^-category J' with a single object * 
and *) = /. 

3.3. The bicategory of modules 
Apart from the notion of V-functor, there is an alternative choice of morphism 

between ^-categories. Understanding both of these and the interaction between the 
two is crucial for our construction of the Tannakian adjunction. Recall that the tensor 
product of two ^-categories si and Sê has objects the pairs of objects in si and 
âê, with hom-objects given by the tensor product in V (see [31, §1.4] for a precise 
definition). 

Definition 3.3.1. — Let V be a cosmos, and let si and 38 be ̂ -categories. A module^ 
M : si -H- 2% is a ^-functor ^op <g> si V and composition of modules M\ si 86 
and N: 3ê -+> is denoted by AT 0 M and specified by the coend 

NQM(c,a) := 
dre 

N(c, 6)<8>M(6, a). 

This composition is associative up to coherent isomorphism and the representable 
modules are identities up to isomorphism by a form of the Yoneda lemma (see [31, 
Formula (3.71)]). We get a bicategory Mod(y) with 0-cells the small ^-categories, 
1-cells the modules and 2-cells the ^-natural transformations between them. 

Example 3.3.2. — An algebra B in V can be interpreted as a ^-category with pre
cisely one object. A ^-functor B —> Y picks out an object of Y together with an 
action of B, that is, the category of Y-functors B —» Y is equivalent to the category 
of 5-modules. A module B -+> B in the sense of Definition 3.3.1 is precisely a B-B-bi-
module. Moreover, composition of modules is given by tensoring the corresponding 
bimodules over B. 

3.4. The category of comonads in Mod(^) 

We are now ready to define one of the categories appearing in the Tannakian 
biadjunction. 

Definition 3.4.1. — Let J be a ^-category. A comonad in the bicategory M.od(Y) 
on 3B (or Mod(y)-comonad for short) is a coalgebra in the category Mod(^)(^, SS) 
of endomodules of J?, whose monoidal structure is given by composition of modules. 
The category of Mod(y)-comonads on Së is denoted by ComonMod(r)(^)-

W Modules are also known as bimodules, distributors, or pro functors. 
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3.5. CAUCHY COMPLETION AND FIBER FUNCTORS 17 

Above we have seen that an endomodule of a ^-category B with a single object 
(that is, an algebra in Y) is precisely a 5-5-bimodule. Thus a Mod( /̂)-comonad 
on B in Mod(y) is precisely a B-B-coalgebroid. In particular, if B = I, it is simply 
a coalgebra in Y. 

3.5. Cauchy completion and fiber functors 

We can now define Cauchy objects and Cauchy completions of ^-categories. Let 38 
be a small ^-category. An object F G 03§ is called a Cauchy object if the rep-
resentable functor $38{F, — ) is cocontinuous (in the enriched sense, see §5.1). The 
Cauchy completion 38 of 38 is the full subcategory of Cauchy objects in $38. If F is 
represented by the object B G 38, then the Yoneda lemma implies that $38{F, —) is 
isomorphic to the functor which evaluates a presheaf at B. Since colimits in presheaf 
categories are computed pointwise (see [31, §3.3]), it follows that 38 contains all the 
representable functors, that is, we have âê Ç 38. 

Cauchy completions are best explained by giving a few examples. 

Example 3.5.1. — Let Y = Mod# be the cosmos of i?-modules for some commutative 
ring R, and let B be an i?-algebra, considered as a one object ^-category 38. The 
presheaf category $38 is isomorphic to the .R-linear category of right £?-modules. A 
5-module M is a Cauchy object if and only if it is finitely generated and projective. 
For this reason, Cauchy objects in an arbitrary cosmos are sometimes called small 
projective objects. 

Remark 3.5.2. — The name "Cauchy completion" comes from a different example 
due to F. W. Lawvere. Let Y be the cosmos [0, oo] of extended nonnegative real 
numbers. For x, y objects of [0, oo], there is a unique morphism x —> y if and only if 
x > y, and the tensor product is given by addition of real numbers. A ^-category 
is a (generalized) metric space. Any ordinary metric space X gives an example of a 
[0, oo]-category, and the Cauchy completion as a [0, oo]-category coincides with the 
usual Cauchy completion of X as a metric space (see [38]). 

Example 3.5.3. — If Y = Set, then a small ^-category 38 is just a small ordinary cat
egory, and 38 is the Karoubi envelope of 38, which is the universal category containing 
38 in which all idempotents split. 

Example 3.5.4. — An important example of a Cauchy completion which works in any 
cosmos is the following. For 38 = J>, the unit ^-category, we have $38 ~ Y. The 
representable functors $38{X, —) correspond to [X, —] under this equivalence. Since 
X has a dual if and only if the internal hom-functor is cocontinuous we conclude that 
the Cauchy completion of is equivalent to the full subcategory of Y consisting of 
objects with duals. 

We can now give a precise definition of the codomain of the Tannakian biadjunction. 
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18 CHAPTER 3. OUTLINE OF THE TANNAKIAN BIADJUNCTION 

Definition 3.5.5. — Let SS be a small ^-category. The 2-category Y- Cat [3& has 
objects the V-functors with codomain Së (and small domain). A 1-cell (œ/,w) —> 
(g/',w') is a pair (s,cr) of a ^-functor s: srf —> stf' and a ^-natural isomorphism 
a: w' • s w. The 2-cells (s,a) (£, r) are ^-natural transformations s £ such 
that the equation 

s/- S dv 

vr 
w 

r+e 
w' 

d+rd 
S 

vr 
t 

w 
dr 

re 
w' 

vr 

holds. 

Let R be a commutative ring, and let Y = Mod#. From Example 3.5.1 we know 
that the Cauchy completion of an j?-algebra B is the category of finitely generated 
projective right 5-modules. An object of Y-Cat jB is precisely an i?-linear functor 
w: £/ —> Mod^p. Thus the fiber functors considered in [15] are present in the 2-
category Y- Cat /B. 

3.6. The right biadjoint 

Let 3§ be a small ^-category, and let C be a Mod(y)-comonad on 38. A comodule 
of C is a module M : 38 (that is, a presheaf on 38) together with a coaction 

p: M ^CQM 
which is coassociative and counital. A Cauchy comodule is a comodule (M,p) such 
that M, considered as a presheaf on 36, lies in the Cauchy completion of 38. The 
category of Cauchy comodules is denoted by Rep(C). 

Definition 3.6.1. — Let 38 be a small ^-category. The 2-functor 

R: ComonMod(r)(£) Y-Cat [36 

sends a Mod(y)-comonad C to the forgetful functor Rep(C) —>• 38. 

Example i.6.2. — Let R be a commutative ring, Y = Mod#, let B be an i?-alge-
bra, and let C be a Mod(y)-comonad on B. Then C is a coalgebroid acting on B, 
and Rep(C) is the category of C-comodules whose underlying ^-module is finitely 
generated and projective. 

3.7. Monoidal structure 

Let 38 he & monoidal ^-category, for example, a commutative algebra in Y. 
Then both the category ComonMod(f)(J) and the 2-category Y- Cat j 38 inherit 
a monoidal structure. A weak monoid in Y-Cat / 38 is a small monoidal ^-category 
equipped with a strong monoidal Y-functor to 38. In Chapter 9 we will see that 
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the Tannakian adjunction is compatible with these monoidal structures. In partic
ular, the left adjoint sends (weak) monoids to monoids (generalized bialgebroids). 
This provides a conceptual explanation for the fact that the coalgebra associated to 
a strong monoidal fiber functor inherits a bialgebra structure. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE TANNAKIAN BIADJUNCTION 
FOR GENERAL 2-CATEGORIES 

4.1. Outline 
We begin by stating a theorem of which Theorem 3.1.1 is a special case. Let J£ be 

a 2-category, that is, a category enriched in Cat. We shall gradually define terms to 
make sense of and prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1.1 (The Tannakian biadjunction). — Let B be an object of Jt. Then there 
is a canonical 2-functor 

L: M&p(^)/B -> Comon(B). 

// M has Tannaka-Krein objects, then there is a canonical pseudofunctor 

R = Rep(-) : Comon(J3) -> Map(^)/£ 

such that L is left biadjoint to R. 

Since a left biadjoint and its right biadjoint mutually determine each other, it 
suffices to describe one of them and define the other in terms of a universal property. 
In Chapter 3 we chose to define the right biadjoint, without describing its left biadjoint 
explicitly. It turns out that for the generalized Tannakian biadjunction, the description 
of the left biadjoint is easier. Thus we will define the right biadjoint in terms of a 
universal property. Our construction closely mimics the way the semantics-structure 
adjunction between monads and their categories of algebras is constructed in Ross 
Street's "formal theory of monads" (see [51]). 

In §5.4 we will then show that any 2-category biequivalent to the bicategory 
Mod(y) for some cosmos Y has Tannaka-Krein objects. To prove Theorem 3.1.1, 
it then suffices to show that the right biadjoint appearing in the statement is equiva
lent to the right biadjoint of Theorem 3.1.1 (which is described in §3.6). 

We choose this approach because the bicategory Mod(^) is rather difficult to work 
with: composition of 1-cells is defined in terms of a colimit formula, which makes it 
hard to compute with 2-cells explicitly. By working with a 2-category equivalent 
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to Mod(y), the technicalities involved in dealing with these colimits automatically 
recede in the background. 

4.2. The 2-category Comon(5) of comonads on B 

Let B be an object of A comonad on B is a comonoid in the (strict) monoidal 
category .Jif(B,B), with monoidal structure given by composition. The category of 
comonads on B is denoted by Comon(B). We think of Comon(B) as a 2-category 
with no nonidentity 2-cells. 

4.3. The slice 2-category Map(^)/£ 

The notion of a left adjoint 1-cell makes sense in any 2-category: a 1-cell / : A —> B 
is left adjoint to g: B —> A if there are 2-cells rj: id => gf and e: id satisfying 
the triangle identities. Left adjoints in ^ will play a crucial role from now on. In 
accordance with the categorical literature we make the following definition. 

Definition 4.3.1. — Let <Jt be a 2-category. A map between 0-cells A and B of M is a 
left adjoint / : A —• B, together with a chosen right adjoint / , unit 77 and counit e. A 
2-cell between maps (/, f,n,e) => (g,g,T1ie) 1S simply a 2-cell / => g. The 2-category 
of maps in M is denoted by Map(^). 

Remark 4.3.2. — If we only insisted on the existence of a right adjoint we would get 
a 2-category that is biequivalent to Map(^). The fact that we have a chosen unit 
and counit at our disposal is merely a technical convenience. 

Definition 4.3.3. — Let B be an object of M'. The slice 2-category, denoted by jfé JB, 
is the 2-category with objects the 1-cells with codomain B and 1-cells from w : A —• B 
to w' : A! —> B the pairs (a, a) where a : A —> A! is a 1-cell in ̂  and a is an invertible 
2-cell 

A f A' 

dr 1° w 
B 

in JtThe 2-cells (a,a) -» (&,/?) are 2-cells (f): a => b such that the equation 

A - d A' 

vr 
d 

dr 
r 

dr 
d 

r 
0 A7 

9 
w • (3 vr 

B 
holds. To study autonomous categories we also need to consider the lax slice M'j\B, 
which has the same objects and 2-cells as Jt/B, and 1-cells the pairs (a, a) as above, 
with a not necessarily invertible. 
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Thus the 2-category Ma>p(^)/B has objects the maps in M with codomain B and 
1-cells the 1-cells (a, a) as above, where a is a map in ^ and a is invertible. 

4.4. String diagrams and the calculus of mates 

In a general 2-category, we can replace pasting diagrams (see [33]) by their 
"Poincaré dual" graphs, that is, in a pasting diagram we replace all the objects by 
2-dimensional regions (2-disks), all the 1-cells by strings (1-disks) orthogonal to the 
original arrows, and all the 2-cells by points (0-disks), as indicated in the example 
below: 

fo 

Ao 

Ai 
fi - A2 

/2 
A3 /3 

A4 /4 93 . ,, OL 90 

dr B0 92 
B! 7 A5 

91 
dr 

94 dr C3 H0 
Co 

H1 Ci 
H2 

C2 H3 

dr Ao 

fo\ 
h' 

re 
A2 A3 IFS 

Ai a 
A4, 

v 

90 93 
92 

0 B0 B1 A5 
9Ï 94 

7 

6 CO Cs 
ho/ 

d C, C2 
n2 

h3 
dr 

The same 2-cell can also be represented in symbols by the sequence 

Ma>p(^)/B+s+s Ma>p(^)/Bx+d 
but this notation is very cumbersome and hides a lot of information: frequently a 
2-cell can be described by several sequences that look quite different, and it is easy 
to write down nonsensical sequences where the domains and codomains of the 2-cells 
don't match up. 

Note that there is no need to add arrows to our strings, the orientation on the page 
contains enough information: by convention, 1-cells are composed left to right and 
2-cells are composed top to bottom. Moreover, we generally omit the labels of objects 
of our 2-category. Since all 1-cells have a uniquely determined source and target, that 
information is in fact redundant. 

The idea of using string diagrams to describe morphisms is due to Penrose [47]. 
For monoidal categories it was made mathematically precise in [27]. In the context 
of 2-categories and bicategories, string diagrams first appeared in [53]. The string 
notation has several advantages. First, it is more apt to deal with identity morphisms 
than the pasting diagram notation. For 1-cells f,g: A —> A and 2-cells a: f id, 
(3: id => g, the three string diagrams 

1/ 
dr(' 

\f rf 
fa (f>) 

( at 
\9 

0 

9 
a 9d 
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all represent the same 2-cell. The corresponding pasting diagrams look like 

id 
A vr 

g 
A 

f 
va A 

id 

d 

A d 
-id-,/3 4 

9 

A A 
fr 

id 
a 

id 
A 

9 
d A 

and it is less evident from the notation that they actually give the same 2-cell when 
evaluated. Second, the string diagram notation allows us to keep track of the specific 
order in which a diagram is evaluated. Without loss of generality, we can assume that 
no two 2-cells appear at the same height. The string diagram is evaluated from top to 
bottom, that is, one starts with the highest 2-cell, whiskers it appropriately, and then 
proceeds with the next one. Therefore we can suggest a specific order of (vertical) 
composition just by giving the string diagram. With the pasting diagram notation, 
this cannot be done as easily. 

String diagrams also simplify dealing with internal adjunctions. An adjunction 
/ H / comes with two 2-cells rj : id f • / and e : f • / => id. We denote these by 

fi dr and vr dr 

respectively. The triangle identities are then given by the equations 

1/ 

dr re 
dr 

ee and 1/ 

1/ 

1/ 

er 
"éé 

This notation makes the calculus of mates from [33] much more intuitive. Given two 
adjunctions / H / and g -\g we sometimes denote the mate of a : / • u =ï v • g by 07, 
that is, we use the abbreviation 

r" u f'" Iz U 

e' e' a 
9 v f z 

f 

f 

whenever it is convenient. 

4.5. The 2-functor L 

The string diagram notation allows us to easily write down the left biadjoint of the 
Tannakian biadjunction. 

Proposition 4.5.1. — Let B be an object of M. Then the assignment 

L: M A P M 0 / £ Comon(5) 
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which sends a map w: A —> B to the comonad L(w) = w • w, with comultiplication 
and counit given by 

w w 

w w w w 

and 
w w 

respectively, and which sends a morphism (a, a) : w —> w' to 
w 

L(a, a) := 

w w w 

dr 
\a a. 

oc-" dr 
a k-1 

a 

w' dre w' w' 

is a 2-functor. 

Proof. — It is a well-known fact that the composite of a left adjoint with a right 
adjoint is a comonad. We leave it to the reader to check that L(—) is a 2-functor. 
This can be done quite easily by using the string diagram formalism from §4.4. • 

4.6. Tannaka-Krein objects 
In [51], Ross Street showed that the category of Eilenberg-Moore coalgebras of 

a comonad has a universal property in the 2-category of categories, functors and 
natural transformations, namely it is universal among coactions on functors. This can 
be generalized to arbitrary 2-categories: objects which are universal among coactions 
on 1-cells are called Eilenberg-Moore objects. We introduce the notion of a Tannaka-
Krein object of a comonad, which is universal among those coactions whose underlying 
1-cells are maps (that is, left adjoints with chosen right adjoints). 

Definition 4.6.1. — Let c: B —> B be a comonad in M. A coaction of c consists of a 
1-cell v : A —• B in jfé, together with a 2-cell p : v c • v such that the equations 

V 

p t 

7) 

V C c v C c 

d+r 

V 

p 

Ô 
and 

V 

p 

V 

c 
dre 

dr+dr 
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hold. A morphism of coactions (v,p) —> (w,a) is a 2-cell a: v => w such that the 
equation 

V V 

e+er er 
V 

d+ I to 
dr 

lu c to c 
holds. A map coaction of c is a coaction (v, p) where v is a map. For an object A G ^ 
we write Coact^(c) for the category of c-coactions with domain A, and we write 
Coact™(c) for the full subcategory of map coactions of c. 

Definition 4.6.2. — Let <JK be a 2-category and let c: B —* B be a comonad in An 
object Bc endowed with a c-coaction (i?c,pc): Bc —> i? is called an Eilenberg-Moore 
object of c if it is universal among all c-coactions, in the sense that the functor 

T: JZ(A,BC) Coact^(c) 
which sends a morphism f : A —> Bc to the coaction 

T(f) := 

dr+ r+e 

dr vr C 

dr 

and which sends a 2-cell f => g: A —> Bc to T(</>) := vC0 is an isomorphism of 
categories. 

The universal property of a Tannaka-Krein object is slightly more complicated 
to state. Basically we just replace the word "coaction" by "map-coaction", but there 
is also a nontrivial interaction between 1-cells and maps that doesn't appear in the 
definition of Eilenberg-Moore objects. Furthermore, instead of insisting that T be 
an isomorphism of categories (as in the case of strict EM-objects), we only want an 
equivalence of categories. This allows us to transfer Tannaka-Krein objects along a 
biequivalence between 2-categories. 

Definition 4.6.3. — Let c: B —> B be a comonad in Jt. A Tannaka-Krein object for c 
is an object Rep(c) together with a map coaction (vc, pc) : Rep(c) —• B which is 
universal among map coactions in the following sense: every map coaction (v,p) is 
isomorphic to a coaction 

Pcf'= 

f vc 

f dr dc 

dr 
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for some map / : A —• Rep(c), and for any 1-cell g: A —• Rep(c), whiskering with vc 
induces a bijection between 2-cells g => f and morphisms of coactions (vc • g,pc- g) —» 
(*>c/, Pc/)-
Remark 4.6.4. — If Rep(c) endowed with the c-coaction (vc,pc) is a Tannaka-Krein 
object in jfé, then the functor 

T: Map(A,Rep(c)) -> Coact^(c) 
which sends a map / to the coaction (vc • /, pc • /) and a 2-cell (f>: f => g between two 
maps A —• Rep(c) to vc • <\> is an equivalence of categories. This fact is all we are going 
to need in order to construct the Tannakian biadjunction. 

The stronger universal property in the definition allows us to lift extraordinary 
2-cells. This is relevant for lifting an autonomous structure (that is, duals with chosen 
evaluation and coevaluation) along the forgetful functor vc, a problem which we don't 
study in this paper. 

The following example was pointed out by Ignacio Lopez Franco. 

Example 4.6.5. — Let be the 2-category of categories with equalizers, 1-cells the 
functors which preserve equalizers, and 2-cells the natural transformations. Then the 
category of comodules of a comonad in has equalizers, so has Eilenberg-Moore 
objects. Moreover, by the dual of [17, Theorem 1], the lift of a left adjoint to the 
category of comodules is itself a left adjoint. Therefore every Eilenberg-Moore object 
is also a Tannaka-Krein object in J^. 

The same is true for the 2-category of ^-categories with equalizers (in the enriched 
sense) and ^-functors which preserve equalizers. 

4.7. The pseudofunctor Rep(—) 
The universal property of Tannaka-Krein objects allows us to construct the desired 

pseudofunctor from comonads on B to the 2-category of maps into B. As a referee 
pointed out, we could instead prove directly that there is a pseudonatural equivalence 

Map(^)IB (w, Rep(c)) -> Comon(E) (L(w), c) 
for each fixed comonad c on B, and then use this to endow Rep(—) with the structure 
of a pseudofunctor. The following proposition gives a slightly more explicit description 
of the pseudofunctor structure, which is useful for proving that Rep(—) is equivalent 
to the 2-functor R from Theorem 3.1.1 in the case where M = Mod(l^) (see Re
mark 5.4.6). The reader only interested in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1 should skip 
directly to §4.8. 

Proposition 4.7.1. — Let Jt be a 2-category with Tannaka-Krein objects, and let 
T~l : Coact^(c) -> Map(A, Rep(c)) 
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be an inverse to the functor T from Remark 1^.6.4. Then the assigment which sends 
a comonad c on B to the Tannaka-Krein object vc : Rep(c) —» B and a morphism of 
comonads 4>: c —• d to the 1-cell 

Rep(c) 
d+r+d Rep(c') 

x<t> 
dr 

B 
vc< 

defines a pseudofunctor Comon(5) —> Ma,p(^)/B, where p^ is the coaction 

Prh ' = 
Pc \ c 

v 

re 

c 
and where is the p^-component of the natural isomorphism TT~X id. With an 
appropriate choice ofT~x we can ensure that the resulting pseudofunctor is normal, 
that is, that it preserves identities strictly. 

Proof. — It is not hard to see that the 2-cell 
+r+df6+ Ma>p(^)/B 

a := 

dr 
dr 

d+r 

d+r+dr d+rd 
is a morphism of coactions from the coaction T(T 1(p>lp) • T 1(p(f))) to the coaction 
TT~1(p^(f)). Since the functor T is fully faithful there exists a unique 2-cell 

PL:T-\P^.T-\P^^T-\PM) 

such that the equation vcn\i = a holds. Similar reasoning shows that there is a unique 
2-cell fjL0: id=> T " 1 ^ ) with 

Mo 

d+r+d+r+d 

Vc 

d+rd 

Vc 

d+r 

T 1(̂ id) vc 
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By whiskering the equations in question with vc> or vcm one can now easily check that 
H and /io give the desired pseudofunctor structure. 

Choosing T-1 amounts to choosing a map T_1(p) together with an isomorphism 
Xp : TT_1(p) —• p of coactions. Because pid = pc, we can make sure that T~1{p\<\) = id 
and APid = id. With this choice for T_1, the resulting pseudofunctor is normal. • 

4.8. Proof of the Tannakian biadjunction 
We are now ready to prove that Rep(—) is a right biadjoint of L(—). 

Proof of Theorem J^.l.l. — To show that L is a left biadjoint of Rep(—) we have to 
give a pseudonatural equivalence 

0WiC: Map(^)/i?(w,Rep(c))—• Comon(B)(L(iy),c). 
If such an equivalence exists it has to be strictly 2-natural, because there are no non-
identity 2-cells in the codomain. We define the functor 0WiC on an object (s, a) : w —* vc 
by 

w w 

qklsd+fjd+rdjr 

d+r 

s d+r 

cr 

c 
and on a morphism a : (s, a) —> (t, r) by 8WjC(a) = id. The latter makes sense because 
the existence of a implies L((s,a)) = L((t,r)) (cf. Definition 4.3.3). We leave it to 
the reader to check that this gives a well-defined functor, that is, that the morphism 
w - w —> c defined above is a morphism of comonads. 

To see that 0WiC is a 2-natural transformation, we have to check that for any 1-cell 
(a, a) : v —• w and any morphism of comonads <fi: c —• c', the equation 

<i> ' 0™,c((s,cr)) • L((a,a)) = 6V,C> ((Rep(</>), A0) • (s,cr) • (a, a)) 
holds. The key observation for this is that the equation 

vc vc 

k 1 

d 

rd 

c' 

v 

Vc Vc 

I 
C 

Pc 

7) 
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holds, which follows from the fact that is a component of the natural transformation 
jirp-i _̂  ĝee pr0pOSition 4.7.1). We leave it to the reader to check the details. 

It remains to show that 6 is fully faithful and essentially surjective. It is obviously 
full, because there are no nonidentity 2-cells in the codomain. To see that it is faithful, 
we need to check that there is at most one 2-cell between two 1-cells (s, a) and (£, r) 
from w to vc. But whiskering with vc is the 2-cell part of the equivalence T from 
Remark 4.6.4, so it suffices to check that vca = vc(3 for any two 2-cells (5, a) (£, r). 
This follows immediately from the definition of 2-cells in Map(^)/5, see Defini
tion 4.3.3. 

To see that 0WiC is essentially surjective, first note that for any morphism of comon-
ads L(w) —* c, the 2-cell 

P •= 

w 

d 
w 

d 

c is a map coaction. The axioms for a morphism of comonads correspond precisely to 
the axioms for a coaction. Let s = T~l{p) and let a : vc • s w be the p-component 
of the natural transformation TT~l id. It is now easy to see that #^((5, cr)) = </>, 
which shows that 6WjC is indeed an equivalence of categories. • 
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CHAPTER 5 

DETAILS FOR THE TANNAKIAN 
BIADJUNCTION IN Mod(r ) 

Let y be a cosmos. In order to see that Theorem 3.1.1 is a consequence of Theo
rem 4.1.1, we first have to describe a 2-category which is biequivalent to Mod(^). 
In a second step, we have to show that M has Tannaka-Krein objects. Lastly, we have 
to show that the pseudofunctor Rep(—) from Proposition 4.7.1 is equivalent to the 
2-functor R described in §3.6. In order to do all this we need the notions of weighted 
colimits and cocontinuous ^-functors. This is a place where the theory of enriched 
categories differs considerably from the unenriched theory. We will mention all the 
technical details about weighted colimits that are used later in the proof of our recog
nition result. 

5.1. Recollections about weighted colimits 

When we enrich the notion of colimits, we naturally arrive at the concept of a 
weighted colimit^: an object K of a ̂ -category S is said to be the colimit of G: @ —• 
ê weighted by H : ^op —» Y if there is an isomorphism 

d+r1d+r+dr 4>E P@(H,£(G-,E)) 

of ^-functors which is ^-natural in E. The object K is usually denoted by H • G. 
For any small ^-category the category (Pâë of enriched presheaves on 3$ has all 
weighted colimits (see [31, §3.3]). The identity of if* G corresponds under </> to the 
unit 

H—±+£(G-,H*G) 
of H • G, which has the property that for any ^-natural transformation a: H 
&(G—,E), there is a unique morphism a: H * G —• E such that a = é>{G—,a)\. 
For Y — Mod/?, the existence of a A with this property is equivalent to the existence 
of the natural isomorphism </> (see [31, §3.1]). In particular, if L : <§ —» §' is a Y-functor 

t1) Weighted colimits are called indexed colimits in [31]. 
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such that the colimit H*LG exists, there is a unique morphism L : H*LG —> L(H*G) 
for which the diagram 

H XS £(G-,H *G) 

X' 

£'(LG-,H * LG) -
<f(LG-,L) 

L 

ê'(LG-,L(H*G)) 

is commutative, where À' denotes the unit of H * LG. The morphism L: H * LG —• 
L(H * G) is called the comparison morphism. 

Definition 5.1.1. — A ^-functor L: g -> &' preserves the colimit H • G if H * LG 
exists and the comparison morphism 

L: H*LG-+L(H*G) 

is an isomorphism. A ^-functor is said to be cocontinuous if it preserves all small 
weighted colimits that exist. 

A ^-functor L: S —> is called a Ze/fc Y-adjoint or simply adjoint if there is 
a ^-functor : £' £ and ^-natural transformations 77 : id RL and e : LR id 
satisfying the usual triangle identities. In other words, a left ^-adjoint is precisely 
a map in "V- CAT. Recall that we get underlying ordinary categories, functors and 
natural transformations if we apply the forgetful functor V = y(I,—): Y —• Set to 
the hom-objects of a ^-category. The condition that L is a left ^-adjoint is in general 
stronger than saying that the underlying ordinary functor Lq is a left adjoint, but if 
Y = Mod#, the two notions agree (see [31, §1.11]). 

As one would expect, if L is a left adjoint, then it is cocontinuous (see [31, §3.2]). 
The category of cocontinuous ^-functors g/ —» Sê will be denoted by Cocts[«ĝ , â§\. 

Instead of ^-functors preserving all colimits we can also consider colimits that 
are preserved by all ^-functors. They will play an important role in our recognition 
theorems. 

Definition 5.1.2. — A weighted colimit H • D G S is called absolute if it is preserved 
by all ^-functors with domain S. 

Given a ^-functor F: S —> £', we say that the colimit H• D is F-absolute if it is 
preserved by F, and H • FD is absolute. 

A weight H : —> Y is called an absolute weight if for all ^-categories ê and 
all diagrams D : Q) —• S such that H • D exists, the colimit H • D is absolute. 

For example, finite direct sums are Ab-absolute colimits: they are preserved by all 
additive functors. 

Definition5.1.3. — A ^-functor F: s/ —• 3S creates F-absolute colimits if for all 
weights H : @op —> Y and all diagrams D : @ —• such that H • FD exists and is 
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absolute, the colimit H*D G exists, and À: H =̂  s/(D—, A) exhibits A as colimit 
of D weighted by H if and only if 

Hi Xi +dr+d+dr FDi,A 
8{FDiyFA) 

exhibits FA as colimit of FD weighted by H. 
If # is a class of colimits we say that F creates absolute ^-colimits if the above 

holds for all weights H G 3>. 

Remark 5.1.4. — If the ^-functor F above reflects isomorphisms, then it creates 
F-absolute colimits if and only if the colimit H • D exists and is preserved by F 
whenever H • FD exists and is absolute. 

Let V G Y. If the ^-functor [V, £(E, - ) } : S -> Y is represent able, we denote the 
representing object by V 0 E and we call it the tensor product or simply tensor^ 
of V and E. This concept is a special case of a weighted colimit: for 3) = J^, the unit 
^-category, giving a weight amounts to giving an object V G Y, giving a ^-functor 
J? —• S amounts to giving an object E G S, and the colimit of E weighted by V is 
precisely the tensor VqE. For a subcategory SC C Y we say that g is 2£-tensored if 
the tensor VQE exists for all E G S and all V G 3C. If S is ^T-tensored for = y 
we simply say that S is tensored. 

If a ^-category has all small weighted colimits, then the colimit of G: —» S 
weighted by H : f̂ op —> Y is given by the coend 

H*G = 
d+rd 

HD 0 GD 

(see [31, §3.10]). There are also weights corresponding to ordinary diagrams in the 
underlying category. To distinguish them from general weights the corresponding col
imits are called conical colimits. For Y = Mod^, a conical colimit exists if and only if 
the corresponding ordinary colimit exists in the underlying category (see [31, §3.8]), 
so in this case there is no need to distinguish the two notions. 

5.2. Free cocompletions 

In order to talk about free cocompletions we will use the concept of a left Kan 
extension of Y-functors. These are discussed in [31, §4]. We only need the special case 
of left Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding, for which we use the following 
notation. All the facts we need about them are implicit in Theorem 5.2.2. 

Notation 5.2.1. — We write LK for the left Kan extension Lany K of K: srf —> 
along the Yoneda embedding Y: g/ —• and we denote the unit of this Kan 
extension by OLK : K => LKY. We let K: —> ÇPsrf be the right adjoint of LK, that 

(2) Tensors are also known as copowers. 
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is, K(C) = ^(K—^C). The unit and counit of the adjunction LK H K are denoted 
by r)K : id => KLK and ^ : LKK => id respectively. 

Theorem 5.2.2. — LetY: srf —> 6e ifte Yoneda embedding of the small Y-category 
si, and let ^ be a cocomplete Y-category. Then for any cocontinuous Y-functor 
S: $>$i we have 

S ^ LK 9É-*K: -» %J 

where K = SY : si —> . The assignment S SY is an equivalence of Y-categories 

[Y, if] : C o c t s [ ^ , if] -> K if]. 

Tfee inverse to this equivalence sends K to (a choice of) Lany 

Proof. — This is (part of) [31, Theorem 4.51]. • 

5.3. The 2-category Jt and maps in Mod(^) 

The goal of this section is to establish a relationship between maps in the bicategory 
of modules on the one hand, and ^-functors on the other. 

Remark 5.3.1. — A ^-functor f: si ^ â§ induces a module /* = âS(l, f) : si -» SB 
which sends (6, a) to &(b,fa), and a module /* = âS(f,l): 3ê -+» si which sends 
(a, b) to 3$(fa,b). The module /* is left adjoint to /*, with unit given by 

si (a, a') f mfaja') *heâë m{fa, b) 0 3S{b, fa') 

where the isomorphism is a consequence of the enriched Yoneda lemma (see [31, 
Formula (3.71)]). 

Using the fact that enriched presheaf categories are free cocompletions, we get the 
following well-known result. 

Proposition 5.3.2. — The bicategory Mod(^) is biequivalent to the 2-category with 
objects the small Y-categories, with 1-cells from si to given by the left adjoint 
Y-functors @si —> and 2-cells the *f -natural transformations between those. 

Proof. — This follows from the hom-tensor adjunction for ^-categories and from the 
fact that presheaf categories are free cocompletions. More precisely, giving a ^-functor 

si 0 ^op V 

is the same as giving a 1 -̂functor si —> 9>3ë, which corresponds to a unique left 
adjoint 9>si -» <P& by Theorem 5.2.2. • 

The following lemma is also a standard result. Lawvere originally used it as a 
Definition Cauchy complete ^-categories (see [38, §3]). 
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Lemma 5.33. — The category of maps sé. -+» Së in Mod(^) is equivalent to the 
category of Y-functors sf —• SB from to the Cauchy completion Së of Së. More 
concretely, under the biequivalence from Proposition 5.3.2, this means that whiskering 
with the Yoneda embedding gives a bisection 

Map(Mod(^))(^?^) -> [tf,W\. 

Proof. — By Proposition 5.3.2, a module is a left adjoint in Mod(^) if and only 
if the corresponding left adjoint Lp has a right adjoint which is cocontinuous. This 
right adjoint is given by X i-> 9>Së{F—,X). Since colimits in presheaf categories are 
computed pointwise, it is cocontinuous if and only if for every A G the V-functor 
(PSë(FA,—) preserves all ^-colimits. Objects in (PSë with the property that the 
corresponding representable functor preserves F-colimits are by definition the objects 
of the Cauchy completion Së of SB (see §3.5). In other words: a module M: sé Së 
is a left adjoint if and only if the corresponding functor F: s/ —> $Së factors through 
the Cauchy completion Së. • 

5.4. The existence of Tannaka-Krein objects 

In order to construct Tannaka-Krein objects in Mod(^), we will use the fact that 
the 2-category Y- CAT has Eilenberg-Moore objects. 

Proposition5.4.1. — Let C: Së —> Së be a comonad in Y-CAT. Then the forgetful 
functor V: See —• Së from the Y-category of C-comodules to Së is an Eilenberg-Moore 
object of C. The component of the coaction p: V C • V at a comodule (M, r) is 
given by P(M,r) = r. 

Proof. — The statement that every coaction has a unique lift is dual to [18, 
Proposition II. 1.1]. The statement about ^-natural transformations between lifts 
follows from the fact that for any two C-comodules M and M', the component 
VMM''- Sëc(M,Mf) -> tf(VM,VMf) of V is by definition an equalizer (cf. [18, 
p. 64]). • 

Remark5.4.2. — Let C': Së Së be a comonad in Y-CAT. Then the forgetful 
functor See —• Së has a right adjoint, which sends an object B G Së to the comodule 
(CB,ÔB) where ô: C =ï C2 is the comultiplication of C. 

We can now describe the object part of a Tannaka-Krein object in Mod(^). 

Definition 5.4.3. — Let Y be a cosmos, Së a small ^-category, and let C be a 
Mod(^)-comonad on Së (equivalently, C is a cocontinuous comonad on $SS). A 
Cauchy comodule of C is a comodule whose underlying object lies in the Cauchy 
completion Së of Së (see §3.5). The category of Cauchy comodules of C is denoted 
by Rep(C). 

The following lemma will be relevant for showing the 2-cell part of the universal 
property of a Tannaka-Krein object in Mod(^). 
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Lemma5.4.4. — Let K: 38 —> be a fully faithful Y-functor where 3$ is small and 
^ is cocomplete. Let F: —* $38 be cocontinuous Y-functors with a cocontinuous 
right adjoint, and let H : ÇPsé —• $38 be any cocontinuous Y-functor. Then whiskering 
with LK induces a bijection 

£*(-): -̂Nat(jFF,F) -> Y-NzX>{LKH,LKF). 

Proof — Since F, H, and LK are cocontinuous, it follows from the fact that whisker
ing with the Yoneda embedding is fully faithful (see Theorem 5.2.2) that it suffices 
to show that 

LK(-): R-Nnt(HY,FY) -> Y-Na.t{LKHY,LKFY) 

is invertible. The assignment which sends a 2-cell <fi: LKGMY ==> LKFY to 
HY 

d 

LKFY k 
gives a bijection y-N&t(LKHY,LKFY) ^ Y-Nat(#Y,KLKFY), with inverse given 
by whiskering with the counit of the adjunction LK H K. It is immediate from the 
definition of this bijection that the diagram 

r-Nat(#y,Fr) Lk(-) 
y-N&t(LKHY,LKFY) 

r- Nat(ify,T7KFy) dr 

r -Nat( i jy ,^LKFy) 

is commutative. Therefore it suffices to check that rjKFY is invertible. 
Prom Theorem 5.2.2 and Lemma 5.3.3 we know that FY factors through the 

Cauchy completion 38 of 38. We claim that ry\ is invertible for any object X G 38. 
Prom [52] we know that 38 is also the free cocompletion of 38 under absolute col
imits, that is, under absolute weights (see Definition 5.1.2). For example, in the case 
Y = Mod#, these absolute colimits are given by finite direct sums and splittings of 
idempotents, which are clearly preserved by any i?-linear functor. Thus the problem 
can be reduced to showing that vfe is invertible for any representable presheaf X. We 
have to show that for any object B G 38, the ̂ -natural transformation 

V%(-,B) • B) ^ V(K-, LKâB(-, B)) 

is invertible. From the Yoneda lemma it follows that 

K-,B : S8{-, B) ^{K-, KB) 

has the same universal property as rj^_ By This is not hard to see in the unenriched 
case, and the same proof works for Y = Mod#. For the general case see [31, Formula 
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(3.10)]. Thus B) is up to isomorphism given by K-,B, which is invertible by 
assumption. • 

Theorem 5.4.5. — Let Y be a cosmos and let C': 98 -+» 98 be a comonad in M.od(Y), 
that is, C is a cocontinuous comonad on $98. Let 

V H W: ($98)C->$98 

be the adjunction between the C-comodules and $98 (cf. Proposition 5.4-1)- We write 
K for the canonical inclusion Rep(C) —» $98Q and we choose a left Kan extension 

LK: $Rep(C) {$9§)C 

of K along the Yoneda embedding. Then V • LK, together with the coaction 
d+r 

PC • = 

LK 

V 

V W V 
is a Tannaka-Krein object for C. 

Proof. — We first have to show that the functor T from Remark 4.6.4 is essentially 
surjective. Thus let (F, p) : $srf —> $98 be a map coaction of C. By Proposition 5.4.1 
and Definition 4.6.2, there exists a unique ^-functor F such that the equation 

F V 

F V W V 

d+rd 

F 

r 
P 

F C 

holds. From Lemma 5.3.3 we know that the composite FY of the Yoneda embedding 
of si and F factors through 98. But this implies that FY = KG for some ^-functor 
G\ srf —> Rep(C). Let Lye be a left Kan extension of YG: g/ —• ^Rep(C) along the 
Yoneda embedding of We have ^-natural isomorphisms 

LKLYGY 9i LKYG ^KG = FY 

between cocontinuous functors. Theorem 5.2.2 implies that the above composite of 
isomorphisms comes from an isomorphism a: LKLYG F. It is now easy to see that 
Vc gives an isomorphism between T(LYG) and (F, p) in Coact^(C). This shows that 
T is essentially surjective. 

It remains to show that VLK satisfies the 2-cell part of the universal property of a 
Tannaka-Krein object. This follows immediately from Lemma 5.4.4 and from the fact 
that the ^-functor V : $98C -> $98 is an Eilenberg-Moore object in Y- CAT (see 
Proposition 5.4.1 and Definition 4.6.2). • 
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Remark 5.4.6. — Let M be the 2-category from Proposition 5.3.2. The composite of 
the pseudofunctor Rep(—) from Proposition 4.7.1 with the biequivalence 

Map(Mod(r),^) -> r - Cat P% 

(cf. Lemma 5.3.3) is equivalent to the strict 2-functor obtained by restricting the 2-
functor (P3S(_) to Cauchy comodules. This follows from the fact that LRY is naturally 
isomorphic to K: Rep(C) -> <P38C (see Theorem 5.2.2). 

Proof of Theorem 3.1.1. — Let M be the 2-category from Proposition 5.3.2. It has 
Tannaka-Krein objects by Theorem 5.4.5. Prom Theorem 4.1.1 we know that the 
functor Rep(—) has a left biadjoint L, and in Remark 5.4.6 we saw that Rep(—) is 
equivalent to the 2-functor R defined in §3.6. • 

5.5. The counit of the Tannakian biadjunction 

Since we now know what Tannaka-Krein objects in Mod(y) look like, we can give 
an explicit description of the counit of the Tannakian adjunction for Mod(^). 

Proposition 5.5.1. — Let Y be a cosmos, and let C be a comonad in Mod(y). With 
the notation from Theorem 5.4-5, the C-component of the counit of the Tannakian 
adjunction is given by 

VeKW 
which is invertible if and only if eKW is invertible. 

Proof. — This is an immediate consequence of the explicit description of Tannaka-
Krein objects in Mod(y) (see Theorem 5.4.5) and the construction of the pseudo-
natural equivalence from Theorem 4.1.1. The fact about invertibility follows because 
the forgetful functor V reflects isomorphisms. • 

5.6. The semantics-structure adjunction 

In any 2-category with Eilenberg-Moore objects, there exists an analogous adjunc
tion between comonads on an object and maps into that object, called the semantics-
structure adjunction (see [51] for the general case and [18] for the case of ^-CAT). 
This adjunction is closely related to the Tannakian adjunction. Given an adjunction 
L -\ R\ se —» 38 in y-CAT, we get a comonad (LR,Lr)R,s) on 38. The category 
38LR of I/f?-comodules (also known as coalgebras) is the Eilenberg-Moore object of LR 
in Y- CAT (see Proposition 5.4.1). 

Definition 5.6.1. — Let L -\R\ sé —• 38 be an adjunction in V- CAT. The compari
son functor 

J: siS8LR 
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is the functor which sends an object C G ̂  to the Li2-comodule (LC,Lrjc), that is, 
J is the lifted functor corresponding to the LjR-coaction Lr\ under the equivalence T 
from Definition 4.6.2 and Proposition 5.4.1. 

The functor J is in fact the unit of the semantics-structure adjunction (see [18]), 
which has been studied quite extensively. For example, Beck's monadicity theorem 
gives necessary and sufficient conditions for J to be an equivalence. The next propo
sition shows that the unit of the Tannakian biadjunction is a composite of a Yoneda 
embedding with a comparison functor. Thus we can use the existing body of knowl
edge about J to prove facts about the unit of the Tannakian adjunction. 

5.7. The unit of the Tannakian biadjunction 

The unit of the Tannakian biadjunction for Mod(^) can be written in terms of 
the unit of the semantics-structure adjunction. 

Proposition 5.7.1. — Let wis/—* be a Y-functor taking values in â§, and let Lw 
be the left Kan extension of w along the Yoneda embedding. Let C be the comonad 
Lww and let N be the corestriction of the composite 

d+re Y 3>sJ j d+r+d+d+r 

to Rep(C); where J is the comparison functor. Then the w-component of the unit of 
the Tannakian adjunction is LYN, the left Kan extension of the composite 

sJ N Rep(Lw • w) Y £PRep(Lw • w) 

along the Yoneda embedding of s/. In particular, if s/ is Cauchy complete, then the 
unit of the Tannakian adjunction is an equivalence in Mod(f ) if and only if N is 
an equivalence of Y-categories. 

Proof. — Since precomposing with the Yoneda embedding gives a fully faithful func

tor 
Cocts[#W, {$SB)c\ -> K, {&3B)c\ 

there is a unique ^-natural isomorphism 0 : LK • LyN => J such that the equation 

Y LYN LK 

d+r 

Y 

d+r N 

Y LYN LK 

d+r 
Y 

IAK 

d+r 
= 

Y J 
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holds. We let a: (V • LK) • LYN Lw be the 2-cell 
LYN LK V 

d+r+d+r+d 
d+r 

d 
d+r 

d+r+d 
The definition of 9LW,C (see the proof of Theorem 4.1.1) and the definition of J (see 
Definition 5.6.1) imply that the equation 

OLW,C(LYN,v) = 

w d+r+d 

= 
è-1 

d+r 
d+r 

w V 

d+r 

w d+r 

w d+r+d 

d+r+dr+d 

holds. This shows that the unit of the Tannakian adjunction is indeed LYN- If ^ is 
Cauchy complete it follows from Lemma 5.3.3 that LYN is an equivalence if and only 
if N is. • 
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T H E R E C O G N I T I O N T H E O R E M I N M o d ( r ) 

6.1. Statement of the theorem 
In this section we study the unit of the Tannakian biadjunction. We fix a cosmos 

y with the property that Cauchy completions of small categories are again small. All 
cosmoi of (differential graded or graded) .R-modules have this property. More gener
ally, all cosmoi which are locally presentable have this property (see Definition 7.3.1 
for the notion and [26] for a proof). 

Definition 6.1.1. — Let si and 38 be small ^-categories. A ^-functor w : si —» 38 is 
called recognizable if the (si, it;)-component of the unit of the Tannakian biadjunction 
is an equivalence. 

Theorem 6.1.2. — Let si and 38 be a small y-categories. A y-functor w : si —> 38 is 
recognizable if the following conditions hold: 

i) The functor w: si —> 38 reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) The left adjoint Lw: $si —> $38 preserves equalizers of Lw-cosplit pairs (see 

Definition 6.2.1); and 
iii) The functor w: si—» 38 creates w-absolute colimits (see Definition 5.1.3). 

Under these conditions, the y -category si is Cauchy complete. 

Remark 6.1.3. — Theorem 6.1.2 can be strengthened by restricting the class of col
imits in condition iii). If ^ is a class of weights with the property that for each 
X e $si there is a weight H: ^op -> y in $ and a ^-functor G: @ si such that 
X = if • F G , then N': si —• Rep(L(w)) is an equivalence if i) and ii) hold and iii) 
holds for all weights in the class $ (that is, w creates w-absolute ^-colimits). 

Condition iii) is a necessary condition: the forgetful functor from the category of 
all comodules to $38 creates all colimits, and in Lemma 6.3.4 we will see that the 
absolute colimits in 38 are precisely those colimits that are preserved by the inclusion 
38 Ç $38. Similarly, condition i) is a necessary condition because the forgetful functor 
from comodules to $38 reflects isomorphisms. The question whether or not ii) is a 
necessary condition for the unit to be an equivalence is open. 
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6.2. The enriched Beck monadicity theorem 

As we saw in Proposition 5.7.1, the unit of the Tannakian biadjunction is closely 
related to the comparison functor J (see Definition 5.6.1). The following proposition 
summarizes the facts about J that we will need in order to prove both the general 
and the specialized recognition theorems. In order to state it we need to introduce 
the following concept. 

Definition 6.2.1. — A cosplit equalizer in an unenriched category is a diagram of 
the form 

E 

p 
s 

d 

A. u 
v 

B 

such that the equalities us = vs, ps = id^, qu = id A and qv = sp hold. These 
identities imply that s exhibits E as equalizer of u and v, hence that E is an absolute 
equalizer. If F : g/o —> is a functor, then we say that a pair / , g : A —• A' in g/o is 
F-cosplit if there is a cosplit equalizer in as above with u = F / , v = F#. 

Proposition 6.2.2. — Let L -\ R: gf âê be an adjunction in Y-CAT. Then the 
following hold: 

i) If g/ has equalizers of L-cosplit pairs, then the comparison functor 

J: gf ^ mLR 

(see Definition 5.6.1) has a right adjoint E. 
ii) If, in addition, L preserves equalizers of L-cosplit pairs, then E is fully faithful. 
iii) (Beck's monadicity theorem) The comparison functor is an equivalence if, in 

addition, L reflects isomorphisms. 

Proof. — In the case where Y = Set and SS is a presheaf category, this can be found 
in [1, §3]. For arbitrary Y a proof of iii) can be found in [18, Theorem 2.II.1], and parts 
i) and ii) are almost implicit there. We say that a diagram consisting of Y-functors 
has a certain property pointwise if the diagram evaluated in any object of the domain 
has the corresponding property. Let V : ̂ LR —> be the forgetful functor. The pair 

RV 
7)RV 

Rp 
RLRV 

in the ^-functor category \^LR^\ is pointwise L-cosplit since the diagram 

eV 

V p LEV 

eLRV 
Lr)RV 
LRp 

LRLRV 

is a pointwise cosplit equalizer in [&LRI&\- Let e: E —» RV be the pointwise equal
izer of this pointwise L-cosplit pair, which exists by assumption i). The ^-natural 
transformation rj equalizes rjRVJ = rfRL and RpJ — RLrj. Thus there is a unique 
natural transformation TT : id —• EJ such that eJ • n = rj. Similarly we get a unique 
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^-natural transformation £: V JE = LE —» V with p • £ = Le. Using the fact that p 
is a split monomorphism one can show that £ is a morphism of coactions, and that TT 
and the lift £: JE —• id satisfy the triangle identities. Thus E is right adjoint to J. 

To see ii) note that a right adjoint is fully faithful if and only if the counit is 
an isomorphism. But £ is an isomorphism if and only if £ is (because V reflects 
isomorphisms), and £ is an isomorphism if and only if L preserves this particular 
equalizer of a pointwise L-cosplit pair. 

This also gives us an alternative proof of Beck's monadicity theorem: from the 
triangle identities we find that JTT is an isomorphism, and from the fact that L = VJ 
reflects isomorphisms we conclude that both the unit and the counit of the adjunction 
J H E are isomorphisms. This shows that J is an equivalence if iii) holds. • 

Remark 6.2.3. — In condition ii) of Proposition 6.2.2, we could replace L-cosplit 
equalizers by arbitrary L-absolute equalizers. As a referee pointed out, the statements 
i), ii), and iii) are in fact equivalences. 

6.3. The proof of the recognition theorem 

We first fix some notation. Let J be the comparison functor associated to the 
adjunction LW H w (see Definition 5.6.1). From assumption ii) in Theorem 6.1.2 and 
from Proposition 6.2.2 we know that J is left adjoint to a fully faithful functor E. 
Let ^ be the full subcategory of (Psi of objects X with the property that LW (X) G S$. 
Since VJ = LW the restriction of J to ^ factors through Rep(Lww) Ç (£P&)LWW (see 
Definition 5.4.3). The Yoneda embedding of si factors through ^ because LWY = w, 
and by Proposition 5.7.1 the composite 

si — ^ <# — ^ Rep(Lww) 

is naturally isomorphic to the ^-component of the unit of the Tannakian biadjunc
tion. Our goal is therefore to show that this composite is an equivalence under the 
assumptions of Theorem 6.1.2. We write L for the restriction of LW to fë. 

Proposition 6.3.1. — The restriction of E to Rep(Lww) factors through , and 
L : *e —> ÇPSë has the following two properties: 

i) The composite LE reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) The functor L sends the unit of the adjunction J H E to an isomorphism. 

Proof. — Let 7r denote the unit of the adjunction J H E: @si —> (0&)LWW' One of 
the triangle identities implies that JTT is isomorphism, and we have LW = VJ, hence 
LW(TT) is an isomorphism. It follows that the restriction of E to Rep(Lww) factors 
through ^ , and that L satisfies ii). 

To show that it also satisfies i) it suffices to show that LWE reflects isomorphisms. 
The counit JE id is a natural isomorphism, and V reflects isomorphisms, hence 
V JE = LWE reflects isomorphisms. • 
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We will use the following general fact to prove Theorem 6.1.2. 
Proposition6.3.2. — Let S be a y-category, and for i = 0,1 let Ri: S ^ S^: U be 
adjunctions whose counits are isomorphisms. IfL: S —> & is a y -functor satisfying: 

i) The composites Lli : Si —» & reflect isomorphisms; 
ii) The functor L sends the units of the adjunctions Ri H Ii to isomorphisms, 

then 
R\IQ -SQ —> Si and RQI\ '.SI —• SQ 

are mutually inverse equivalences. 
Proof. — Since right adjoints with invertible counit are fully faithful, we can assume 
that 7q and I\ are inclusions of subcategories. We will therefore suppress them from 
the notation. Thus we have to show that 

RQ - S\ —> SQ and R\ : SQ —> S\ 

are mutually inverse equivalences. 
Write rf : id^ R{ for the respective units. Fix an object EQ G SQ. By condi

tion ii), L sends the composite 

EQ d6+r+ R\EQ 
RQR\E 

RQR\EQ 

to an isomorphism. Since both the domain and and the codomain of this morphism lie 
in SQ, condition ii) implies that it is invert ible. This shows that T]QRI -rji : idg0 => RQRI 
is a ^-natural isomorphism. Similarly we show that T)\RQ • 770: id^0 R\RQ is a 
^-natural isomorphism. • 

The above proposition provides a strategy for proving that a 1̂ -functor is recog
nizable. We summarize this in the following corollary. 

Corollary 6.3.3. — Let w: &/ —• be a y -functor which satisfies conditions i) and 
ii) of Theorem 6.1.2. IfY: stf has a left adjoint such that L: —> 8% sends the 
unit of the resulting adjunction to an isomorphism, then w is recognizable. 

Proof. — We already observed in Proposition 5.7.1 that w is recognizable if and only 
if the composite 

dr Y ver j - Rep(Lww) 
is an equivalence. 

By Proposition 6.3.1, J is left adjoint to the restriction of E to cé?. By part ii) 
of Proposition 6.2.2 (Beck's comonadicity theorem), E is fully faithful. The Yoneda 
embedding Y is fully faithful, and it has a left adjoint R by assumption. Since a 
right adjoint is fully faithful if and only if the counit is an isomorphism, it follows 
that the counits of the adjunctions J H E and R H Y are invertible. We claim that 
L: —> $3$ satisfies the conditions of Proposition 6.3.2. 

For the adjunction J H E , this is the content of Proposition 6.3.1. The adjunction 
R H Y satisfies condition i) of Proposition 6.3.2 because LY = LWY = w reflects 
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isomorphisms by condition i) of Theorem 6.1.2. Condition ii) holds by assumption 
on R H Y. 

Prom Proposition 6.3.2 it follows that 
JY: si —• Rep(Lww) and RE: Rep(Lww) —• si 

are mutually inverse equivalences. • 

Thus it suffices to show that condition iii) of Theorem 6.1.2 implies the existence 
of a left adjoint ^ —• si to the Yoneda embedding with the desired property. In order 
to do this we need the following lemma. 

Lemma63A. — Let 38 be a small Y-category, and let H: @op —> f be a weight. 
Let D: —• 38 be a diagram such that the colimit H • D G $3$, computed in the 
cocomplete category $38, lies in 38. Then H * D is an absolute colimit in 3$. 

Proof. — Because 38 is a full subcategory of $38 it is clear that H • D is a colimit 
in 38, and it remains to show that it is absolute. Using the equivalence $38 = $38 
induced by the embedding 38 Ç $38 (see [31, Theorem 5.27]) one can show that the 
colimit H • D is preserved by the Yoneda embedding of 38. But a colimit is absolute 
if and only if it is preserved by the Yoneda embedding. To keep the exposition self-
contained we provide a proof of this standard fact. 

Let F: —> be any ^-functor. By Theorem 5.2.2 we can find a cocontinuous 
^-functor L such that the diagram 

+ee Y d+r 

F L 

d+r Y e+r 
commutes up to isomorphism. By assumption, LY preserves the desired colimit, hence 
so does YF. But Y is fully faithful, so it creates colimits. It follows that the colimit in 
question is preserved by F, hence it is absolute. Note that if or Q) are not essentially 
small, then we have to restrict our attention to accessible presheaves to avoid size-
issues. The category of accessible presheaves does have the desired universal property 
of a free cocompletion (see [31, discussion of Theorem 5.35]). • 

Proof of Theorem 6.1.2. — First note that Theorem 6.1.2 is a consequence of Re
mark 6.1.3, where assumption iii) involves a class $ of weights, since we can always 
let 3> be the class of all weights. Therefore we give a proof of Remark 6.1.3. 

By Corollary 6.3.3 it suffices to show that every X € admits a reflection into 
the full subcategory of represent able functors, and that L sends this reflection to an 
isomorphism. By assumption there exists a weight H : —• Y in 3> and a diagram 
D : Of —• si such that the colimit H*YD G is isomorphic to X G cé?. By definition 
of # it follows that LW(H*YD) G We have LW(H*YD) ^ H*LWYD ^ H*wD, 
so by Lemma 6.3.4 it follows that H *wD G 3S is an absolute colimit. Condition iii) 
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of Theorem 6.1.2 implies that the colimit H * D € exists and is preserved by w. 
The sequence of natural isomorphisms 

s&(n *D, A) ^ tP^yn,s&(V—, A) 
* <P3>(H, &st<YD-, Y A)) 
^ &st(H * YD, Y A) 

9s/{X, Y A) 
shows that 

X - dr H*YD Y Y(H * D) = H *D) 
exhibits H*D as a reflection of X along the Yoneda embedding —• #W. It remains 
to show that LW(Y) is an isomorphism. An easy application of the Yoneda Lemma 
and the definition of the comparison morphism (see §5.1) show that the diagram 

H * LWYD LWY LWY(H*D) 

d+r 
LW(Y) 

LW(H*YD) 

is commutative. Since LWY = w, condition iii) of Theorem 6.1.2 implies that LWY is 
an isomorphism. The left adjoint Lw preserves all colimits, so Lw is an isomorphism 
as well. It follows that LW(Y) is an isomorphism, hence that all the conditions of 
Corollary 6.3.3 are indeed satisfied. This concludes the proof. • 
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C O S M O I W I T H D E N S E A U T O N O M O U S G E N E R A T O R 

When working with additive iî-linear categories for some commutative ring R, 
the notion of weighted colimits is generally not needed. For example, any .R-linear 
presheaf is a conical colimit of representable functors. The reason for this is that the 
finitely generated free modules form a dense autonomous generator of the cosmos 
of 12-modules. We explain what this means and then show how the questions of when 
the unit and counit of the Tannakian biadjunction are equivalences simplify for cosmoi 
with dense autonomous generator. 

7.1. Dense ^-functors and dense ^-categories 

The notion of a dense Y-functor is motivated as follows (see [31, Chapter 5]). A 
continuous map / : X —• Y between Hausdorff topological spaces has dense image 
if and only if a continuous map g: Y —• Z into another Hausdorff space is uniquely 
determined by the composite gf. A dense functor has an analogous property, where 
"continuous map" is replaced by "cocontinuous functor." 

Definition 7.1.1. — A f -functor K : si —• Sê is dense if precomposing with K induces 
a fully faithful functor si- Cocts[^, if] —• [<s/,if] for every ^-category if, where 
si- Cocts[^, if] stands for the full subcategory of those Y-functors which preserve 
the weighted colimits whose weights have domain siop. 

A full subcategory si of a ^-category if is called Y-dense if the inclusion si —• if 
is a dense Y-functor. It is called Set-dense if the inclusion sio —• of the underlying 
unenriched categories is a Set-dense functor. 

Note that Cocts[^?, if] contains Cocts[^?,if] if si is small. It follows that 
for any dense ^-functor K: si —• SS with small domain, for any two cocontinuous 
^-functors F, G : Sê —> if and for any ^-natural transformation a : FK =>> GK there 
is a unique ^-natural transformation /? : F G such that for all A G si, (3KA = ®A-

Remark 7.1.2. — The notions of ^-density and Set-density are generally quite dif
ferent. For example, for any commutative ring i2, the free i^-module on one generator 
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is Mod^-dense in Mod#, but not Set-dense. The free i^-module on two generators 
on the other hand is Set-dense in Mod#. 

One of the most important examples of a dense functor is the Yoneda embedding 
Y: si -> $si of a small ^-category si (see [31, Proposition 5.16]). A ^-functor 
K: si —» if is y-dense if and only if any object C in if is a canonical weighted 
colimit of K (see [31, Theorem 5.1]). 

7.2. Dense autonomous generators 

For certain cosmoi Y and ^-categories si, if, a ^-functor K : si —• is l^-dense 
if and only if Ko : sio —• ifo is Set-dense. If this is the case for the Yoneda embed
ding (which is always ^-dense), we find that every presheaf is a conical colimit of 
representables. This allows us to drastically reduce the class of colimits that have to 
be considered in condition iii) of Theorem 6.1.2. The notion of a dense autonomous 
generator allows us to identify a large class of ^-categories for which Set-density and 
^-density coincide. 

Definition 7.2.1. — A small full subcategory C T of a cosmos Y is called a dense 
autonomous generator if 2£ consists of objects with duals, is closed under the tensor 
product in Y and under the formation of duals, and is Set-dense in Y. 

Example 7.2.2. — Let R be a commutative ring. The full subcategory of finitely gen
erated free .R-modules is a Set-dense subcategory which is closed under the tensor 
product in Mod# and under the formation of duals. 

Note that Y has a dense autonomous generator as long as it has a Set-dense 
small subcategory 3£ consisting of objects with duals. Indeed, the closure of 2£ under 
tensor products and duals is then a dense autonomous generator. The subcategory 2£ 
is Set-dense if and only if the induced right adjoint Y —> [ JTop, Set] is fully faithful. 
If 3£ is closed under tensor products, the adjunction between y and [JTop,Set] is 
monoidal. 

Proposition 7.2.3. — Let Y be a cosmos with dense autonomous generator 2£. Then 
a Y -category si is 2£-tensored if and only if it is 2£-cotensored^, and tensors with 
objects X G 3£ are absolute colimits. Moreover, for 2£-tensored Y-categories, the 
ordinary colimits in sio coincide with conical colimits in si. 

Proof. — Since any X G 3C has a dual Xv, all "V-functors preserve tensors with 
X (see [52]), so tensors with objects X G 3£ are absolute. In particular, for an 
^-tensored ^-category si we have natural isomorphisms 

si(B, Xw ®A) = Xw ® s/(B, A) [X, si(B, A)], 

t1) Cotensors are the dual notion of tensors. 
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which shows that si is ^T-cotensored. By applying this reasoning to siop we get the 
converse. 

Since 2£ Ç "V is Set-dense, the notion of conical colimit in si coincides with the 
notion of ordinary colimit in S/Q (cf. [31, §3.8]). • 

In the i?-linear context it is not hard to prove the following result directly. We 
defer the proof in general to Appendix A. 

Theorem A. 1.1. — Let y be a cosmos which has a dense autonomous generator 
36. Let si and be 36-tensored *f -categories. A y -functor K: si —» ^ is ^-dense 
if and only if the underlying ordinary functor Ko : sio —• % i>s Set-dense. 

Example 7.2.4. — Any additive R-linear category has in particular tensors with 
finitely generated free .R-modules: we have Rn 0 A = 0™=1 A. Thus a ^-functor from 
an additive iî-linear category to a complete i^-linear category is Ab-dense if and 
only if it is Set-dense. 

Theorem 7.2.5. — Let Y be a cosmos which has a dense autonomous generator 36". 
Let si be a small 36-tensored Y-category. Fix a presheaf F G $si, and let si IF be 
the category of representable functors over F. Then F is the conical colimit of the 
domain functor D: si jF —» $si. 

Proof. — The fact that the Yoneda embedding is always ^-dense and the complete
ness of (Psi imply that the conditions of Proposition A. 1.1 are satisfied. It follows 
that F is the ordinary colimit of the tautological cocone on D: si jF —> {Psi^. But 
(Psi is cotensored, hence the notion of conical colimit and ordinary colimit coincide 
(see [31, §3.8]). • 

Corollary 7.2.6. — If y has a dense autonomous generator 3£ and si is t% -tensored, 
then the class <& in Remark 6.1.3 can be taken to be the class of conical weights. 

Proof. — By Theorem 7.2.5, the class of conical colimits satisfies the condition of 
Remark 6.1.3. • 

7.3. Locally presentable categories 

The notion of a dense autonomous generator allows us to simplify condition iii) 
of Theorem 6.1.2. In order to simplify condition ii), we will use the notion of finite 
limits in the enriched context introduced by Max Kelly in [30]. This only makes sense 
if our cosmos is locally finitely presentable as a closed category. Recall that a subset 

Ç féo of an unenriched category féo is called a generator if the representable functors 
^o(G, — ) are jointly faithful. A generator is called strong if for each Cg^o and each 
proper subobject A of C there exists a G G and a morphism G —> C which does 
not factor through A. 
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Definition 7.3.1. — An object C of an (unenriched) category féo is called finitely pre
sentable if the functor féb(C> — ): % Set preserves filtered colimits. A category 

is called locally finitely presentable if it is cocomplete and if there exists a strong 
generator consisting of finitely presentable objects. 

A cosmos y is locally finitely presentable as a closed category if % is locally finitely 
presentable, the unit I is finitely presentable and finitely presentable objects are closed 
under the tensor product in y. 

Proposition 7.3.2. — A cosmos y with a dense autonomous generator 3£ is locally 
finitely presentable as a closed category if and only if the unit I is finitely presentable. 

Proof. — Necessity is obvious from the definition. For I G f we have 

%{X, - ) s [X, -]) Xv ® -), 

which preserves filtered colimits by our assumption on the unit object / . Thus all the 
objects of 93 are finitely presentable. But 36o is Set-dense, so it is in particular a 
strong generator, which shows that y§ is indeed locally finitely presentable. Since 36" 
is closed under tensor products and the unit is finitely presentable by assumption, the 
conclusion follows from [30, (5.5)] (taking ffl = 36). • 

7.4. The recognition theorem when y has a DAG 

The proof of the recognition theorem for cosmoi with dense autonomous generators 
follows the strategy outlined in §6.3. 

Theorem 7.4.1. — Let y be a cosmos which has a dense autonomous generator 3£', 
and assume that I is finitely presentable. Let si be an 36-tensored small y-category, 
let 38 be a small y-category, and let w. si —> $38 be a y-functor whose image is 
contained in 38. Then w is recognizable if: 

i) The functor WQ reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) For each object B G 38, the category el(V(evB w)o) °f ê emen̂ s °f the functor 

V(evB w)o: —• Set is cofiltered, where ev^ : $38 —• y denotes the evaluation 
functor; and 

iii) The functor wo : sio —• 38 o creates y-absolute ordinary colimits. 
If these conditions are satisfied, then the comonad L(w) : $38 —• $38 preserves finite 
limits. 

Remark 7.4.2. — We will see in the proof that any ordinary colimit in sio and 38$ is 
automatically a conical colimit. Thus it makes sense to talk about ^-absolute ordinary 
colimits in 38they are the conical colimits preserved by any y~functor. 

Proof. — We apply Theorem 6.1.2 (in the stronger form of Remark 6.1.3). Condition 
i) coincides with condition i) in Theorem 6.1.2. To see that iii) holds, first note that 
conical colimits in si and 38 coincide with ordinary colimits in the underlying unen
riched categories by Proposition 7.2.3. If we let # be the class of conical weights, the 
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above observation, Theorem 7.2.5 and iii) imply that condition iii) of Remark 6.1.3 
is satisfied. Therefore it only remains to check that ii) implies that Lw : 0g/ —» $38 
preserves the necessary equalizers. 

Since Y is locally finitely presentable as a closed category (see Proposition 7.3.2) we 
can use the theory of flat functors developed by Kelly [30]. We will in fact show that 
Lw preserves all finite weighted limits (see [30, §4] for a definition of finite weighted 
limits). 

To see this, we first note that the functor 

+d+r+d+r+e+f 
d+r+dr 

+e 

preserves and reflects all limits and all colimits because both limits and colimits in 038 
are computed pointwise. Hence, it suffices to check that for a fixed B G 38, the functor 
ev# Lw : $g/ —> Y preserves finite limits. Using the terminology of [30], we need to 
show that evBLw is left exact. Since the functor ( e v ^ ) ^ ^ preserves all colimits, 
it also preserves left Kan extensions (see [31, Proposition 4.14]). Thus, ev^ Lw is 
naturally isomorphic to the left Kan extension of evg w along the Yoneda embedding 
Y : g/ —• $gf. This reduces the problem to showing that evsw is flat. Because Y is 
locally finitely presentable we can apply [30, §6.3], that is, it suffices to check that 
evj5 w G [g/, Y] is a filtered (conical) colimit of representable functors. 

Prom Proposition 7.2.3 we know that g/ is JT-cotensored, which means that gfop 
is ^T-tensored. Theorem 7.2.5, applied to the ^-category g/op and the contravariant 
Yoneda embedding Y' : gfop —• [g/, Y], shows that ev# w is isomorphic to the conical 
colimit of the domain functor g/op/ evsw —• [g/,y]. Using the weak Yoneda lemma 
(see [31, §1.9]) one can show that the category g/op/evB,w is isomorphic to the 
opposite of the category of elements of V(evB w)o- The latter is filtered by assumption 
ii), hence the remarks in [30, §6.3] show that evsw is indeed flat. 

The functor w is right adjoint, so it preserves all limits, and we have just shown 
that Lw preserves finite limits. Thus L(w) = Lww preserves finite limits. • 

7.5. The counit of the biadjunction when Y has a DAG 

The reconstruction problem also simplifies in the presence of a dense autonomous 
generator. 

Definition 7.5.1. — Let 36 be a small ^-category, and let C be a Mod (T7)-comonad 
on 38. We say that C is reconstructible if the C-eomponent of the counit of the 
Tannakian biadj unction is an isomorphism. 

Theorem 7.5.2. — Let Y be a cosmos which has a dense autonomous genera
tor 3£. Let 38 be a Y-category with small Cauchy completion, and let C be a 
Mod(^)-comonad on 38. Then C is reconstructible if and only if for each B G 36, 
the tautological cocone on the domain functor 

D: Rep(C)/(CBJB) -> 9&c 
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exhibits (CB,SB) CLS the conical colimit of D. 

Proof. — As in Proposition 5.5.1 we write K for the inclusion Rep(C) —• $£gc Since 
the forgetful functor from the category of comodules creates colimits it follows that 
s/ = Rep(C) is ^-tensored. Indeed, for B G W, X G 3£, we have XOB G W because 
2£ consists of objects with duals. 

Prom Proposition 5.5.1 we know that it suffices to check that VeKW, a ^-natu-
ral transformation between cocontinuous ^-functors, is invertible. Since the Yoneda 
embedding is dense, it suffices to check this for represent able functors. The forgetful 
functor V reflects isomorphisms, so we only need to show that £̂ CB Sb̂  is invertible 
for every representable functor B. 

By Theorem 7.2.5, the presheaf F = fl&c{K-,(CB,ôB)) on s/ is the colimit 
of the diagram of representable functors over F. We have LK(^/{—, A)) = KA and 
LK preserves colimits, so we find that LKK(CB,SB) is the colimit of the diagram 
Dig//(CB,SB) —> $£$c of Cauchy comodules over (CB,SB)- It is not hard to check 
that the comparison morphism induced by the tautological cocone is precisely the 
(CB, (^-component of eK. • 

Corollary 7.5.3. — Let R be a commutative ring and let C be a flat R-coalgebra such 
that the subcategory of Cauchy C-comodules is a generator of the category of all C-co-
modules. Then C is reconstructible. 

Proof. — Note that the subcategory of Cauchy comodules is a generator if and only 
if C has enough Cauchy comodules, in the sense that for every C-comodule M and 
every element m G M there is a Cauchy comodule M' and a morphism M' —* M 
of C-comodules whose image contains m (the proof of [25, Proposition 1.4.1] for 
Hopf algebroids works equally well for coalgebras). It follows immediately that the 
comparison morphism a : colim D —> (C, S) is surjective. It remains to show that a is 
injective. 

Any element of colim D lies in the image of one of its structure maps for a Cauchy 
comodule (f>: M —• (C,<5) over (C,S). Now let Xi,x2 G colimD with a(x\) = a(^2). 
For i = 1,2 let fa: Mi —> (C,S) be finite dimensional comodules over (C,S), with 
elements x'{ G M satisfying «^(a^) = Xi. By definition of the comparison map we 
have ojk;0. = fa, hence fa(x[) = fa(x'2). It follows that there is an element y in the 
pullback N of fa and fa which gets sent to x[ and x'2 under the composite 

N dr+d Mi 4>I (C,6). 

Since C is flat, the pullback N is itself again a comodule. The only problem is that N 
is not necessarily finitely generated and projective. However, C has enough Cauchy 
comodules, so there is a Cauchy comodule M with an element z G M and a morphism 
of comodules </>: M —> N with faz) = y. The structure map corresponding to the 
composite M —» N —• (C,6) sends z to x\ and to x2, hence we must have x\ = x2. • 
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Corollary 7.5.4 ([58, §5.13]). — Let C be a flat coalgebra over a hereditary Noetherian 
ring R. Then C is reconstructible. 

Proof. — It suffices to show that the subcategory of Cauchy comodules of C is a 
generator. First note that every element m of a comodule M is contained in a finitely 
generated subcomodule. Indeed, let p(m) = J2ci ® mi-> and let N be the submodule 
generated by the m .̂ The pullback diagram 

N' d+r+d 

M 
p 

-C®Rnxc+ 

in Mod# is also a pullback diagram in the category of C-comodules because C is flat. 
By definition of N it follows that N' contains m. Commutativity of the diagram 

d+re d+rd+rd 
£®N 

N 

M 
p 

-C®Rn 
£<g)M 

M 

and the fact that e 0 M • p = id m imply that N' is a submodule of iV, so it is finitely 
generated. 

It remains to show that for every m G M, there exists a Cauchy comodule M' 
and a homomorphism of comodules M' —> M whose image contains m (cf. [25, 
Proposition 1.4.1]). Choose a homomorphism of iZ-modules </>: Rn —• M whose image 
contains all the m ,̂ and let 

E -C®Rn 

dr 

M 
p 

C<8>4> 

•C 0 M 

be a pullback diagram. Since C is flat, this is in fact a pullback diagram in the category 
of comodules, and E contains an element e with ^(e) = m by definition of <f>. Let E' 
be a finitely generated subcomodule of E containing e. Thus E' is a finitely generated 
submodule of the flat module C®Rn. Since R is hereditary and Noetherian it follows 
that E' is projective. Thus E' is the desired Cauchy comodule. • 
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In this section we take a closer look at certain special cosmoi, in particular cosmoi 
of (differential graded) .R-modules for a commutative ring R. In this case we can 
further simplify the recognition principle. This section contains generalizations of 
results found in [56], adapted to the setting of more general cosmoi. 

8.1. Projective objects and tame ^-categories 
We have already seen that a cosmos with dense autonomous generator is locally 

finitely presentable as a closed category if the unit object is locally presentable (see 
Proposition 7.3.2). In the abelian context we can further simplify the reconstruction 
theorem when working with tame ^-categories (see Definition 8.1.3). If the unit object 
of our cosmos is projective in the sense of the following definition, then all ^-categories 
are tame. 

Definition 8.1.1. — Let % be an unenriched category. An object C G is called 
•projective if the functor ^(C, —) preserves epimorphisms. 

Examples of cosmoi where the unit object is finitely presentable and projective are 
given by categories of A-graded i2-modules, A any abelian group. A nonexample is 
the cosmos of differential graded i2-modules, where the unit object is not projective 
in the above sense. In order to prove the recognition principle for cosmoi of (graded) 
modules, we need the following technical lemmas. 

Lemma 8.1.2. — Let Së be a small Y-category and let G be an object of the Cauchy 
completion of Së. If the unit of Y is finitely presentable or projective, then G is 
finitely presentable or projective in the category (flS§)o. 

Proof. — The (Set-valued) hom-functor Hom(^)0(G, —) of G is given by the com
posite Y0{I,-) o 0>@(G,-)O. The ^-functor $Së(G,-): 0Së -> Y is cocontinu
ous by definition of Cauchy completions (see §3.5), so by Theorem 5.2.2 it has a 
right ^-adjoint. Thus $S§(G, — )o has an ordinary right adjoint, and it follows that 
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Hom(#> )̂0(G, —) preserves all the colimits that are preserved by Yo(I, —). In particu
lar, it preserves filtered colimits (resp. epimorphisms) if / is finitely presentable (resp. 
projective). • 

If the cosmos Y is enriched in abelian groups, then the forgetful functor V : Y —• 
Set factors through U: Ah —> Set. Therefore the underlying unenriched category of 
any ^-category is enriched in abelian groups. In particular, it makes sense to talk 
about kernels and cokernels in a ^-category. 

Definition 8.1.3. — Let Y be an Ab-enriched cosmos. A ^-category 3§ is tame if for 
all epimorphisms p : A —» B in !P3§ with A,Be3§, the kernel of p lies in 3ë. A cosmos 
Y is called tame if all small ^-categories are tame. 

Remark 8.1.4. — We will only apply the definition of tame ^-categories in combi
nation with Lemma 8.1.2, that is, we only care about the fact that the kernel of an 
epimorphism between objects of the Cauchy completion is finitely generated. The 
only examples of ^-categories with this property we know of are tame ^-categories 
in cosmoi with finitely presentable unit object. 

Proposition 8.1.5. — Let Y be an Ab-enriched cosmos. If the unit of Y is projective, 
then Y is tame. 

Proof. — Let 3% be a small ^-category. Let p: A —> B be an epimorphism in 033, 
where A and B are in the Cauchy completion of 3è. Prom Lemma 8.1.2 we know that 
3& is projective. Thus p is a split epimorphism, and it follows that the kernel of p is 
a retract of A. Since Cauchy complete categories are closed under retracts, we find 
that 3S is tame. • 

Corollary 8.1.6. — The cosmos of (graded) modules over a commutative ring R is 
tame. 

Proof. — We already observed that the unit of the cosmos of graded i?-modules is 
finitely presentable and projective. • 

Note that Proposition 8.1.5 is not applicable to the cosmos of differential graded 
i?-modules because its unit is not projective. It turns out that the differential graded 
categories we care about most are all tame (see Proposition 8.4.1), but it is open 
whether or not all differential graded categories are tame. 

8.2. The recognition theorem for abelian cosmoi with DAG 

We prove the following theorem in the next section. Before doing that we investigate 
some of its consequences. 

Theorem 8.2.1. — Let Y be an abelian cosmos with a dense autonomous generator 
36 and with a finitely presentable unit object. Let stf, 38 be small Y-categories and 
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w: &/ —> $Së a y-functor whose image is contained in S3. Assume that srf is 2£-ten
sored, has finite coproducts, that Së is tame, and that w satisfies the conditions: 

i) The functor WQ : S^Q —> Sëo is faithful and reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) For each object B G Së, the category e\(V(evB w)o) of elements of the functor 

V(evB w)o: —• Set is cofiltered (cf. Theorem 7.4-1); and 
iii) The functor wo : &/o —> Së$ creates y-absolute coequalizers. 

Then w is recognizable. Moreover, the comonad L(w) preserves finite limits. 

Remark 8.2.2. — Note that wo : —> Sëo creates ^-absolute coequalizers if and only 
if for all morphisms / G srf for which the cokernel of wo(f) is in Së, the cokernel of / 
exists and is preserved by wo. 

If we further specialize to the cosmos of i?-modules, we obtain the following recog
nition result. For the cosmos of abelian groups, a similar result was proved by K. 
Szlachânyi (see [56, Corollary 6.4]). 

Theorem 8.2.3. — Let R be a commutative ring, B an R-algebra, and let Y be the 
category Mod# of R-modules. Let srf be a small additive R-linear category, equipped 
with an R-linear functor w: g/ —• Mod# into the category of left B-modules such 
that w(A) is finitely generated and projective for all A G s/. Suppose the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

i) The functor WQ is faithful and reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) The category el(wo) of elements of WQ is cofiltered; and 

iii) If the cokernel of wo(f) is finitely generated and projective, then the cokernel 
of f exists and is preserved by WQ. 

Then w is recognizable. Moreover, the comonad L(w): Mod# —• Mod# preserves 
finite limits, that is, the corresponding B-B-bimodule is flat as a right B-module. 

Proof. — We let & be the full monoidal subcategory of Mod^ consisting of finitely 
generated free modules, which is clearly a dense autonomous generator. Since srf is 
additive, it is JT-tensored: the tensor product of A G srf with Rn is simply the n-fold 
direct sum ®^=1A 

All i^-linear categories are tame by Corollary 8.1.6. The Cauchy completion of Bop, 
considered as a one-object ^-category, is the full subcategory of Mod^ consisting 
of finitely generated projective modules. Thus the image of w(A) is an object of the 
Cauchy completion of Bop, and it makes sense to speak of the ^-component of the unit 
of the Tannakian adjunction. The remaining conditions are precisely the conditions 
in Theorem 8.2.1. • 

To prove a similar result for the cosmos differential graded i?-modules requires 
more work, because epimorphisms in the Cauchy completion of a differential graded 
i?-linear category need not be split. This makes it harder to show that the categories 
we care about are tame. Therefore we defer the proof of the following theorem to §8.4. 
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Theorem 8.2.4. — Let R be a commutative ring, B a commutative differential graded 
R-algebra, and let Y be the cosmos of differential graded R-modules. Let s/ be a small 
additive differential graded R-linear category which has tensors with those bounded 
differential graded R-modules X for which all the Xi are finitely generated and free. 

Let w: s/ —» Mod# be a differential graded R-linear functor into the category of 
differential graded left B-modules such that w(A) is dualizable for all A G s/. Suppose 
the following conditions hold, where Z0: Mod# —> Set denotes the functor which 
sends a differential graded B-module to its set of cycles of degree 0: 

i) The functor WQ : —• (Mpd^o is faithful and reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) The category el(Zo(wo)) of elements of ZQ(WQ) is cofiltered; and 

iii) If the cokernel of Wo(f) lies in the Cauchy completion of B, then the cokernel 
of f exists and is preserved by WQ . 

Then w is recognizable. Moreover, the comonad L(w): Mods —> Mods preserves 
finite limits, that is, the corresponding differential graded B-B-bimodule is flat as a 
differential graded right B-module. 

We conclude with a few remarks about the necessity of the conditions in Theo
rem 8.2.3. It is clear that conditions i) and iii) are necessary conditions. Condition ii) 
implies that L(w) is a flat coalgebroid. The question whether or not the converse is 
true is open: is the forgetful functor from Cauchy L-comodules to ^-modules flat (in 
the sense that its category of elements is cofiltered) if L is a flat coalgebroid acting 
on Bl This is for example the case if the Cauchy L-comodules generate the category 
of all L-comodules. A lot of the examples of Hopf algebroids studied in algebraic 
topology are Adams Hopf algebroids, and their categories of Cauchy comodules form 
generators (see [25, Proposition 2.3.3]). As far as the author knows it is an open 
question wether or not there are flat Hopf algebroids for which the Cauchy comodules 
do not form a generator. 

8.3. Proof of Theorem 8.2.1 

We prove Theorem 8.2.1 by checking the conditions of Theorem 7.4.1. We do this 
using a series of lemmas. 

Lemma 8.3.1. — Let ^ be a cocomplete unenriched category and let & be a small 
unenriched category with finite coproducts. If the colimit C of a diagram D: -±%J 
is finitely presentable, then some morphism in the colimit cocone is an epimorphism. 

Proof. — Let (C, (z^)ie^) be the colimit of D. Since ^ is cocomplete, this colimit 
can be computed as filtered colimit of the colimits of the finitely generated subcat
egories of $ (see [4, Proposition 2.13.7]). The identity of C factors through one of 
the structure maps of this filtered diagram because C is finitely presentable. But 
these structure maps are induced by a finite family (ttifc)fc=i,...,n of structure maps 
of the original diagram D. This finite family is in particular collectively epimorphic. 
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Let j = Y2k=o ^ ^ /^i = 9K3> then we also nave fKik = 9Kik f°r aU Thus the 
structure map ftj is an epimorphism. • 

Lemma 8.3.2. — Let Y be an Ah-enriched cosmos with dense autonomous generator 
SC and with finitely presentable unit object. Let w: si —> 038 be a Y-functor with 
image contained in 38. 

Assume further that si is 36 -tensored and that si has finite coproducts. If G G 0si 
is a presheaf such that Lw (G) is finitely presentable, then there exists an object C G si 
and a morphism y: si(—,C) —• G such that Lw(y) is an epimorphism in (038)$. 

Proof. — Prom Theorem 7.2.5 we know that the morphisms y: si(—,C) —• G form 
a colimit cocone on the domain functor si/G —• (0si)§. Since Lw is a left adjoint, it 
follows that the Lw(y) form a colimit cocone in {$38)$. We will apply Lemma 8.3.1 
to this particular colimit. Note that si/G has finite coproducts: they exist in si, and 
the Yoneda embedding preserves them because our category is enriched in abelian 
groups, so that finite coproducts are absolute colimits. The conclusion follows from 
Lemma 8.1.2. • 

Proposition 8.3.3. — If y is an abelian cosmos, then (0si)o is abelian for every small 
Y-category si. 

Proof. — Since Y is abelian, the forgetful functor YQ(I, —) naturally factors through 
the category Ab of abelian groups. It follows that the underlying categories of ^-cat-
egories are Ab-enriched, and that the underlying functors of Y-functors are additive. 
Moreover, limits and colimits in the underlying category (0S/)Q of a presheaf cate
gory 0si are computed pointwise, so it has a zero object, every monomorphism is 
the kernel of its cokernel and every epimorphism is the cokernel of its kernel. • 

Lemma 8.3.4. — In the situation of Theorem 8.2.1, if g: M —> N is a morphism 
of si such that w(g) is an epimorphism in (038)$, then there exists an object L and 
a morphism f:L—>M such that the sequence 

L f M 9 N dr 

is exact. Moreover, this sequence is sent to an exact sequence by w. 

Proof. — Let K be the kernel of si(—, g). As in the proof of Theorem 7.4.1, condition 
ii) of Theorem 8.2.1 implies that Lw preserves finite limits. It follows that LWK is the 
kernel of Lw {si(—,#)). Since 38 is tame, we know that LWK G 36, and hence that K is 
finitely presentable (see Lemma 8.1.2). By Lemma 8.3.2, there exists an object L G si 
and a morphism g': s/(—,L) —> K such that Lw(g') is an epimorphism. Moreover, 
from the Yoneda lemma we know that the composite 

si(-,L) a' K si{-,M) 
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is of the form £/(—,f) for a unique / : L —» M. Using the fact that w = LWY we find 
that the sequence 

w(L) «>(/) w(M) d+r+ w(N) 0 

is exact. Prom condition iii) of Theorem 8.2.1 it follows that the cokernel of g exists 
and is preserved by w. Thus the comparison morphism from that cokernel to N is 
sent to an isomorphism, and the conclusion follows from the fact that w reflects 
isomorphisms. • 

The following lemma is a generalization of [56, Lemma 6.2]. 

Lemma 8.3.5. — In the situation of Theorem 8.2.1, if 

w(M) w(h) w(P) 

d+r 

w(N) 
kf 

is a commutative diagram in @3§, and if w(g) is an epimorphism in (03£)o, then 
there exists a unique morphism k: N —• P such that w(k) — k'. 

Proof. — Prom Lemma 8.3.4 we know that there exists Les/ and / : L —» M such 
that g is the cokernel of / . We have 

w(h • /) = w(h) • w(f) = kf • w(g) • w(f) = 0, 

hence faithfulness of w implies that hf = 0. Thus there exists k: N —> P such that 
kg = h. Since w(g) is an epimorphism we must have w(k) = kf, and k is unique with 
this property because w is faithful. • 

Proof of Theorem 8.2.1. — As in the proof of Theorem 7.4.1, we conclude from con
dition ii) that Lw preserves finite limits in the sense of [30]. This includes in particular 
all finite conical limits. Conditions i) and ii) of Theorem 8.2.1 imply the correspond
ing conditions of Theorem 7.4.1. It only remains to show that WQ creates ^-absolute 
ordinary colimits. Let D: 3? —» SZ/Q be an ordinary diagram such that the colimit 
of woD is ^-absolute. Equivalently, the colimit of WQD G lies in Se. Let F be 
the colimit of YD in @g/, with colimit cocone Xi : $/(—, Di) —> F. Since LWY = w it 
follows that LWF G â§. In the interest of readability we will henceforth suppress the 
distinction between the naturally isomorphic 1^-functors LWY and w. 

By Lemma 8.3.2 there exists a morphism g: g/(—,A) -» F such that Lw(g) is 
an epimorphism in $ëë. As in the proof of Lemma 8.3.4 we can find a morphism 
f:B-+A such that the sequence 

w(B) 
W(f) 

•w(A) 
Lw(g) LWF 0 

is exact in $38 and so also in 38. Condition iii) of Theorem 8.2.1 implies that the 
cokernel k: A —> K of / exists and is preserved by w. It follows that there exists a 
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unique isomorphism y: LW(F) —• w(K) such that y • Lw(g) = w(k). We will show 
that K is the desired colimit of D: S> —> sfo- In order to do this we will construct a 
colimit cocone with vertex K. 

Fix an object i e @ and let 

Gi -C®Rnd+d 

9i 

d+d+rd 
d+r 

9 

F 

be the pullback of g along X{. Since Lw preserves finite limits, it sends this diagram to 
a pullback diagram. Prom Proposition 8.3.3 we know that (@3$)Q is abelian. Therefore 
Lw(gi) is an epimorphism in (03$)$. 

We claim that Lw(Gi) G â§. Indeed, the pullback in question can also be computed 
as the kernel of the morphism 

w(Di)@w(A) 
(-Lw(xi) L 

w LW(F) , 

which is an epimorphism because Lw(g) is. Since Y is Ab-enriched, direct sums are 
absolute colimits. Therefore the domain of the above morphism is in âS, and the claim 
follows because Së is tame (see Definition 8.1.3). Thus we can apply Lemma 8.3.2 to 
find a morphism s/(—,Ai) —• Gi which gets sent to an epimorphism by Lw. These 
considerations show that there exists a commutative diagram 

*t(-,Ai) 
d+r+d+ *{-,A) 

<*(-,fi) 
w(Di)@w(A) 

Xi 

9 

F 

such that w(fi) is an epimorphism in (@33)Q. Applying Lw we get the commutative 
diagram 

w(Ai) 
w{hi) w(A) 

w(fi) Lw(g) 
w(k) 

w(Di) 
d+r+dd 

LW{F) d+r 
y 

w(K) 

and from Lemma 8.3.5 it follows that there exists a unique fc^ : Di —> K such that 
w(ki) = y • Lw(xi). It remains to check that this is a colimit cocone. The required 
uniqueness property follows from faithfulness of w, and existence follows from the fact 
that Lw(xi) : w(Di) —• LW(F) is a colimit cocone and Lemma 8.3.5. • 
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8.4. Proof of Theorem 8.2.4 

Dealing with categories enriched in differential graded i^-modules is more compli
cated, because the unit object is not projective. In particular, not every epimorphism 
between objects in the Cauchy completion of a small differential graded R-linear cat
egory is split. Therefore we need a different method to show that a kernel of such an 
epimorphism again lies in the Cauchy completion. Our proof relies on the existence 
of an autonomous monoidal structure. The following proposition is a consequence of 
the general result. 

Proposition 8.4,1. — All commutative differential graded R-algebras B are tame. 

In order to prove it we will use the following characterization of Cauchy completions 
of autonomous monoidal ^-categories. 

Proposition 8.4.2. — Let Së be an autonomous monoidal Y-category. Then X G ÇPSë 
lies in the Cauchy completion of Së if and only if it has a left and a right dual under 
the Day convolution tensor product on $Së. Moreover, X has a left dual if and only 
if it has a right dual. 

Proof. — This follows from a very general result about autonomous pseudomonoids 
in a monoidal bicategory (see [39, Proposition 4.6]). We provide a more elementary 
proof that only works for the monoidal bicategory Mod(^). 

We first prove that objects in the Cauchy completion have both duals. Since Së is 
autonomous and the Yoneda embedding is strong monoidal for the Day convolution 
tensor product, it follows that all representable presheaves have both duals. The Day 
convolution monoidal structure is closed, that is, there exist left and right internal 
horn objects characterized by 

9SB{A, [B, C]e) ^ SPSS (A <g> B, C) and <P3ë{A, [B, C]r) *É 0>âB(B <8> A, C). 

Therefore, an object B has a right dual By if and only if the ^-natural transformation 

[B,I)r <g> A^> [B,A]r 

which corresponds to 

B ®[B,I]r® A^> A 

under the adjunction B (g> — H [B, — ]r is an isomorphism. Both sides depend con-
travariantly on £?, so it follows that the subcategory of right dualizable objects is 
closed under absolute colimits. Similarly we find that the subcategory of left dual
izable objects is closed under absolute colimits. Since the Cauchy completion is the 
closure of the representable functors under absolute colimits (see [52]), all objects in 
the Cauchy completion have a left and a right dual. 

Conversely, suppose that X has a right dual. We have to show that the functor 
0S&(X, —) is cocontinuous. Note that the unit of the Day convolution tensor product 
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is represented by the unit U of SB. Using the definition of right duals and the Yoneda 
lemma we find that 

0>&(X, Y) ^ ff>3$(X 0 U), Y) ^ ffiâB{âB(U, -), Xy 0 Y) ^ evt/(Xv 0 Y). 

Evaluation in £/ is certainly cocontinuous, and tensoring with Xv is a left adjoint 
because @âê is closed. Thus X G and therefore also has a left dual because all 
objects of the Cauchy completion do. The case of an object with a left dual is proved 
similarly, using the isomorphism âS{—,U) <S> X = X. • 

In the proof of Proposition 8.4.2 we have seen that an object in a monoidal closed 
category is dualizable if and only if a map between two objects built out of tensor 
products and internal hom-objects is invertible. Thus, if we have a functor between 
two monoidal closed categories which preserves tensor products and internal hom-
objects (strictly or up to coherent isomorphism), and reflects isomorphisms, we find 
that an object in the domain is dualizable if and only if its image is. 

Example 8.4.3. — Fix a commutative ring R. Let B be a commutative differential 
graded R-algebra, and let U*B be its underlying graded algebra. The forgetful functor 
from differential graded ^-modules to graded C/*i?-modules reflects isomorphisms and 
preserves tensor products and internal hom-objects strictly. Thus an object X in the 
category of differential graded ^-modules is dualizable if and only if its underlying 
graded module U*X is dualizable. 

Proof of Proposition 8.4.1. — We use the notation introduced in Example 8.4.3. Note 
that any commutative algebra in a cosmos V is an autonomous symmetric monoidal 
^-category. Indeed, the single object is the unit, and the unit of a monoidal category 
is always dualizable. Therefore, Proposition 8.4.2 tells us that an object lies in the 
Cauchy completion of B (or U*B) if and only if it is dualizable. From Example 8.4.3 
it follows that X lies in the Cauchy completion of B if and only if U*X lies in the 
Cauchy completion of U*B. 

The functor U* from differential graded 5-modules to graded t/*i?-modules is exact. 
Thus [/* sends epimorphisms to epimorphisms and kernels to kernels. The conclusion 
follows from the fact that U*B is tame (see Proposition 8.1.5). • 

Proof of Theorem 8.2.4- — The subcategory of differential graded it!-modules X with 
the property that Xi is finitely generated free for all i and X{ — 0 for all but finitely 
many i G Z forms a dense autonomous generator of the cosmos Y of differential 
graded iZ-modules, and the unit object of Y is finitely presentable. This is not hard 
to see directly, but it will also follow from Propositions 8.5.7 and 8.5.8. Moreover, B 
is a tame ^-category by Proposition 8.4.1. 

The Cauchy completion of Bop, considered as a one-object ^-category, is the full 
subcategory of Mod# consisting of dualizable modules (see Proposition 8.4.2). Thus 
the image of w(A) is an object of the Cauchy completion of J5op, and it makes sense 
to speak of the ^-component of the unit of the Tannakian adjunction. Note that 
ZQ(WQ) is precisely the composite of (ev*w)o: (Mod#)o —> % with the forgetful 
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functor V: YQ Set, so the conditions i)-iii) are precisely the conditions i)—iii) in 
Theorem 8.2.1. 

8.5. Examples of tame categories 

In this section we will generalize the arguments used in §8.4 to give a large class 
of examples of tame categories. Specifically, we shall prove the following result. 

Theorem 8.5.1. — Let Y be an Ab-enriched cosmos such that all small autonomous 
monoidal y-categories are tame. Let H be a cocommutative Hopf algebra in Y. Then 
all small autonomous monoidal Mod H-categories are tame. 

In order to prove this, we will use a base change functor between bicategories of 
modules induced by a monoidal functor between cosmoi. Namely, we consider base 
change along the forgetful functor Modij —» Y. This functor preserves tensor prod
ucts, internal hom-objects, limits and colimits, and reflects isomorphisms. 

In general, if F: Y —• Y' is a strong monoidal functor between cosmoi, we can 
use it to turn ^-categories into ^'-categories. Note that this procedure may change 
the associated underlying unenriched category: this happens whenever the triangle 
consisting of F and the two canonical forgetful functors fails to be commutative. 
Thus our perspective that a ^-category is an abstract structure which can be used 
to construct an underlying unenriched category is very relevant when considering 
base change functors. Note that one of the main examples we consider—the base 
change functor from differential graded modules to graded modules which forgets the 
differential—does not commute with the canonical forgetful functors. 

Base change of ^-categories is functorial both for Y-functors (see [19]) and for 
modules (see [57] and [9]). 

Definition 8.5.2 (Base change for ^-modules). — Let F : Y —> y be a symmetric 
strong monoidal functor. Let j / b e a ^-category. The ^'-category F*srf has the same 
objects as with hom-objects given by F{srf(a, b)). For a module M: -+> 3è, 
we define a module F*M: F*srf F*Sê by (6,a) 1—• F(M(6, a)), with evident action 
of and F*2$. 

Proposition 8.5.3. — If F : Y —• Y' is symmetric strong monoidal and cocontinuous, 
then the assignments in Definition 8.5.2 extend to a strong monoidal pseudofunctor 
F* : Mod(y) —• Mod(^//). If, in addition, F is continuous and strong closed (that 
is, it preserves internal hom-objects), then F* preserves right liftings. 

Proof. — Since composition of modules is defined in terms of colimits, it follows that 
F* is a pseudofunctor. It is strong monoidal because F is (cf. [9, §7.3.3]). The right 
lifting of M: srf -» ^ along J: & -+» ^ in Mod(Y) is given by the end 

J/M (La) = 
d+r 

[J(b,c),M(c,a)] 
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in Y. Since F preserves limits and internal hom-objects, it also preserves ends (which 
are defined in terms of limits and internal hom-objects). In particular, it preserves 
the above end which is again defined in terms of internal hom-objects. • 

Let J be a small ^-category. Note that the category $36 can be thought of as 
the hom-category Mod(y)(j^5SB). Thus F* induces a functor (F*) j^: ($3B)0 
{$F*36)0. 

Corollary 8.5.4. — Let F : Y —> Y' be symmetric strong monoidal, continuous, co-
continuous, and strong closed. Let 36 be a monoidal Y-category. Then the induced 
functor ($3§)o —> ($F*3§)o is strong monoidal and strong closed for the Day convolu
tion tensor product (that is, it preserves both the left and right internal hom-objects). 
Furthermore, it is continuous and cocontinuous, and it reflects isomorphisms if F 
does. 

Proof. — The internal hom-objects for the Day convolution tensor are defined in 
terms of right liftings in the bicategory of modules (see [14, Proposition 6]), and the 
Day convolution tensor product of A and B is given by the composite 

I = I ® I A®B 36®36^3S 

where m denotes the monoidal structure on 36. This formula is given in terms of the 
monoidal structure on Mod(^), so it is preserved up to isomorphism by F*. 

It remains to check that F* is continuous and cocontinuous, which follows im
mediately from the fact that limits and colimits in functor categories are computed 
pointwise. 

A morphism of modules is an isomorphism if and only if all its components are. 
By definition of F* it follows that ( F * ) j ^ reflects isomorphisms if F does. • 

Proposition 8.5.5. — Let F : Y —•> Y' be symmetric strong monoidal, continuous, co-
continuous, strong closed, and conservative (that is, it reflects isomorphisms). Let 36 
be an autonomous Y-category. Then an object X G $3$ lies in the Cauchy completion 
of 36 if and only if F*X lies in the Cauchy completion of F*38. 

Proof. — By Corollary 8.5.4, the induced functor F* : ($36)Q ($F*3$)0 is strong 
monoidal, continuous and cocontinuous, strong closed, and conservative. Since left 
and right dualizable objects can be characterized in terms of an isomorphism between 
left and right internal hom-objects, it follows that X G $36 is left (right) dualizable if 
F*X is. Conversely, if X is left (right) dualizable, then so is F*X, because F* is strong 
monoidal. From Proposition 8.4.2 it follows that X lies in the Cauchy completion 
of 36 if and only if F*X lies in the Cauchy completion of the autonomous ^'-category 
F*3§. • 

Proof of Theorem 8.5.1. — Let 36 be a small autonomous monoidal Mod#-category. 
The forgetful functor U : Mod# —• Y is symmetric strong monoidal, continuous, 
cocontinuous, strong closed, and it reflects isomorphisms. 
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We now want to show that Së is tame. Thus let p: X —> Y be an epimorphism 
between objects of the Cauchy completion of Së, and let k: Z —» X be its kernel. 
Since U* is continuous and cocontinuous, U*k is the kernel of U*p and U*p is an 
epimorphism. By Proposition 8.1.2, both U*X and U*Y lie in the Cauchy completion 
of U*Së. But U*3ë is a tame ^-category (it is autonomous, so tame by assumption). 
Thus U*Z lies in the Cauchy completion of U*Së. Proposition 8.5.5 implies that Z lies 
in the Cauchy completion of Së, which shows that Së is indeed tame. • 

Remark 8.5.6. — Theorem 8.5.1 applies in particular to commutative algebras 
in Modif, thought of as one-object symmetric monoidal Mod#-categories. The 
unique object of such a category is the unit, which is always dualizable. 

The following proposition shows that our recognition theorem for ablian cosmoi 
with dense autonomous generator is applicable to the cosmos Mod// if it is applicable 
to y and H is dualizable. 

Proposition 8.5.7. — If y is an abelian cosmos with a dense autonomous generator 
and H G y is a dualizable Hopf algebra, then Mod# is an abelian cosmos with 

dense autonomous generator. If the unit of y is finitely presentable, then so is the 
unit o/Mod#. 

Proof. — Clearly Mod# is abelian. The category Mod// is the category of algebras 
for the cocontinuous monad H <S> —. Any cocontinuous monad is strictly linear in the 
sense of [10, Definition 1.8]. Thus the objects H (g) X, X G 3£ form a Set-dense 
subcategory of Mod// (see [10, Theorem 1.3]). They are dualizable because their 
underlying objects are, hence their closure under tensor products and duals forms a 
dense autonomous generator. 

The hom-sets of Modi/ are given by the equalizer 

ModH(A, B) ^ y {A, B) jr y(H <g> A, B) 

of sets. If I G y is locally presentable, then so is H (see Lemma 8.1.2). Since finite 
limits of sets commute with filtered colimits it follows that A G Mod// is finitely 
presentable if its underlying object is (recall from Proposition 7.3.2 that y is locally 
presentable as a closed category). • 

The following result shows that Proposition 8.4.1 is a special case of Theorem 8.5.1. 
A related result can be found in [45, Theorem 18], where it is shown that there ex
ists a (non-commutative) Hopf algebra in the category of ungraded iî-modules whose 
comodules are differential graded iî-modules. This is not quite sufficient for our pur
poses, because we really want to get a symmetric monoidal category of modules over 
a Hopf algebra. 

Proposition 8.5.8. — There is a dualizable cocommutative Hopf algebra H in the cos
mos of graded R-modules such that Mod# is the cosmos of differential graded R-mod
ules. 
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Proof. — Here we think of graded modules in the topologists' sense, that is, we don't 
allow summation of elements of different degrees. The symmetry on the cosmos of 
graded .R-modules is given by a <g> b \-+ (—l)lallblfr ® a. 

The Hopf algebra H is the exterior algebra E(i) on a single generator of degree 
— 1 (or 1 if one wants the differentials to increase the degree by one). The underlying 
graded module of H is given by R®Rt, with \t\ = — 1, so it is indeed dualizable. The 
multiplication satisfies t2 = 0. The comultiplication is given by A(t) = t ® 1 + 1 ® t, 
and the antipode is given by v{t) = —t. In order to check that the multiplication 
and the comultiplication are compatible one has to use the fact that (£ ® 1)(1 ® £) = 
— (1 <8> t)(t <S> 1), which follows from the grading conventions of the symmetry in the 
category of graded .R-modules. It is not hard to check that left modules of H are 
differential graded .R-modules, and that the tensor product of modules corresponds 
to the tensor product of differential graded .R-modules with the usual differential 
d(x 0 y) = d(x) ® y + (—l)^x ^ y. The induced symmetry inherits the usual sign 
conventions from the symmetry in the cosmos of graded .R-modules. Since there is 
at most one closed structure for any monoidal category, it follows that Mod# is 
equivalent to the cosmos of differential graded jR-modules. • 
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CHAPTER 9 

TANNAKIAN DUALITY FOR BIALGEBRAS 
A N D HOPF ALGEBRAS 

9.1. Multiplicative structures on Mod(^) 
The symmetric monoidal structure of Y induces the structure of a symmet

ric monoidal bicategory on Mod(y). The tensor product of two ^-categories 
si and si' has objects the pairs {a,a') of objects of si and of si', with hom-
objects given by the tensor product in Y. The tensor product of modules is given 
by M ® N((b, V), (a, a')) = Af (6, a) ® N(b', a'). 

Implicitly the interaction between the Tannakian adjunction and this monoidal 
structure has been studied extensively for certain cosmoi Y, in particular for the 
cosmos of vector spaces. For example, it is well-known that the coalgebra L(w) of 
a fiber functor w is a bialgebra if w is a strong monoidal functor (tensor functor). 
A bialgebra is simply a monoid in the category of monoidal functors, and there is a 
monoidal structure on the category of fiber functors for which a suitably weakened 
notion of monoids gives the strong monoidal functors. These weak monoids are called 
pseudomonoids. 

The result about bialgebras and monoidal fiber functors therefore tells us that the 
Tannakian adjunction lifts to the categories of pseudomonoids. We will see that this is 
a consequence of the fact that the Tannakian adjunction is compatible with the tensor 
product on either side. The bicategorical interpretation of Tannaka duality makes 
this compatibility between the monoidal structure and the Tannakian biadjunction 
evident. 

Let Jt be the bicategory Mod(^) of ^-modules. To simplify the notation we 
will use capital letters A, B... for ^-categories and lowercase letters f,g,... (and 
ordinary arrows) for modules in the remainder of this section. Let B be a monoidal 
^-category. The tensor product and unit of B induce modules m: B ® B —> B 
and u: I —» B. Note that m and u are maps because they are modules induced 
by ^-functors (see Remark 5.3.1). Then the bicategory Map(^#, B) is a monoidal 
bicategory, with tensor product w • w' of w and w' given by 

A® A' w(S)w' B®B m B . 
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On the other hand, for any map pseudomonoid B (that is, a pseudomonoid whose 
multiplication and unit are given by left adjoint 1-cells), the category of 1-cells B —» B 
comes equipped with a convolution monoidal structure. The convolution product f*g 
of two 1-cells / , g : B —> B is given by 

B m B®B f®9 B®B m B . 

The convolution product lifts to the category Comon(5) of comonads on B. Recall 
that the left biadjoint of the Tannakian adjunction is given by the 2-functor 

L: MapL#,B) Comon(B) 

which sends an object w : A —• B to the comonad L(w) = w-w, with comultiplication 
and counit induced by the unit and counit of the adjunction w ~\w. 

Since the tensor product <g> : ^ x ^ f —> ^ is a pseudofunctor, we have an invertible 
2-cell 

B -
m B<S>B 

d+rd 
d+r+d 

d+rd 
d+r 

w(Di)@w(A) 

B®B m B 

A pseudofunctor sends maps to maps, so the composite on the top is L(m.w(g)w'). The 
composite on the bottom is L(w) * L(wf) by definition of the convolution monoidal 
structure. In other words, we have shown that the left adjoint of the Tannakian 
adjunction preserves tensor products up to isomorphism: L{w • w') = L(w) * L(w'). 

Suppose that L is left biadjoint to R, and that L is compatible with the monoidal 
structure up to equivalence (j>: LA <S> LB —> L{A <S> B). Then the composite 

RA ® RB VRA®RB RL(RA ® RB) d+r+d+r R(LRA (8) LRB) 
R(eA®eB) 

R(A (8) B) 

endows the right biadjoint R with a weak monoidal structure, where 77 and e denote 
the unit and the counit of the biadjunction. Thus the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunc
tion between the respective bicategories of pseudomonoids (this is a generalization 
of results from [14] and [42], see Appendix B). Once we check that our functor L is 
indeed compatible with the tensor product, we get the desired Tannakian theorem for 
bialgebras. 

Example 9 A A. — For B = J, the unit ^-category, we have jfé(l,ï) = "V and both 
the convolution monoidal structure and the monoidal structure given by composition 
coincide with the original monoidal structure on f. A comonad is precisely a coalge-
bra, and a pseudomonoid in Comon(I) is precisely a bialgebra (recall that Comon(J) 
only has identity 2-cells, so a pseudomonoid is simply a monoid). On the other hand, 
a pseudomonoid in Map(^ , B) is precisely a monoidal ^-category A equipped with 
a strong monoidal ^-functor w: A —> I. The Cauchy completion J of I is the full 
subcategory yd of "V consisting of objects with duals. Thus we do get the desired 
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relationship between monoidal categories with a monoidal fiber functor on the one 
hand and bialgebras in Y on the other. 

The problem is that the notion of "compatibility" with the monoidal structure 
is quite complicated. The definition of a strong monoidal homomorphism between 
monoidal bicategories can be found in [22, pp. 15-18]. In addition to a pseudonatural 
equivalence • •LxL we need to define three invert ible modifications which are 
subject to two axioms. In our case, the situation is a bit simpler because the target 
bicategory only has identity 2-cells. This means in particular that all the modifications 
must be identity modifications, and defining them boils down to checking that their 
domain and codomain are actually equal. 

Even this is a daunting task in the case M = Mod(y), because the composition 
of 1-cells is given by a colimit formula. Instead of proving this directly for Mod(l^), 
we use a theorem from [22] which tells us that Mod(^) is biequivalent to a much 
stricter structure called a Gray monoid (see Definition 11.1.1). The tensor product 
in a Gray monoid is strictly associative on objects, which will greatly simplify our 
calculations. In other words: we work with the seemingly more complicated notion of a 
Gray monoid instead of the particular monoidal bicategory Mod(^) to make our life 
simpler, not because we want to give a more general result. In the following sections 
we state our main theorems on lifting Tannakian biadjunctions. The terminology will 
be made precise in later sections. 

9.2. Monoidal 2-categories 

In general, if we start with a monoidal 2-category M, then any map pseudomonoid 
induces a monoidal structure on the domain and target of the Tannakian biadjunction 
(see Propositions 11.2.5 and 11.2.2 respectively). In Chapter 11, we will prove that 
the Tannakian biadjunction lifts to the categories of pseudomonoids. 

This is a formal consequence of the fact that the left adjoint is endowed with a 
strong monoidal structure. Day and Street showed in [14, Proposition 2] that the 
right biadjoint of a strong monoidal pseudofunctor inherits the structure of a weak 
monoidal pseudofunctor. In Appendix B we prove the following refinement of their 
result. 

Proposition B.l . l . — Let T: M—> JV be a strong monoidal left biadjoint between 
monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. Then H can be endowed with the struc
ture of a weak monoidal pseudofunctor, and the unit and counit with the structure of 
weak monoidal pseudonatural transformations, in such a way that the invertible mod
ifications a and (3 that replace the triangle identities become monoidal modifications. 

This result makes the following corollary plausible. It is a categorification of the 
well-known result that monoidal adjunctions between monoidal categories lift to the 
respective categories of monoids. 
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Corollary B.2.4. — Let T: M —> JV be a strong monoidal left biadjoint between 
two monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. If both H and T are normal, that 
is, they preserve identities strictly, then the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

PsMonf^f 
PsMon(T) 

de+ 

U 
PsMon(if) 

T 
d+r+dd d+r 

H 

PsMon(^) 

u 

d+r+d 

between the 2-categories of pseudomonoids. The underlying morphisms of the unit and 
the counit are given by the unit and the counit of the biadjunction T H H'. 

Thus, in order to prove the following theorem we only need to show that the left 
biadj oint of the Tannakian adjunction is strong monoidal. 

Theorem 9.2.1. — Let M be a Gray monoid with Tannaka-Krein objects, and let B be 
a map pseudomonoid in jfé. Then the Tannakian biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

MonComonfB) _L PsMon(Map(.#,£)) 

u 

Comon(5) 

L(-) 

d+ 

Rep(-) 

U 

Map(^, B) 

between the category of monoidal comonads and the 2-category of pseudomonoids 
in Ma,p(^K,B). The latter is precisely the 2-category of map pseudomonoids in M 
equipped with a strong monoidal map to B. 

The underlying morphisms of the unit and the counit of the lifted adjunction are 
equal to the unit and the counit of the Tannakian biadjunction. 

These results provide a conceptual explanation for the fact that the coalgebra 
associated to a strong monoidal fiber functor inherits the structure of a (not necessarily 
commutative) bialgebra. A similar fact holds for braided and symmetric monoidal fiber 
functors. 
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9.3. Braiding 

If M is also endowed with a braiding, and B is a braided map pseudomonoid, 
then the monoidal structure on Comon(B) and Map(^#, B) are braided, and we 
get the following results, whose proofs follow the same pattern as the proofs for the 
compatibility with the monoidal structure described in §9.2. 

Corollary B.3.2. — Let T\ j¥ be a braided strong monoidal left biadjoint 
between braided monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. If both H and T are 
normal, then the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

BrPsMon(^) 

BrPsMon(T) 

± 

BrPsMon(if) 

BrPsMon(^f) 

u u 

d+r 

T 

_L 
H 

d+r 

between the 2-categories of braided pseudomonoids. The underlying morphisms of the 
unit and the counit are given by the unit and the counit of the biadjunction T H H. 

Theorem 9.3.1. — Let M be a braided Gray monoid with Tannaka-Krein objects, and 
let B be a braided map pseuodomonoid in jjt. Then the Tannakian biadjunction lifts 
to a biadjunction 

BrMonComon(5) d+r+d BrPsMon(Map(^, B)) 

u u 

Comon(5) 

d+r+d 

d 

Rep(-) 

Map(^, B) 

between the category of braided monoidal comonads and the 2-category of braided 
pseudomonoids in Map(^#, B). The latter is precisely the 2-category of braided map 
pseudomonoids in M equipped with a braided strong monoidal map to B. 

The underlying morphisms of the unit and the counit of the lifted adjunction are 
equal to the unit and the counit of the Tannakian biadjunction. 
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9.4. Syllepsis and symmetry 
In the world of monoidal 2-categories, there is a notion lying between a braiding 

and a symmetry called a syllepsis. Similarly to how a symmetric monoidal category 
is a braided monoidal category subject to an additional equation between certain 1-
cells, a symmetric monoidal 2-category is a sylleptic monoidal 2-category subject to 
one additional equation between certain 2-cells. We are mainly interested in the case 
of symmetric monoidal 2-categories but it is clear from what we just said that we 
need a good understanding of the sylleptic monoidal case first. 

We will show that if M is sylleptic and B is a symmetric map pseudomonoid, then 
Comon(5) is symmetric (it is, after all, a 1-category) and Map(^, B) is a sylleptic 
2-category. The same is true if "sylleptic" is replaced by "symmetric." 

Corollary B.3.4. — Let T: jfé —> JV be a sylleptic strong monoidal left biadjoint 
between symmetric monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. If both H and T 
are normal, then the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

SymPsMon(^T) 
SymPsMon(T) 

d+r 
SymPsMon(i/) 

SymPsMon(^) 

u 

d+r 

T 

_L 
H 

U 

d+r 

between the 2-categories of symmetric pseudomonoids. The underlying morphisms of 
the unit and the counit are given by the unit and the counit of the biadjunction T H H. 

Theorem 9.4.1. — Let M be a sylleptic Gray monoid with Tannaka-Krein objects, and 
let B be a symmetric map pseudomonoid in M. Then the Tannakian biadjunction lifts 
to a biadjunction 

SymMonComon(B) SymPsMon(Map(.#, B)) 

u 

Comon(B) 

± 

L(-) 

g 

Rep(-) 

U 

Map(^ , B) 
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between the category of symmetric monoidal comonads and the 2-category of symmet
ric pseudomonoids in Map(^#, B). The latter is precisely the 2-category of symmetric 
map pseudomonoids in M equipped with a symmetric strong monoidal map to B. 

The underlying morphisms of the unit and the counit of the lifted adjunction are 
equal to the unit and the counit of the Tannakian biadjunction. 

Note that this theorem applies in particular to symmetric Gray monoids, which is 
our main case of interest. 

9.5. Autonomous pseudomonoids and Hopf monoidal comonads 

We want to show that the left adjoint of the Tannakian adjunction on Mod(y) 
sends autonomous categories to Hopf algebroids if the fiber functor lands in modules 
for a commutative algebra in Y. In order to deal with the more general fiber functors 
landing in the category of presheaves of a small ^-category, we need to use the concept 
of a Hopf monoidal comonad (see Definition 11.6.1). 

There is a structural way to characterize autonomous monoidal ^-categories in 
terms of the bicategory Mod(y): they correspond to autonomous pseudomonoids 
in Mod(^) (see Definition 11.5.6 and Proposition 11.5.7). The notion of an au
tonomous pseudomonoid in a monoidal bicategory involves 1-cells which are not maps, 
so it can't be detected directly in the 2-category of maps. Therefore the analysis of du
als requires more work than the analysis of the various monoidal structures discussed 
above. In §11.6 we will prove the following result. 

Theorem 9.5.1. — Let A and B be autonomous map pseudomonoids in a Gray monoid 
jfé, and let (w,^,ipo): A —> B be a strong monoidal map. Then the induced comonad 
L(w) = w -w is a Hopf monoidal comonad. 

Corollary 9.5.2. — Let Y be a cosmos. The left adjoint of the neutral Tannakian 
biadjunction 

L: Y-CdXjYd -> Coalg(r) 
(where Yd = denotes the sub-Y-category of dualizable objects in Y) sends (sym
metric) autonomous monoidal categories to (commutative) Hopf algebras. 

Proof. — By Theorem 9.5.1, the comonad L{w) : -+> ^ is a Hopf monoidal if 
the domain of w is autonomous monoidal. Moreover, a module M: J? -+> J? can be 
identified with the cocontinuous Y-functor Y —> Y. Thus L(w)®— is a Hopf monoidal 
comonad, and the conclusion follows from [6, Remark 5.6] (the fusion operators for 
the monoidal comonad L(w) <S> — are precisely the fusion operators of the bialgebra 
L(w)). • 

To get the desired biadjunction between Hopf monoidal comonads on B and au
tonomous pseudomonoids over B, we would have to show that the Tannaka-Krein 
object of a Hopf monoidal comonad is autonomous. We will only prove this for the 
special case where M — Mod(^/). 
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Proposition 9.5.3. — Let Y be a cosmos, and let & be an autonomous monoidal Y 
category. Let H : —» 3*38 be a Hopf monoidal comonad, where is endowed 
with the Day convolution monoidal structure. Then Rep(iï) is autonomous. 

Proof. — Recall from Proposition 8.4.2 that the objects of 3S are precisely the objects 
with a left and a right dual. Thus it suffices to prove that an iJ-comodule has a left 
(resp. right) dual if its underlying object in @S<ê does. Equivalently, we want to show 
that any module of the Hopf comonoidal monad 

#op : #^op 5^op 

has a right (resp. left) dual if its underlying object does. Fix such a module M. Note 
that $S8°V is not closed in general, but the fact that M has a right dual means 
that the right internal hom-object [M, N]r exists for all N. The proof of the equiv
alence between points i) and ii) in [6, Theorem 3.6] shows that these right internal 
hom-objects lift to the category of i7op-modules, and that they are preserved by the 
forgetful functor. Since this forgetful functor reflects isomorphisms, it follows that the 
canonical morphism 

[MJ]r <g)iV-+ [M, N]r 
of ifop-modules is invertible for each ifop-module N. This proves that [M, I]r is a 
right dual of the Hop-module M. The case of left duals can be proved by considering 
ÇP3$°v with reversed tensor product. • 

In Chapter 10 we will show that the Hopf monoidal comonads on a symmetric 
monoidal ^-category with one object (that is, on a commutative algebra in Y) cor
respond to Hopf algebroids in the case where ^ = Mod(^). We obtain the desired 
relation between autonomous symmetric monoidal categories and Hopf algebroids as 
a corollary. Since it is our main case of interest, we will discuss this consequence first. 
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A F F I N E G R O U P O I D S O V E R C O M M U T A T I V E R I N G S 

We relate the results about Hopf monoidal comonads from §11.6 to the concrete 
situation where M is a Gray monoid equivalent to Mod(^) for some cosmos Y. The 
base pseudomonoid B will be a monoidal ^-category with a single object, that is, a 
commutative algebra (or commutative monoid) in Y. Further specializing this to the 
case where Y is the cosmos of i2-modules for some commutative ring R we will get 
the desired result about Tannaka duality for affine groupoids over R. 

10.1. Monoidal morphisms in Mod(^) and cospans in CommAlg(y) 

Once we introduce the notion of Hopf monoidal comonads (see Definition 11.6.1), it 
will be easy to see that Hopf monoidal comonads in the category of cospans in a finitely 
cocomplete category S are exactly the groupoids internal to $°v (see Example 11.6.2). 
Taking S = CommAlg(y), the category of commutative algebras in Y we find 
that Hopf algebroids in the usual sense correspond to Hopf monoidal comonads in 
the category of cospans of S'. Thus, in order to relate the Hopf monoidal comonads 
in Mod(^) to groupoids, it suffices to relate Mod(l^) to the bicategory of cospans 
in S. 

Proposition 10.1.1. — Let Y be a cosmos, and let JV be the bicategory with ob
jects the commutative algebras in Y, morphisms the symmetric monoidal mor
phisms in Mod(l^) between these algebras, thought of as symmetric pseudomonoids 
in Mod(^), and 2-cells the monoidal 2-cells between them. Then JV is biequivalent 
to the bicategory of cospans in the category of commutative algebras in Y and algebra 
homomorphisms between them. 

Lemma 10.1.2. — Let Y be a cosmos. Then CommAlg(y) has pushouts given by the 
tensor product of commutative algebras. The initial object is given by the unit object 
I of Y. In particular, S = CommAlg(y) is finitely cocomplete. 

Proof. — This is a well-known fact in the case Y = Mod# for some commutative 
ring R. The general case follows from a straightforward diagram chase. • 
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Proof of Proposition 10.1.1.. — Let A and B be commutative algebras in Y. The 
above lemma can be applied to the monoidal category ^V(A,B) = Mod(^)(A5 B) 
with convolution tensor product. This is simply the category of A ® 5-modules, and 
the convolution tensor product is the coequalizer of the two A-actions and the two 
^-actions on the ordinary tensor product, that is, it is the tensor product over A(g>B. 
Moreover, an application of the calculus of mates shows that a module is a symmetric 
monoidal morphism from A to B if and only if it is a commutative algebra for the 
convolution monoidal structure (cf. Example 11.3.7). 

In other words, the bicategory JV has objects the commutative algebras, and 1-
cells between A and B are precisely the commutative A (g> B-algebras. It is well known 
that an A-algebra C can equivalently be described as an algebra in Y equipped with a 
morphism of algebras A —• C. This shows that the category JY{A, B) can be identified 
with the category of cospans between A and B. 

Prom Lemma 10.1.2 we know that the pushout in the category of commutative 
algebras is given by tensoring over the common domain of the two homomorphisms. 
On the other hand, the coend that computes the composition of an A (g) ^-module M 
with a 5 0 C-module iV is given by the coequalizer of the two maps 

M®B®N l M ® N 
which are given by the two different ^-actions, that is, composition of modules is 
also given by tensoring over B. Thus the composition of two modules has the same 
universal property as the composition between the corresponding cospans. This shows 
that the correspondence between symmetric monoidal modules A -+» B and cospans 
of commutative algebras between A and B is compatible with compositions, at least 
up to isomorphism. Since this isomorphism is induced by a universal property we 
do in fact get a pseudofunctor, which shows that the two bicategories are indeed 
biequivalent. • 

10.2. Tannaka duality for Hopf algebroids and affine groupoids 

As a corollary, we obtain the desired fact that the left adjoint of the Tannakian 
adjunction sends autonomous ^-categories to Hopf algebroids. Further specializing 
to the case of cosmoi of i?-modules, we obtain our recognition results for categories 
of representations of affine groupoids. 

Corollary 10.2.1. — Let y be a cosmos, and let B be a commutative algebra in B. 
We write GpdB for the category of groupoids internal to CommAlg(y)op whose 
object of objects is B. The morphisms in GpdB are the internal functors which are 
the identity on the object of objects. The Tannakian adjunction gives a biadjunction 

Gpd°p 

L(-) 

d 
Rep(-) 

AutSymMon-^- Cat / M o d | 
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between Gpd^5 and the category of small autonomous symmetric monoidal Y-cate
gories equipped with a symmetric strong monoidal functor to the Y-category Mod# 
of dualizable B-modules. 
Proof — Consider the biadjunction from Theorem 9.4.1 for M = Mod(^/). Recall 
from Proposition 8.4.2 that Mod^ is the Cauchy completion of B, considered as an 
autonomous monoidal ^-category. 

Proposition 10.1.1 implies that the domain of the left biadjoint is given by the 
comonads on B in the category of cospans in CommAlg(y). This is the opposite 
of the category of monads in the category of spans in CommAlg(y)op, and it is 
well-known that an internal category is precisely a monad in the category of spans. 
Prom Example 11.6.2 it follows that there is an equivalence between (GpdB)op and 
the category of symmetric Hopf monoidal comonads B -+> B in Mod(^). 

Prom Proposition 9.5.3 we know that Rep(if) is autonomous if H: B B is a 
Hopf monoidal comonad in Mod(^), and Theorem 9.5.1 shows that the left biad
joint sends autonomous symmetric monoidal categories to symmetric Hopf monoidal 
comonads. Thus the Tannakian biadjunction from Theorem 9.4.1 restricts to the de
sired subcategories. • 

Theorem 10.2.2. — Let B be a commutative R-algebra, let si be an additive au
tonomous symmetric monoidal R-linear category, and letw.se —> Mod# be a sym
metric strong monoidal R-linear functor. Suppose that 

i) the functor WQ is faithful and reflects isomorphisms; 
ii) the category el(wo) of elements of WQ is cofiltered; and 

iii) if the cokernel of wo(f) is finitely generated and projective, then the cokernel 
of f exists and is preserved by WQ. 

Then there exists an affine groupoid G = Spec(H) acting on Spec(-B) and a symmetric 
strong monoidal equivalence si c± Rep(G). This equivalence is compatible with w and 
the forgetful functor. Moreover, the Hopf algebroid H is given by the coend 

H = 
d+r+d 

w(A) ®Bw(A)v, 

where the right action on H is induced by the B-actions on w(A)v, and the left action 
is induced by the B-actionson w(A), and H is flat as a left and as a right B-module. 

Proof. — Since w is strong monoidal, w(A) is dualizable for every A G si, that is, 
w factors through the full subcategory of finitely generated projective ^-modules. 
Thus we can apply Corollary 10.2.1. The statement about flatness follows from The
orem 8.2.3, Corollary 10.2.1, and the fact that the source and the target morphism of 
a groupoid are isomorphic, so that one of them is flat if and only if the other is. The 
explicit description of H in terms of the above coend is a consequence of the definition 
of L(w) (see Proposition 4.5.1) and the definition of composition in the bicategory of 
modules (see Definition 3.3.1). • 
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T H E T A N N A K I A N B I A D J U N C T I O N 
F O R G R A Y M O N O I D S 

11.1. String diagrams for Gray monoids 
Mac Lane's coherence theorem tells us that every monoidal category is equivalent 

to a strictly associative and unital monoidal category. The analogue for monoidal 2-
categories is not true: not every monoidal bicategory is equivalent to a strict monoidal 
2-category. It is, however, still true that every monoidal bicategory is equivalent to a 
much stricter structure, called a Gray monoid. The category of (small) 2-categories ad
mits a symmetric monoidal closed structure with internal horn given by the 2-category 
of 2-functors, pseudonatural transformations and modifications (see[22, §4.8]). Its ten
sor product is called the Gray tensor product. Certain squares that commute strictly 
in the cartesian product of 2-categories only commute up to invertible 2-cell in the 
Gray tensor product. A Gray monoid is exactly a monoid in for the Gray tensor 
product. In order to work with Gray monoids we will need to give a more explicit 
definition (see [14, Definition 1]). 

Definition 11.1.1. — A Gray monoid is a 2-category ^ endowed with the following 
data: 

(a) an object /; 
(b) for every object A, two 2-functors LA,RA' <M (giving left and right 

multiplication by the object A respectively) such that for all objects A, B G jfé, 
we have LA(B) = RB(A), and the equations 

Li = Ri = id^, LAB = LALB, RAB = RBRA, and RBLA = LARB 

hold, where AB := LA(B). For a morphism / and a 2-cell a we use the abbre
viations fB := Rs(f), A'a := LA'{OL), and so on; and 
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(c) for any two morphisms f:A-*A' and g : B —> B' an invertible 2-cell 

AB SB A'B 

Ag '°f,9 A'g 
AB' 

fB' 
A'B' 

subject to the axioms: 

(i) if both / and g are identity arrows, then Cfi9 is an identity 2-cell; 
(ii) for all morphisms / : A —» A! and g: B —» B' and all objects X, the equalities 

Xcf,g = cXf,g, Cfx,g = Cffxg and Cf^X = Cf^x hold; 
(iii) for all 2-cells a: f => h: A -* A' and /?: g k: B -* B', 

SB 

AB 

A'B 
A'g 

LcS,g 
-^Ag sb; 

A'B' 

olB' <A0 Ak~ AB' d+r 

= AB 

S By 
aB 

A'B 

/KB 
,ch,k 

A'k 
A (3 
•*a' g 

A'B' 

Ak 
AB' 

hB> 

(iv) for all morphisms / : A A!, f : A' -> A", g: B -> B'and g': B' —> B", the 
equality 

AB SB A'B 
S'B 

A" B 

A< d+r A>9 ftcfl , \"9 
AB' —/b'->- A'B' —s'b'^ A"B' 

Ag' 

AB" 
d+rd d+r+d+d \"g> 

SB" 
A'B" S'B" A" B" 

— Ag' g 

AB S' SB A'B 

CS'S,g'g 
A'g'g 

AB' 
S' SB' A'B' 

holds. 

The tensor product on a Gray monoid is defined on objects by A 0 B := AB, on 
1-cells / : A -> A!, g: B -> B' by / <g> g := A'g • fB, and similarly for 2-cells. Note 
that this convention is opposite to the one from [14], but the interchange morphism 
gives a pseudonatural equivalence between the two. We will frequently use the fact 
that c/?i and C\,g are identity 2-cells, which is an immediate consequence of axioms 
i) and iv). 

These axioms become more intuitive once we pass to a reasonable string diagram 
notation. Let ^ be a Gray monoid, and let / : A —• A!, g: B —> B' be 1-cells in jfé. 
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We introduce the notation 

Cf,9 = 
fB\ A'g 

Ag fB' 
and d+r+d 

Ag\ fB' 

d+r A'g 
for the interchange morphisms. This is justified by Axioms (ii) and (iv), and by the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 11.1.2. — The two Reidemeister moves are valid operations for string dia
grams in a Gray monoid, that is, the two equalities 

\fBC \A'gC A'B'h 
fB'C 

AgC 

AB'h 

\ABh AgC fB'C 

d+r 

fBC A'gC A'B'h 

A'Bh . 
A'gC 

fBC 

ABh AgC \fB'C 

and 

fB\ 

Ag 

d+r 

A'g 

fB' = 

\A'g 

dr+ \A'g 

fB\ A'g 
hold for all morphisms f:A—> A!, g: B —> B', and h: C —• C. 

Proof. — The first equation follows from Axiom (iv) and Axiom (iii) applied to a 
Gray interchange 2-cell, and the second equation is an immediate consequence from 
the definition. • 

Remark 11.1.3. — We can interpret this notation as a 2-dimensional projection of 
surface diagrams for Gray monoids, a tentative notion which is not yet fully developed. 
In our notation, the information about the different layers of the surface diagram is 
stored only in the labels. Axiom (iii) for a Gray monoid says that strings (morphisms) 
and 2-cells in different layers can be moved past each other: 

fB\ 

Ag\ 

A'g 

fB' 

d+d 
KB' 

- KB 

fB\ 
dr 

Ag 

A'g 

\hB' 

and 

fB\ 

Ag / 
d+r 

Ak\ 

\A'g 

fB' 

d+r 

fB\ 

Ak( 

\A'g 
d+r 

A'k 

fB' 
Generally, one has to be careful not to apply topological manipulations unless the 
objects in question are located in different layers, so the labels are relevant for deciding 
whether or not a certain move of strings is allowed. 

The reason for our interest in Gray monoids is the following theorem. It allows us 
to prove theorems about monoidal bicategories as long as the statements are invariant 
under biequivalence. 

Theorem 11.1.4. — Every monoidal bicategory is biequivalent to a Gray monoid. 

Proof. — See [22, Theorem 8.1]. 
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Definition 11.1.5. — A pseudomonoid in a Gray monoid ^ is a monoid for which the 
associativity law and the unit laws only hold up to coherent invert ible 2-cells. More 
precisely, a pseudomonoid (B, m, u, a, À, p) is an object B G , equipped with two 
morphisms m : BB —> B and u: I —» B and invertible 2-cells 

mB Ira 
a 

Bm I m 

uB m 
X 

Bu m 
dr 

subject to the axioms 
mB2l mJ5J ra 

\mB 
BmB v 

vr 
r 

d+r ev m 

dd 

mB2\ nB dr 

Bm , a 
m 

mB 

B2m\ Bm m 

and 

BuB 

[PB 

I mB m 

m 

><w 
BX) 

BuB mB 

a 
/Bm 

m 

m 

We call B a map pseudomonoid if m and u are maps. 

A pseudomonoid in a Gray monoid equivalent to the 2-category of categories is sim
ply a monoidal category. The axiom involving the natural isomorphism a is precisely 
the famous pentagon axiom for a monoidal category. 

11.2. Compatibility with the monoidal structure 

The goal of this section is to show that the left adjoint of the Tannakian biadjunc
tion can be endowed with the structure of a strong monoidal pseudofunctor if M is 
a Gray monoid and B is a map pseudomonoid. As already mentioned in §9.2, this 
allows us to lift the biadjunction to the categories of pseudomonoids on either side. 
At the end of this section we can therefore give a proof of Theorem 9.2.1. 

The unit and counit of the resulting biadjunction between pseudomonoids has the 
same underlying 1-cells as the Tannakian biadjunction, so we can solve the reconstruc
tion and recognition problems for bialgebras (more generally, monoidal comonads) as 
long as we understand the reconstruction and recognition problem for coalgebras 
(comonads). In particular, the recognition results proved in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 
extend to the biadjunction between map pseudomonoids. 

In order to turn the Tannakian biadjunction into a monoidal biadjunction we first 
have to endow source and target 2-categories with the structure of a monoidal 2-
category. 

Proposition 11.2.1. — Let ̂  be a Gray monoid, and let (B,m,u) be a pseudomonoid 
in M'. Let v: X —• B, v'': X' —• B, w: Y —> B and w': Y' B be objects of the lax 
slice category M jaB. Let (a, a) and (a',af) (resp. (b,(3) and (b',f3f)) be morphisms 
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from v to v' (resp. from w to w'). Let <j>\ (a,a) (a*\a') and ip: (b,/3) =>» (&',/?') be 
2-cells in jfé j tB. Then the assignments vw := m • Bw • vY, 

(a, a) •(&,/?) := 

LOR X'b v'Y' Bw' m 

d+r [BP 

\vY Bw I m 

and (f> • V> := 

a7 X'6 

0 Y d+r 

a'Y X'6' 

define a normal pseudofunctor •: jtft j nB x jféjiB —> jféjiB. If (B,m,u) is a map 
pseudomonoid, then • restricts to a pseudofunctor on Map(^, B). 

Proof — To show that • gives a pseudofunctor we need to define the interchange 
2-cell. Let (c, 7) : v' —» v" and (d, 5) : wf —• be morphisms in J% hB. The 2-cell 

aY cY X"fc X"d 

aY X'b cY' X"d 
endows • with the desired structure of a normal pseudofunctor. If m and u are maps 
this restricts to a pseudofunctor on Map(^, B) because any 2-functor preserves maps 
and invertible 2-cells. • 

Proposition 11.2.2. — Let ̂  be a Gray monoid and let (£?,ra,u) be a pseudomonoid 
in M'. Then M' /' aB is a monoidal 2-category with tensor product • and unitu: I —> B. 
The component of the associator at the objects w: X —• B, w'' : X' —• B, w" : X" —» B 
is given by the 2-cell (idxx'X"where 

d+r+d 

wX'X" Bw'X" B2w" Bm m 

wX'X" Bw'X" mX" Bw" m 
and the components of the left and right unit 2-cells are given by (idx,P«) and 
(idx,A#) where 

d+r 

w 

w Bu m 

p-1 and A# = 

w 

uX i 

d+r 

'uB 
y w \ m 

respectively. Each of these gives strict natural transformations, and all the modifica
tions in the definition of a monoidal 2-category are identity modifications. If (B,m,u) 
is a map pseudomonoid, then the structure of monoidal 2-category on M/\B restricts 
to Map(^#, B). 

Proof. — We only need to check is that the domain and codomain 2-cells of the 
modifications in the definition of a monoidal 2-category (see [22, §2.6]) coincide. 
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Then the modifications can indeed be chosen to be identities. We leave the routine 
calculations to the reader. • 

Definition 11.2.3. — Let M be a Gray monoid, and let (A,p,j) and (B, ra, u) be map 
pseudomonoids in jfé. The convolution product is the functor 

• : Jl{A, B) x JK(A, B) -+ Jl{A, B) 
which is given on objects (1-cells of by (/,#) ra • Bg - fA-p and on morphisms 
(2-cells of J£) by 

p fA Bg m 

dr (BP) 

p f'A Bg' m 
Proposition 11.2.4. — Let M be a Gray monoid, and let (A,p,j) and (B,m,u) be 
map pseudomonoids in M. Then the convolution product defines a monoidal structure 
on ̂ (A, B) with unit u • j : A-+B. The associator is given by 

p pA fA2 BgA mB Bh m 

dr a 

V fA Bp BgA B2h Bm m 
and the unit isomorphisms are given by 

p fA Bj Bu m 

d+rd d+rd 

f 

and 

p jA uA Bf m 

*=5 d+r 

f 
respectively. 

Proof. — See [14, Proposition 4]. 

Proposition 11.2.5. — Let M be a Gray monoid and let (B,m,u) be a map pseu
domonoid in ^K. Then the convolution monoidal structure on ^(B,B) lifts to a 
monoidal structure on the category Comon(B) of comonads on B. The comultiplica-
tion and the counit of c-kc1 are given by 

m cB Be m 

m cB Be m m cB Be m 

and 

m cB Be' m 

respectively. The unit u • u is endowed with the comonad structure induced by the 
adjunction u-\u. 
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Proof. — We have to check that the associator and the unit morphisms are compatible 
with the comultiplications and the counits of their domain and codomain. Using the 
fact that the mate of a natural transformation can be moved past the unit of the 
adjunction we find that the 2-cells 

m mB cB2 Bc'B mB Bc" m 

d+r a. a-1 ee 

m cB Bm Bc B B2c" mB m m cB Bm Bc B B2c" mB m 
and 

m mB cB2 Bc'B mB Bc" m 

qe vr 

m cB Bm Be B B2c" mB m m cB Bm Bc'B B2c" mB m 
are equal. This shows that the associator is compatible with the comultiplication. 
Compatibility with the counit can be shown in a similar fashion: one uses the fact 
that a mate can be moved past the counit of the adjunction. 

Checking that the unit isomorphisms for the tensor product • are compatible with 
the comultiplication and the counit is left to the reader. • 
Example 11.2.6. — A pseudomonoid in ^C(A, B) is simply a commutative monoid 
in ^(A,B), because there are no nonidentity 2-cells. Moreover, such a monoid is 
precisely a monoidal morphism A —> B. This correspondence is obtained by tak
ing mates under the adjunctions p: A2 —• A and j : I —*• A. In particular, monoids 
in Comon(5) are precisely monoidal comonads. 

Lemma 11.2.7. — Let f': A —> A! and g: B —> B' be maps in a Gray monoid 
Then the 2-cells SB A'g 

Ag SB' 

and 

SB' Ag 

A'g SB 
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are mates under adjunction. 

Proof. — The mate in question is given by 

fB' Ag 

A'g fB 

d+r 

1B'\ Ag 

A'g fB 

dv 

fB' Ag 

A'g fB 

fB' 

d+r 

Ag 

A'g JB 

vr+ 

fB' Ag 

A'g fB 

where the equalities follow from two applications of Axiom iii) for Gray monoids and 
triangle identities. • 

Proposition 11.2.8. — Let ^ be a Gray monoid and let (B, ra, u) be a map pseu
domonoid in ^. Let v: X —• B and w:Y—>B be objects in M&p(^,B). Then the 
2-cells m vB vB Bw Bw m 

d+rd+dr 

m Bw vY vY Bw m 

and l = id : u • u —> L{u) 

endow the 2-functor L from Proposition 4-5.1 with the structure of a strong monoidal 
2-functor where all the necessary modifications are identity modifications. 
Proof. — We first have to check that x is a well-defined 2-natural transformation, that 
is, that it is an isomorphism of comonads and that it is 2-natural. The latter boils 
down to showing that the naturality square commutes on the nose because there are 
no nonidentity 2-cells in the target 2-category. We leave both of these computations 
to the reader. 

To see that L defines a strong monoidal 2-functor we need to check that the domain 
and the codomain of the necessary modifications (see [42, §2]) coincide. The key ob
servation for this is the fact about mates of the Gray interchange from Lemma 11.2.7. 
The remaining calculations are fairly straightforward with the string diagram nota
tions introduced in §11.1 and are left to the reader. • 

Proof of Theorem 9.2.1. — This is an immediate consequence of Proposition 11.2.8 
and Corollary B.2.4. Recall from Proposition 4.7.1 that the right biadjoint of the 
Tannakian adjunction is normal. • 
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11.3. Braiding 
The goal of this section is to to show that the left adjoint of the Tannakian biadjunc

tion can be endowed with the structure of a braided strong monoidal pseudofunctor 
if M is a braided Gray monoid and B is a braided map pseudomonoid. As already 
mentioned in §9.3, this allows us to lift the biadjunction to the categories of braided 
pseudomonoids on either side. At the end of this section we can therefore give a proof 
of Theorem 9.3.1. 

We start by recalling the definition of a braiding on a Gray monoid from [14, 
Definition 12]. For every braided map pseudomonoid B we endow Comon(B) and 
Map(^, B) with a braiding in the sense of [42, §3]. 
Definition 11.3.1. — Let ^ be a Gray monoid. A braiding for ^ is a pseudonatural 
equivalence 

jc2 - a Jf1 
P 

d+r 
d+r 

® 

(where g denotes the switch 2-functor), together with two modifications with compo
nents 

A(BC) 

A{BC) 
PA,BC (BC)A 

B(CA) d+r 

PA,BC 
(BA)C B{AC) 

BPA,C 

and 

A{BC) 

{AB)C 
PAB,C 

C(AB) 

APB,C 
A{CB) (AC)B 

Is 
PA,CB 

(CA)B 

subject to coherence conditions (see [42, Appendix A] for details). 

Remark 11.3.2. — Recall that the tensor product of / : A —> A' and g : B —> B' on 
a Gray monoid is defined by / <8> g := A'g • fB. The pseudonatural transformation p 
thus consists of invertible 2-cells 

fB A'g PA>,B> 

d+r+ 

PA,B gA B'f 
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and the fact that R and S are modifications means that for any additional 1-cell 
h: C —> C' the equation 

fBC A'gC A'B'h PA',B'C 

0 0 
PA',B'C B'pa'C 

Pf,9C iPA',BfL B'A'h 

B'fC 
gAC 

B'PA.C 

B'pf,h 

PA,BC BpA,c gCA B'hA B'C'f 

d+r PA,BC 
w(Di) 

dr 

fBC A'gC A'B'h PA',B'C i 

PA,BC BPA,C gCA B'hA B'C'f 

and the corresponding equation for S hold. 

Definition 11.3.3. — Let ^ be a braided Gray monoid. A pseudomonoid (J3, m, u) 
in J $ is braided if there is an invertible 2-cell 7: m => m • PB,B (called the braiding) 
subject to two coherence equations (see [42, p. 87]). 

Example 11.3.4. — Let Y be a symmetric monoidal category. The monoidal 2-
category ^-Cat is braided, and the modifications R and S can be taken to be 
identities (see [42, p. 85]). A braided pseudomonoid in ^-Cat is precisely a braided 
monoidal ^-category. 

Proposition 11.3.5. — Let ^ be a braided Gray monoid, and let B be a braided map 
pseudomonoid. For two objects v: X —> B and w: Y —• B in Ma,p(^,B) the 1-cell 

PX,Y WX Bv m 

\Pv,wJ 
PB,B 

vY dr m 
together with the 2-cells p, R and S endow Map(^#, B) with the structure of a braided 
monoidal 2-category (see [42, Appendix A]). 

Proof — This is a consequence of Remark 11.3.2, Definition 11.3.3 and the fact that 
the forgetful 2-functor Map(^#, B) -+ M is injective on 2-cells, that is, all the axioms 
R and S must satisfy follow from the fact that they are satisfied in M. • 
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Proposition 11.3.6. — Let <M be a braided Gray monoid, and let A and B be braided 
map pseudomonoids in M'. Then the 2-cell 

p fA Bg m 

Pf,g] PA,A 
OB,B 

1 

F1" 

p gA Bf m 
endows <sfâ(A, B) with the structure of a braided category. This structure lifts to a 
braiding on the monoidal category Comon(5). 
Proof. — The fact that the convolution tensor product is braided if A and B are is a 
simple generalization of [14, Example 5]. One can also show commutativity of the re
quired hexagons directly by using Remark 11.3.2, Definition 11.3.3 and Lemma 11.3.8 
below. Using the string diagram calculus it is straightforward to check that the 2-cell 
is compatible with the comultiplication and counit of its domain and target, that is, 
that the braiding lifts to the category of comonads. • 

Example 11.3.7. — Let A and B be as in Proposition 11.3.6. A braided pseu
domonoid in jtft{A, B) is simply a commutative monoid in Jé{A, B), because there 
are no nonidentity 2-cells. Moreover, such a commutative monoid is precisely a braided 
monoidal morphism A —» B. This correspondence is obtained by taking mates under 
the adjunctions p: A2 —> A and j : I —+ A. 

Lemma 11.3.8. — Let F, G : M —> JVbe pseudofunctor s between 2-categories, and let 

FX dr GX 
vr Ff 

FY • 
vr 

GY 
Gf 

be a pseudonatural transformation from F to G. Let f be a map in ̂ . Then the mate 
of OJ1 is 6j. In particular, if v: X —* B and w: Y —• B are maps in a braided Gray 
monoid, then the equation 

vB Xw PX,Y 

vY 

wX 

Bv rev 

3w 

PB,B wB Yv 

dr+ 

vB Xw Px,i 

dr+ 

PB,B wB Yv 

holds. 
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Proof. — One way to prove this is as follows. One can first compose the mate in 
question with 6jX and then use pseudonaturality of 0, pseudofunctoriality of F, and 
one of the triangle identities to show that this composite is the identity. 

The second part follows from an application of the first to F = 0, G = 0 • r and 
6 = p, the braiding. • 

Proposition 11.3.9. — Let ^ be a braided Gray monoid and let B be a braided map 
pseudomonoid in J%. Then the strong monoidal 2-functor 

L: Map(^ ,£ ) -+ Comon(B) 

from Proposition 11.2.8 is braided. 

Proof. — We again need to check that the modifications can be chosen to be iden
tities, that is, that two pasting composites involving the 2-natural transformation \ 
from Proposition 11.2.8 and p coincide (see [42, Appendix A, (BHD1)]). The key 
observation for checking this is the equation from Lemma 11.3.8. • 

Proof of Theorem 9.3.1. — The proof follows the same pattern as the proof of The
orem 9.2.1. The result follows from Proposition 11.3.9 and Corollary B.3.2. • 

11.4. Syllepsis and symmetry 

The goal of this section is to to show that the left adjoint of the Tannakian biadjunc
tion can be endowed with the structure of a sylleptic strong monoidal pseudofunctor 
if M is a sylleptic Gray monoid and B is a symmetric map pseudomonoid. As already 
mentioned in §9.4, this allows us to lift the biadjunction to the categories of symmetric 
pseudomonoids on either side. At the end of this section we can therefore give a proof 
of Theorem 9.4.1. 

We start by recalling the definition of a syllepsis on a braided Gray monoid from 
[14, Definition 15]. For every symmetric map pseudomonoid B we endow Comon(jB) 
with a symmetry and Map(^, B) with a syllepsis in the sense of [42, §4]. 

A symmetric Gray monoid is a Gray monoid equipped with a syllepsis subject to 
one additional axiom. Thus being symmetric is a property of a sylleptic Gray monoid. 
Therefore there are no further compatibility requirements for morphisms between 
symmetric Gray monoids, similarly to how a symmetric monoidal functor between 
symmetric monoidal categories is the same as a braided monoidal functor. Therefore 
we can discuss the sylleptic and the symmetric case together. 
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Definition 11.4.1. — A syllepsis for a braided Gray monoid is an invertible modi
fication v from the identity 2-natural transformation on ® to 

id 

Jt2 a 
a 

M2 

d+r d+r ® 

d+r 
d+r 

subject to two equations (see [42, Appendix A, (SA1) and (SA2)]). A braided Gray 
monoid equipped with a syllepsis is called sylleptic. A sylleptic Gray monoid is sym
metric if the equation 

PX,Y d+r+d 

PY,X PX,Y 

d+r 
vx,\ 

I 
PX,Y 

PY,X 

PX,Y 

holds for all objects X and Y. 

Definition 11.4.2. — Let jfé be a sylleptic Gray monoid. A braided pseudomonoid 
(B,m,u) is called symmetric if the equation 

m 

PB,B PB,B m 

1 

. m ,7 
d+r 1*3.3 m 

PB,B pB,B 

holds. 

Proposition 11.4.3. — Let M be a sylleptic Gray monoid and let (B,m,u) be a 
symmetric map pseudomonoid in Then the syllepsis of M defines a syllepsis 
on Map(^, B), with braiding defined as in Proposition 11.3.5. If ' M is symmetric, 
then the syllepsis on Map(^, B) is a symmetry. 
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Proof. — From the definition of symmetric pseudomonoid and from the fact that v 
is a modification we get the equation 

PX,Y PY,X vY Bw m 

wX d+r 
PB,B 

Bv 
d+r 

KPB,B 
d+r 

m d+r 

vY Bw m 

d+r 

PX,Y PY,X vY Bw m 

,VX]Y 

vY Bw m 

which shows that the syllepsis of ̂  lifts to a 2-cell in Map(^, B). It is immediate that 
it defines a modification and that the desired equations hold because the 2-cell part 
of the braiding on Map(^, B) is identical to the one on M (see Proposition 11.3.5). 
Moreover, it is immediate that v is a symmetry on Map(^, B) if and only if it is one 
considered as a syllepsis on . • 

Proposition 11.4-.4. — Let M be a sylleptic Gray monoid. Let (A,p,j) and (B,m,u) 
be symmetric map pseudomonoids in Then the braiding on ^(A, B) from Propo
sition 11.3.6 is a symmetry. In particular, the monoidal category Comon(5) is sym
metric. It is also symmetric when thought of as a 2-category with no nonidentity 
2-cells. 

Proof. — From the definition of symmetric pseudomonoids we find that the equation 

m PA,A PA,A 

(V1 
m 7"1 

m 

d+r 

m PA, A PA,A 

J m 
7"1 
771 

d+r 
/ m 

d+r+d 

m 

m PA,A PA,A 

m 

d+r 

holds. This, together with the facts that B is symmetric and that v is a modification, 
implies that the braiding from Proposition 11.3.6 is a symmetry. • 

Proposition 11.4.5. — Let M be a sylleptic Gray monoid and let B be a symmetric 
map pseudomonoid in jjt. Then the braided strong monoidal 2-functor 

L: Map^#,B) -> Comon(B) 

from Proposition 11.3.9 is sylleptic. 
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Proof. — By definition of a sylleptic monoidal 2-functor we only have to check that 
an equality between two 2-cells in Comon(5) holds (see [42, Appendix A, (SHAl)]). 
This is obviously the case because Comon(5) doesn't have nonidentity 2-cells. • 

Proof of Theorem 9.^.1. — The proof again follows the same pattern as the proof 
of Theorem 9.2.1. Specifically, the result is a consequence of Proposition 11.4.5 and 
Corollary B.3.4. • 

11.5. Biduality and autonomous Gray monoids 
So far we have not talked about the relationship between antipodes on a bialgebra 

and the existence of duals in the category of representations. More precisely, we would 
like to show that the left adjoint of the Tannakian adjunction sends autonomous 
categories to Hopf algebroids. 

In [7], the notion of a Hopf monad was introduced and in [6] an equivalent charac
terization of Hopf monads that doesn't reference antipodes was provided. It was shown 
that a comonoidal monad is Hopf if two associated natural transformations (called the 
fusion operators) are invertible. This definition never refers to the actual objects of 
the category, so it is more suitable for our purposes. In this section we will show that 
L(w) is a Hopf monoidal comonad if the domain A of w is autonomous. In Chapter 10 
we used this fact to show that Hopf monoidal comonads on a monoidal ^-category 
with one object (that is, on an algebra in Y) correspond to Hopf algebroids in the 
case where M — Mod(y). 

In order to give a "formal," 2-categorical proof of the fact that L(w) is Hopf 
monoidal whenever the domain of w is autonomous we need to give a formal defi
nition of autonomous pseudomonoid in a 2-category, that is, we want to talk about 
the fact that objects have duals without actually referring to any objects. Such a 
definition was given in [12]. 

There is a guiding principle in higher category theory due to Baez and Dolan [2, 
p. 12], called the microcosm principle, which says that usually an algebraic structure 
can be put on an object of an n-category if the n-category in question has the corre
sponding categorified structure. For example, to talk about a monoid in a 1-category 
j& we need a monoidal structure on To define a monoidal category, we secretly 
use the fact that the cartesian product equips the bicategory of categories with the 
structure of a monoidal bicategory. From this point of view it should not be surprising 
that we need to talk about duals in a monoidal bicategory before we can give a formal 
definition of autonomous pseudomonoids. 

Definition 11.5.1. — Let M be a Gray monoid, and let A, B be two objects of M. We 
say that B is a right bidual of A and A is a left bidual of B if there exist morphisms 
n: I —> BA and e : AB —> I and invertible 2-cells rj : 1# —» BenB and e : eA-An —• 1A 
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such that the equations 

n 
nBA 

re 

n BAn r—% 

Be A = ln and BeA 

ev 
ABe ' e 

rebv 

( 3 
eAB 

e 
hold. The morphisms n and e are called the unit and counit of the bidual situation. 

This is a categorification of the notion of a right dual object in a monoidal category: 
the triangle identities only hold up to invertible 2-cell, and these 2-cells satisfy certain 
coherence conditions. It turns out that the coherence conditions are automatically 
satisfied in the following sense: in the situation of Definition 11.5.1, if rj and e are 
invertible but don't satisfy the desired equations, then we can replace e by a different 
invertible 2-cell e' : eA • An —• J such that n, e, 77 and e' do exhibit B a s a right bidual 
of A 

Proposition 11.5.2. — For any bidual situation (A, £?, n, e, 77, e), the functor 

Jt{A <g> X, Y) ^ Jg{X, B®Y) 

given by f 1—• Bf • nX is an equivalence of categories, with inverse g 1—> eY • Ag. 

Proof. — The natural isomorphisms which exhibit these functors as mutually inverse 
equivalences are given by 77 and e. • 

Proposition 11.5.3. — Right biduals are unique up to equivalence. More precisely, 
let (A, £?, n, e, 77, e) and (A, B', n', e', 77', e') be bidual situations in yfâ. Then the mor
phisms B'e • n'B : B —• B' and Be' • nB' : B' —• B are mutually inverse equivalences. 

Proof. — The two invertible 2-cells 

n'B B'e nB' Be' nB' Be' n'B B'e 

nB' AB BAB'e 

BAn' B Be' ABy 

(Be'BJ 
nB 

edr 
Be 

and 

n'BAB B' ABe' 

B'AnB' B'eAB' 

[B'eB' 
\ 

n'B' 
wd 

dz 

give the desired isomorphisms between {Be1 • nB') • {B'e • n'B) and id#, and between 
{B'e • n'B) • {Be' • nB') and iàB>. • 

Example 11.5.4. — Let Y be a cosmos. In Mod(y), every object srf has a right 
bidual, given by srf°v. The unit and counit are given by J? ^op ® «2̂ , (a, 6, *) 1—> 
^ ( a , b) and ^ ® ^OP -H- ^ , (*, a, 6) »-> ^(6 , a). 
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A Gray monoid is called autonomous if every object A has a right bidual A° and 
a left bidual Ay. If M is symmetric, then the left and right dual are equivalent. 

Let si be an autonomous symmetric monoidal ^-category. The ^-functor which 
sends an object to (a choice of) its dual gives an equivalence d: si°v —» si of cat
egories. This functor is central for the formal definition of an autonomous pseu
domonoid in a Gray monoid M. 

Let (B, m, u) be a pseudomonoid in the Gray monoid M'. Even though the lax slice 
jtftIiB is not a Gray monoid we can talk about biduals in this monoidal 2-category; 
we just have to be careful to insert structural isomorphisms and equivalences when 
necessary. If (A, A°, n, e, 77, e) is a bidual situation in we can ask if it lifts to a 
bidual situation in Jt'/\B. More precisely, given g: A —> B we can ask for a right 
bidual / whose domain is A° and whose structural morphisms extend n and e. The 
data of such a right bidual consists of 2-cells -k\ f%gon^u and £: u o e g • /'. 
In order to give a bidual situation, we require that 77 and e lift to 2-cells in the lax 
slice Jl(/zB. We can prove the following result by unraveling the definition of a bidual 
situation in the lax slice. 

Proposition 11.5.5. — Let (A, A°, n, e, 77, s) be a bidual situation in the Gray monoid 
JH', let (B, m, u) be a pseudomonoid in ̂ , and let TT: f •g-n =Ï U and £ : u-e => g* f 
be 2-cells in M. Then the 1-cells (n, n) and (e,£) exhibit f as right bidual of g in the 
lax slice jfé jiB if and only if the 2-cells 

z A°e 

nA° 
fAA°l 

f 

Be 
Bu 

p-1 

m 
Bm te 

'BgA° \B2f m 

mB 
mA° dv 

uA° 

Bf m 

uB 
dv 

rez 

and 

An 

M 
eA uA 

9 
uB d+re 

e+'r m A 
\Bg 

gA° A 
BfA 

mB 

I m 

e+r 

Bn 
e+r 

Bm 
m 

e+r' 

e+e 
P 

are equal to the identity 2-cell on f and g respectively. 

Note that the above equations were already present in [12], at least for the special 
case g = id A- Steve Lack later realized that these give precisely a bidual situation 
in the lax slice (cf. [40, §2.1]). There is also a different terminology in the literature: 
what we call a right bidual of g in '/\B is called a left dualization of g in [12] and 
[40]. 
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Definition 11.5.6. — Let (B,m,u) be a pseudomonoid in a Gray monoid M'. We call 
B left autonomous if the identity id^ : B —> B has a right bidual d: B° —• B in the 
lax slice jfâIiB. We call B right autonomous if it is left autonomous in e^rev, the 
Gray monoid with reversed tensor product, and simply autonomous if it is both left 
and right autonomous. 

The following proposition shows that this is a sensible definition. 

Proposition 11.5.7. — A monoidal y-category 3$ is (left) autonomous if and only if 
the corresponding pseudomonoid in Mod(y) is (left) autonomous. 

Proof. — This is [12, Proposition 1.6]. • 

In [12, Proposition 1.4] it was shown that for any autonomous map pseudomonoid 
j), the right bidual d: A° —> A of the identity is an equivalence. Since the 

right bidual A° of A is only well-defined up to equivalence, we could simply choose 
A° = A. By doing this we can find simpler conditions for when a map pseudomonoid 
is autonomous. 

Definition 11.5.8. — Let M be a Gray monoid. A map pseudomonoid (A,p,j) is called 
naturally Frobenius if the two mates 

<T> = 

Al pA 

Ap> 
a. 

\ 

v d 

and %L> = 

pA\ Ap 
P 

mi 
r \P \P 

of the associator a are invertible. 

Proposition 11.5.9. — If (A,p,j) is naturally Frobenius, then the morphisms n = p-j, 
e = j • p and the 2-cells 

7] = 

ee 
v 

r 

P 
/p 

vr (pA \Ap Aj 

and e = 

\Aj \Ap IpA \jA 

P 
4> 

v 

vrd sr 

exhibit A as a right bidual of itself. Moreover, for 

7T = 

il P p 

d 

and £ = 

p\j\ j 

vr 

the morphisms (n,7r) and (e,£) exhibit 1A'- A —> A as a right bidual of itself in the 
lax slice M j tA. A map pseudomonoid A is autonomous if and only if it is naturally 
Frobenius. 
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Proof. — The first statement is [405 Theorem 6.8]. It shows in particular that a 
naturally Probenius pseudomonoid is left autonomous. Moreover, the right bidual 
d: A° —> A of the identity is equal to the identity, so in particular an equivalence. It 
follows from [12, Proposition 1.5] that A is autonomous. The converse can be found 
in [54, Proposition 3.1] in the case where M is autonomous; the general case follows 
from an application of [40, Corollary 4.4] applied to M and êrev, the Gray monoid 
with the same underlying 2-category and reversed tensor product. • 

11.6. Hopf monoidal comonads 
The second ingredient we need to deal with Hopf algebroids is the notion of a Hopf 

monoidal comonad. A monoidal comonad on a pseudomonoid (B,m,u) in a Gray 
monoid *M is a comonad c on B with a monoidal structure (c, (/>, <fo) such that the 
counit and the comultiplication are monoidal 2-cells. Equivalently, it is a monoid in 
the monoidal category Comon(JB) under convolution product. We get 0 and </>o from 
the multiplication and unit maps by taking mates under the adjunctions m H m and 
u H u~ respectively (see Example 11.2.6). 

Definition 11.6.1. — A monoidal comonad (c, 0, </>o) on a pseudomonoid (B,m,u) is 
called left Hopf respectively right Hopf if the 2-cells 

cB \Bc I m 
Be 

Be m dv 
re 

respectively 

\cB \Bc\m 

KcB\ 

cB\ m 
r+e 

d+v 

are invertible. 

The following example shows that Hopf monoidal comonads in the bicategory 
of cospans in a finitely cocomplete category S are precisely the groupoids internal 
to (oop. We have used this fact in Chapter 10 to prove our recognition results for 
affine groupoids. 

Example 11.6.2. — Let S be a finitely cocomplete category (for example, the category 
of i2-algebras for some commutative ring R), and let ^ — Cospan S be the symmetric 
monoidal bicategory of cospans in S. Every object in JS( is a pseudomonoid with 
multiplication 

B+B 
v B 

B 
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and the 2-cell induced by 

A+A 
f+f 

C+C 9 + 9 

B+B 

v B 

B 

A+A 

v 
V 

A 

f 

^ A -

C 

f 

9 

• c 
9 

B 

endows every morphism C : A —> B in ^# with a monoidal structure. Note that a 
comonad 

B . B 
s 

v 
t 

in the category of cospans is precisely a category internal to £°v'. That is, the rep
resented functors < (̂C, — ) and £(B,—) come equipped with natural maps giving a 
category with objects £(B,X) and morphisms <g(C,X) for every object X € $. For 
example, source and target of a morphism f:C—>X are given by precomposition 
with s and £ respectively, and the comultiplication of C gives the composition map. 
Moreover, the monoidal structure discussed above is compatible with the comonad 
structure. The domain and codomain of the 2-cell that determines if a monoidal 
comonad in jfé is right Hopf are given by the objects which represent the functors 

X^{(fl9)e<?(C,X)2\ft = gs} 

and 
X~{(f,g)e£(C,X)2\ft = gt} 

respectively. A careful analysis of the pushouts involved shows that the 2-cell from 
Definition 11.6.1 represents the natural transformation which sends (f,g) to (gof,g). 
If this map is surjective, then (idgt,g) is in its image, so every morphism has a sec
tion. But this only happens if the category represented by (B, C) is in fact a groupoid. 
Conversely, if every morphism is invertible, the natural transformation above is evi
dently invertible. Thus right Hopf comonads in M are precisely the groupoids internal 
to S>op. In particular, for S the category of commutative ^-algebras, we find that Hopf 
comonads in Cospan^ are precisely affine groupoids acting on a commutative iî-al-
gebra B. 

In order to prove Theorem 9.5.1, we will show that a strong monoidal morphism w 
between autonomous pseudomonoids always satisfies the following definition. We can 
therefore apply the proposition below. 

Definition 11.6.3. — Let (w, ip, i/jq) : A —> B be a strong monoidal map between two 
pseudomonoids in a Gray monoid Then w is strong left coclosed, respectively 
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strong right coclosed, if the mates 
WA P 

I w 
TP'1) 

wAj 

Bw m w 

respectively 

Aw P 

rev 
fw 

.'Bw 

wB m w 
of the 2-cell TP 1 : w • p ^ m • tv 0 w are invertible. 

Proposition 11.6.4. — Ifw:A-*Bisa strong monoidal map that is both strong right 
and strong left coclosed, then the induced comonad L(w) = w -w is a Hopf monoidal 
comonad. 

Proof — This follows from [8, Proposition 4.4] applied to M and e f̂rev. • 

In order to prove that the conditions of the above proposition hold for all strong 
monoidal maps between autonomous map pseudomonoids, we will use the following 
lemma whose proof we defer to Appendix C. It follows from a generalization of the 
fact that any strong monoidal functor preserves duals. 

Lemma C.l.l. — Let A and B be autonomous map pseudomonoids in a Gray 
monoid and let (w,ip,x/jo): A —> B be a strong monoidal map. Then the 2-cell 

wA V 3 • i i 

r = 
R > 
w w dr 

wA 

Bw m u 

vr 

is invertible. 

Proof of Theorem 9.5.1.. — Let (w,ip,ipo) be a strong monoidal map between two 
autonomous map pseudomonoids (A,p,j) and (J5,m,n). We have to show that the 
induced comonad L(w) = w -w is a Hopf monoidal comonad. We first show that every 
strong monoidal map (w, ip, ^o): A —> B is strong right and left coclosed, and then 
we apply Proposition 11.6.4 to conclude that L{w) = w -w is indeed Hopf monoidal. 
In other words, we only have to show that the two 2-cells 

wA P 
' W 

d+r 
wAj 

Bw m w 

and 

Aw P 
I w 

dv 

Bw 

wB m w 
are invertible. We focus on the left one of these; invertibility of the right one fol
lows by the same reasoning applied to the Gray monoid ^rev with reversed tensor 
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product. Indeed, if j , a, A, p) is an autonomous map pseudomonoid in then 
(A,p,j, oj_1, p, À) is an autonomous map pseudomonoid in ^rev, and if (w,tp,ipo) is 
monoidal map, then (w, %j) • c~*w,ipo) is a monoidal map in ^#rev. 

The equivalence from Proposition 11.5.2, applied to the case X = BA, Y = I 
in ^rev sends the left one of the above 2-cells to 

wÂ2 pA 

A = 
wA 

I,-1 A) 
wA2J 

BwA m A wA 

\P 3 

so it suffices to show that À is invertible (recall from Proposition 11.5.8 that = 
j • p). From one of the triangle identities and from one of the axioms for a monoidal 
morphism we get the equation 

wA2 PA P 3 wA2 PA p 3 wA2 PA p j 

qqza 
\wA 

+s"e U-1 vcrt 

rb 

BwA B2w Bm m u 

qz&c 

wAy 

s+e& 

d+r s+s 

tr 

BwA B w Bm m u 

bt 

[a A P 
Ap\ 

wA* 

f+tf 
'Bw 

5-* 

fr 

BwA B2w Bm m u 
where the rightmost 2-cell is invertible by Lemma C.l.l. The same lemma implies that 
the 2-cell below the dashed line is also invertible, and it follows that À is invertible. 
This shows that w is strong left coclosed. • 
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B A S E C H A N G E 

12.1. Base change for 2-categories 

We investigate the question of how the Tannakian biadjunction interacts with 
base change functors. If F: <Jt —» is a pseudofunctor between two 2-categories, 
then it sends maps to maps and preserves comonads. Thus it induces a func
tor F* : Comon(jB) —• Comon(FjB) and a pseudofunctor F* : Map(^#, B) —» 
Map(^#/,FJB). The specified adjoint F(w) of F(w) is chosen to be F(w). 

Proposition 12.1.1. — The diagram 

Mappf, B) Comon(£) 

F* F* 

Mwp(Jt',FB) — ^ Comon(F£) 

is commutative up to natural isomorphism, given by the structure 2-cell 

F(w.w) ^ F(w) • F(w) 

of the pseudofunctor F. If F is strict, then the above diagram is commutative. 

Proof. — This is clear from the definition of the left biadjoint of the Tannakian 
adjunction. • 

On the other hand, if F is only lax or oplax, then it does not preserve maps in 
general, so it doesn't induce any kind of functor on Map(^, B). 

A different kind of base change involves a map f:B^Bfin jfé. Composition 
with / clearly induces a 2-functor Map(^, / ) : Map(^#, B) —> Map(^, B'). 

Proposition 12.1.2. — The assignment which sends a comonad c on B to 

fcf: B ' - f l ' , 
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with comultiplication and counit given by 

f c f 

f c f f c f 

and 
f c f 

respectively defines a functor /* : Comon(B) —> Comon(B/). 

Proof — The comonad axioms are easily proved using string diagrams, and functori-
ality follows from the fact that whiskering with a 1-cell preserves vertical composition 
of 2-cells. • 

12.2. Base change and monoidal structures 

If F: <Jt —> is a strong monoidal pseudofunctor between two Gray monoids, 
then it lifts to the categories of map pseudomonoids (see [14, Proposition 5]). In 
particular, it preserves monoidal morphisms between map pseudomonoids, which tells 
us that it induces a pseudofunctor 

F* : MonComon(B) —> MonComon(F5) 

for any map pseudomonoid B. Similarly, it induces a pseudofunctor 

F* : PsMon(Map(^,5)) PsMon(Map(^', FB)) 

since objects of PsMon(Map(^, B)) are precisely map pseudomonoids equipped 
with a strong monoidal map to B. Clearly these pseudofunctors are compatible with 
the pseudofunctors of the same name introduced in §12.1, in the sense that the dia
grams 

PsMon(Map(^T, B)) F* PsMonf MapM^Ftf)] 

U U 

Map(^f, B) - F* 
Map(^ ' ,F£ ) 

and 

MonComon(B) F* MonComon(FB) 

u U 

Comon(JB) 
F* 

Comon(F£) 

commute. Thus the natural isomorphism from Proposition 12.1.1 induces a natural 
isomorphism UF*L —» ULF*. The goal of this section is to show that there exists a 
lift of this natural isomorphism to the category of monoidal comonads. 
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Proposition 12.2.1. — Let F: M —> jfâ' be a strong monoidal pseudofunctor between 
Gray monoids, and let B G jfé be a map pseudomonoid. Then the natural isomorphism 
F*L LF* from Proposition 12.1.1 lifts to the category of monoidal comonads. 

Proof. — From [23, Theorem 11.3.1] we know that any strong monoidal functor be
tween monoidal bicategories can be replaced by an equivalent Gray functor. Thus, 
if (B,m,u) is a map pseudomonoid, so is (FB,Fm,Fu). Recall that we chose the 
adjoints of F m and Fu to be equal to F m and Fû respectively. Any Gray-functor is 
in particular a strict 2-functor, so the diagram 

PsMon( MAPO^F, B)) — ^ PsMon(Map(^', FB)) 

Map(^, B) ^ Map(̂ T;, FB) 

is commutative. Moreover, any Gray functor preserves the interchange 2-cells. It fol
lows immediately from the definition of Xv,w (see Proposition 11.2.8) that the identity 
natural transformation commutes strictly with x, and from our choice of adjoint of Fu 
it also clear that it preserves t strictly. Thus the identity natural transformation is 
monoidal, and therefore lifts to the categories of pseudomonoids. • 

If F: M —> jfé' is a braided or sylleptic strong monoidal pseudofunctor, then we 
get similar lifts to the 2-categories of braided or symmetric pseudomonoids on the one 
hand and to the categories of braided or symmetric monoidal comonads. 

Proposition 12.2.2. — Let F: M —» M' be a braided or sylleptic strong monoidal 
pseudofunctor, and let B G ^ be a braided or symmetric map pseudomonoid. Then 
the natural isomorphism F*L LF* from Proposition 12.1.1 lifts to the category of 
braided or symmetric monoidal comonads. 

Proof — To the author's knowledge there are currently no strictification results for 
braided or sylleptic strong monoidal pseudofunctors, so we can't prove this in the 
same way we proved Proposition 12.2.1. 

Luckily, the target category of the Tannakian biadjunction is fairly degenerate: 
braided monoidal comonads are precisely the commutative monoids in the braided 
monoidal category Comon(B) under the convolution tensor product. This is a full 
subcategory of the category of monoids. That is, a monoidal natural transforma
tion between braided strong monoidal morphisms is automatically braided, there is 
no additional coherence condition required. Thus the forgetful functor from braided 
monoidal comonads to comonads factors as 

BrMonComon(J3) U2 > MonComon(B) Ul > Comon(B) 

where U2 is fully faithful. In Proposition 12.2.1 we have shown that the desired natural 
transformation can be lifted along UI, which concludes the proof in the braided case. 
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The case of a sylleptic or symmetric strong monoidal pseudofunctor F is even 
easier: in a symmetric monoidal bicategory with no nonidentity 2-cells, there is no 
distinction between braided and symmetric pseudomonoids. In our case this means 
that a monoidal morphism between symmetric map pseudomonoids is symmetric if 
and only if it is braided. Therefore the forgetful functor 

Us : SymMonComon(5) —• BrMonComon(5) 

is an equality categories. • 

Next we investigate the base change along a map / : B —• B' in M. 

Proposition 12.2.3'. — Let (/, ^ ,^o): B —> B' be a strong monoidal map between map 
pseudomonoids in Jiï. Then Map(^#,/): Map(^ , B) —• Map(^ , B') is a strong 
monoidal 2-functor, with structural 1-cells in Map(^, B') given by the identity on 
objects and 2-cell part 

wY Bv m f 

d+r+d 

wY fY B'v B'f m' 

and 

u f 

te) 

u' 

respectively. 

Proof. — We use the notation for monoidal morphisms between monoidal 2-categories 
introduced in [42, §2]. From the definition of the monoidal structure on Map(^ , B) 
and the definition of strong monoidal maps it follows that X is a strict 2-natural 
transformation, and that the modifications £, k can be chosen to be identities. • 

Proposition 12.2.4. — Let (/, ijj^q): B —> Bf be a strong monoidal map between map 
pseudomonoids in . Then the natural transformations 

m' fBf cB' fB' B'f B'd B'f m' 

f m cB Bd m 

d+r V 

and 

u' u' 

f 
f u u f 

endow /* : Comon(B) —> Comon(JB/) with the structure of a strong monoidal func
tor. 

Proof. — We leave the lengthy computation involving string diagrams to the reader. 
The desired equalities all follow from the definition of a strong monoidal map. • 
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Proposition 12.2.5. — Let f' : B —> B' be a strong monoidal map between map pseu
domonoids in <sfâ. Then the diagram 

Map(^#, B 
L 

Comon(J5) 

Map(̂ ,/) 

Map(^, B') 
L 

d+r 

Comon(JB/) 

of monoidal 2-functors commutes. Consequently, the lifts of these functors to the 2-
categories of pseudomonoids commute. 

Proof. — It is clear that the diagram commutes on the level of 2-functors. Thus we 
only need to check that the monoidal structure of the two composites coincides. This 
is not hard to see from the définition of the monoidal structure of L, Map(^, / ) and 
/* respectively. • 

Proposition 12.2.6. — If is a braided Gray monoid, and f' : B —• B' is a braided 
strong monoidal map between braided map pseudomonoids, then the identity modifi
cation endows Map(*/#, / ) with a braiding, and /* : Comon(f?) —• Comon(B') is a 
braided strong monoidal functor. 

If, in addition, M is sylleptic and B, B' are symmetric, then Map(^, / ) is syllep
tic (and f* is symmetric as a braided functor between symmetric monoidal categories). 

The diagram 

Map(^, B) L Comon(jB) 

Map(̂ ,/) 

Map(^,Bf) 
L 

f+t 

Comon(£') 

commutes in the category of braided (resp. sylleptic) strong monoidal 2-functors. Con
sequently, the lifts of these functors to the 2-categories of braided (resp. symmetric) 
pseudomonoids commute. 

Proof. — In order to check that the identity modification gives a braiding on the 2-
functor Mod(e/#, / ) , we only need to check that the domain and the codomain of the 
modification coincide. The defining diagram can be found in [42, p. 86]. The desired 
equality follows from the defining equation of a braided strong monoidal map. We 
leave the details to the reader. 

A similar computation (using pseudonaturality of p and Lemma 11.3.8) shows that 
/* : Comon(B) —> Comon(5') is symmetric. 

Now suppose that is sylleptic. Since B and B' are symmetric, the domain and 
codomain of Map(^, / ) inherit a syllepsis. Moreover the braiding on Map(^, / ) is 
the identity, so it suffices to show that Map(^#, / ) preserves the syllepsis. This follows 
immediately from the fact that Map(^#, / ) is the identity on 2-cells. • 
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Remark 12.2.7. — If we only want to show that the diagram 

Map(^ , B) L Comon(B) 

Map(̂ ,/) 

M a p ( ^ , £ ' 
L 

dv 

ComonfF) 

lifts to various categories of pseudomonoids, we could use the fact that the 2-functor 
Map(^ , / ) has an evident lift to pseudomonoids if / is a morphism of pseudomonoids, 
namely the 2-functor given by composition with / . The advantage of showing that 
Map(«y#, / ) is a strong monoidal 2-functor is that it allows us to apply it to all kinds 
of structures defined using only the language of monoidal 2-categories. 

12.3. Base change for cosmoi 

We can further specialize this to the case where jjt is a Gray monoid equivalent 
to Mod(^) for some cosmos Y. In that case, we have given a characterization of the 
2-category Map(^#, B) in terms of the 2-category of ^-categories (see Lemma 5.3.3). 
Thus, in order to transfer the above results to the case of ^-categories, we first need to 
show that the equivalence described in Lemma 5.3.3 is compatible with the symmetric 
monoidal structure on Y-Cat and Mod(y). 

Proposition 12.3.1. — Let Y be a cosmos and let G: Y-Cat —• Mod(^) be the 
pseudofunctor which sends a f \ srf —• Së to 3S{—,/—): si âê. Then G is strict 
symmetric monoidal. 

Proof. — One way to construct the symmetric monoidal structure on Mod(y) is to 
define coherence constraints on Mod(^) to be the images of the coherence constraints 
in Y- Cat under the pseudofunctor G (see [50, Theorem 5.1]). Prom this construction 
it is obvious that G is strict symmetric monoidal. • 

The following definition first appeared in [19]. A detailed exposition can also be 
found in [9, §4]. 

Definition 12.3.2 (Base change for ^-functors). — Let F: Y —> Yf be a symmetric 
monoidal functor, and let w: —» 8ê be a Y- functor. We define the Y '-functor F*w 
between the ^'-categories F*g/ and F*3ê (see Definition 8.5.2) by F*w(a) = w(a) 
and (F*w)a,a> = F(wa,a>). 

This base change functor is obviously compatible with the symmetric monoidal 
structure on Y- Cat. Thus it lifts to the category of small symmetric monoidal Y-c&t-
egories. If the base change functor is cocontinuous and strong symmetric monoidal, 
it can be extended to a base change pseudofunctor M.od(Y) —» Mod(^) (see Def
inition 8.5.2). Since autonomous monoidal ^-categories can be detected by the fact 
that they are autonomous map pseudomonoids in M.od(Y) (see Proposition 11.5.7), 
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it follows that cocontinuous base change functors lift to the 2-category of autonomous 
symmetric monoidal ^-categories. 

Proposition 12.3.3. — Let V and y1 be cosmoi, let F1 : y —• y1 be a cocontinuous 
symmetric strong monoidal functor, and let B be a commutative monoid in y. Write 
Mod# for the category of dualizable B-modules. Then there is a canonical fully faith
ful symmetric strong monoidal Y'-functor i: F* Mod^ —> Mod^B, which sends an 
object M to FM with the evident FB-action. 

Proof. — The hom-object in y between two dualizable B-modules M and N is given 
by the underlying object in y of the B-module Mv AT, and the composition 
morphisms are given by coevaluation maps. Since F preserves colimits and tensor 
oroducts. we eret an isomorohism 

iM,N'- F(MV 0B N) (FM)V ®FB FN. 

in y. It is not hard to check that these isomorphisms give the desired ^'-functor 
i : F* Mod# —• Mod^B, and that it is symmetric strong monoidal. • 

Theorem 12.3.4. — Let F': y —» y1 be a cocontinuous symmetric strong monoidal 
functor, and let B be a commutative monoid in y. Then the diagram 

SymMon-r-Cat / M o d | L Bialg(r,B) 

if. dr 

SymMon-^-Cat / Mod|B L Bialg(r;,jFB) 

commutes up to natural isomorphism, where SymMon-^- Cat denotes the category 
of small symmetric monoidal y-categories and Bialg(^, B) denotes the category of 
bialgebroids acting on B. Similarly, the diagram 

AutSymMon-r- Cat / M o d | L - Hopf (y,B) 

vrd vrd 

AutSymMon-r'-Cat /ModdFB L Hopf(r ' ,FB) 

commutes up to natural isomorphism, where AutSymMon-l7-Cat denotes the cat
egory of autonomous symmetric monoidal y-categories and Hopf(^, B) denotes the 
category of Hopf algebroids acting on B. 

Proof — Since Hopf (y\FB) is a full subcategory of Bialg(r', FB), it clearly suf
fices to show that the first of the two diagrams commutes up to natural isomorphism. 
Let M and JM1 be symmetric Gray monoids equivalent to Mod(^) and Mod(^//) 
respectively. Let G and G' denote the strict symmetric monoidal pseudofunctors from 
Proposition 12.3.1. 
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Recall that Mod# = B and Mod^B = FB (see Proposition 8.4.2). Moreover, the 
inclusion j : B —> B induces a y-functor F*j: FB = F*B —• F*B. It is clear from 
the construction of i (see Proposition 12.3.3) that the diagram 

FB K FB 

d+rd I 

F*B 

is commutative, where k: FB —> FB denotes the natural inclusion. Prom [31, §5] 
we know that an inclusion of ^-categories induces an equivalence in M.od(Y) if and 
only if the two categories have the same Cauchy completion. Thus Gj, G'% G'F*j and 
G'k are equivalences in M and Jiï* respectively. Moreover, the equivalence Y- Cat / 
B ~ Ma,ip(^K, B) from Lemma 5.3.3 is precisely the composite 

Y- Cat /5 G Mapfe/, B 
w+sq+Mapfe/, 

Map(^#, B) , 

and similarly for Y'-Cat /FB ~ M&p(J%',FB). It remains to show that the lifts to 
symmetric pseudomonoids of the pseudofunctors and 2-functors in the diagram 

Y- C A T / B -
G Map(^#, B) 

GR1 
Map(^#, B) L 

Comon(5) 

F* (1) F* F* 

Y'- Cat IF+B- G' Mnp(^',F*BJ G'F+R1 Map(^f',F£) (3) F* 

I G'I (2) 

Y'- Cat /FB G' MapW,FB) G'K-1 Mav(JZ',FB) L 
Comon(F£) 

commute up to pseudonatural or 2-natural equivalence, where we used the abbrevi
ation / for a the functor that is given by composing with / . Diagram (1) is a com
mutative diagram of symmetric strong monoidal pseudofunctors. Indeed, the sym
metric monoidal structure of the base change functor on modules is defined to be 
the image under G' of the symmetric monoidal structure of the base change functor 
Y-Cat —> y -Cat . (This construction is analogous to how the symmetric monoidal 
structure on Mod(^) is defined by transfer along G, cf. Proposition 12.3.1 and [50, 
Theorem 5.1].) Diagram (2) commutes up to isomorphism because i.F*j = fc, and 
Diagram (3) commutes by Proposition 12.2.2. 

To see that the lifts to symmetric pseudomonoids of the unlabeled diagrams com
mute, first note that G'F*j = F*Gj. Thus both these diagrams compare the operations 
of first composing with a morphism and then applying a pseudofunctor to applying 
a pseudofunctor and then composing with the image of the morphism in question. 
Therefore they commute up to pseudonatural isomorphism. • 
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APPENDIX A 

DENSITY IN COSMOI WITH 
DENSE AUTONOMOUS GENERATOR 

In Chapter 7 we frequently used the fact that for a cosmos with dense autonomous 
generator JT, the notion of Set-density and ^-density coincide in a lot of important 
cases. Our proof relies on the following concept. 

A. l . Representations of monoidal categories 

Let Y be a cosmos with dense autonomous generator S£ (see Definition 7.2.1). 
To each ^T-tensored ^-category ^ we can associate an ordinary category endowed 
with an action of Such a category with an action of a monoidal category is called 
a ^o-actegory (in [43]) or -representation (in [21]). An ^^-representation is an 
ordinary category Jzf, together with a functor — © — : 3£§ x & —> and natural 
isomorphisms I: L —• I 0 L and a: X 0 {Xr 0 L ) ( 1 0 Xr) © L for all L G if, 
subject to certain coherence conditions (details can be found in [21, §2] or [43, §3]). 
Since we assume that Ĵ o is Set-dense, the assignment which sends an JBT-tensored 
^-category stf to the J^o-representation stf®, with action given by the tensor functor 
— 0— : l ô x 4 ) is in fact a fully faithful 2-functor (see [21, Theorem 3.4]). 
This means that giving a 1^-functor F: —> srf1 between JT-tensored ^-categories 
is the same as giving an ordinary functor F0 : &/0 —> sé§, together with morphisms 
F: X G F0A —• F0(X 0 A) making the diagrams 

F0A ï -I®FoA 

F0L 
F 

Fo(lQA) 

and 

X © (X' © F0A) • a' (X®X')QF0A 

XQF 

XQF0(XfGA) 

F 

F0(X © (X' © A)) 
F0a 

F0((X®Xf)oA) 

F 
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commutative. The arrows I and a correspond to the canonical isomorphisms id = [J, —] 
and [X, [XF, —]] = [X ® XF, — ] under the ^-natural isomorphisms which define the 
respective tensors, and F is given by the map of the same name introduced in §5.1. 
Moreover, tensors with objects in 2£ are absolute colimits (see [52]), so the morphisms 
F : l 0 FA —> F(X 0 A) are isomorphisms. Still under the assumption that &Q 
is Set-dense and that si, si' are JT-tensored, giving a ^-natural transformation 
a: F => FF: si —> si' is the same as giving an ordinary natural transformation 
a : F0 ==> Fn such that 

XQFQA 
XQAA 

X O F ' A 

F F' 

Fo(XEA) 
OtXQA 

w(Di)@w(A) 

is commutative. 

Theorem A. 1.1. — Let Y be a cosmos which has a dense autonomous generator 3E. 
Let si and be 36-tensored Y-categories. A Y-functor K. si —• *ê is Y-dense if 
and only if the underlying ordinary functor KQ : s/o —> % *s Set -dense. 

Proof. — First note that K is 1^-dense if and only if the map %(C, D) —» 
r-Nat(<r(K-,C),<r(K-,JD)) which sends g: C D to the ^-natural trans
formation ^(K—^g) is a bijection of sets. Indeed, from Proposition 7.2.3 we know 
that ^ has cotensors with objects X G and the conclusion follows from the fact 
that 2£ is a strong generator (see [31, §5.1]). 

For C G fé7, let K/C be the category with objects the morphisms <j>: K A —* C, 
A e si, and morphisms (j> —+ </>' the morphisms in S/Q which make the evident 
triangle commute. From [31, Formula 5.4] we know that KQ is Set-dense if and 
only if each object C is the colimit of the tautological cocone on Vc' K/C —> 
which sends <j> to its domain. We write SD for the set of cocones on Vc with ver
tex D, and we let V = YQ{I,—):YQ —> Set be the canonical forgetful functor. 
Let x: Nat(^(lf—, C), ^{K—, D)) —• SD be the map which sends a to the cocone 
X(a) := {y^A{^>))^K/C' The composite 

%(C,D) Y- Nat (îf (If-, C), ^{K-.D)) x 
•SD 

sends $ to the cocone (gfy^EK/c- This composite is a bijection if and only if C is 
the colimit of the tautological cocone, that is, if and only if KQ is Set-dense. If we 
can show that x is a bijection, then KQ is Set-dense if and only if K is ^-dense, as 
claimed. 

We now construct an inverse for x> as follows. Given a cocone 7 = (J^^K/CI WE 

let 
l3A:%(KA1O^Vo(KAJD) 

be the map with F3A{<T>) = 7</>- We write F,G: si -+ ^op for the functors tf(K-,C) 
and ^{K—, D) respectively. Note that we have VFq = ^(KA, C), and /3 is a natural 
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transformation between the Set-valued functors VFQ and VG$. We first use the den
sity assumption to lift this to a natural transformation £(7) : FQ —> Go between the 
underlying ordinary >o-valued functors of F and G, and we then show that £(7) is in 
fact ^-natural. The tensor of B and X in YOP is given by [X, B). Since all ^-functors 
preserve tensors with objects which have duals (see [52]), we get isomorphisms 

F(X © A) vr [X,FA] and G(X 0 A) G [X, G A] 

and the composite VG0opXQAoVF^1 : V[X, ^(KA, C)}0 -> V[X, tf(KA, D)]0 is nat
ural in X. Since %(X, — ) is naturally isomorphic to V[X, —]o, it follows by Set-den
sity of 3£ in f that there is a unique morphism £(7)̂ 4 : ̂ (KA, C) (KA, D) in y 
such that 

%(XMKA,C)) 
w(Di)@w(A) 

r0{X,V(KA,D)) 

d dr 

V[X,1f(KA,C)]o 
V[X,Ç(y)A]0 

•V[X,V(KA,D)]o 

VF'1 VGZ1 

%(K(X®A),C) 
PXQA 

%(K(XQA),D) 

is commutative for every X G 3C. Hence part (1) and (3) of the diagram 

V[X, [X',FA]]0-
V[X,[X'^)A]]O 

•V[X, \X',FA]}o 

Va' 

V[X,F]o 

V[X,F{XOA)]0 
V[X,t(7)x,QA}0 

(0) V[X,G]0 

w(Di)@w(A)d+ 

VFQ (1) /Go 

w(Di)@w(A) +dr+s d+rd+d VG0(X ® (X'® A)) Va' 

VF0a (2) VG0a 

VF0((X®X')®A)) 
P{X®X')QA 

VG0((X ® X') O A) 

VF0 (3) VGo 

V[X®X',FA]0-
V[X®X',t(y)A}0 

V[X®X',GA]o 

are commutative. Part (2) is commutative since (3 is natural, and the two pentagons 
are instances of the coherence diagrams in §A.l. The outer diagram is commuta
tive because a' is natural, hence it follows that part (0) is commutative. Since 3C is 
Set-dense we find that [X',^^)^] 0 F = G o £(7)x'©A- The considerations in §A.l 
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therefore imply that £(7) is a ^-natural transformation. The second coherence dia
gram of §A.l implies that ^£(7)^4 = (3A for all objects A G «2̂ , and it follows that 
x(£(t)) = 7- Moreover, if we start with a ^-natural transformation a: F => G and 
construct the (3A associated to the cocone x(°0> we clearly get (3XQA — VOLXQA, that 
is, VÇ(x(a))XQA = Vax®A' Both a and £(7) are ^-natural, hence we must have 
V[X,£(x(<^))A]o = [̂-X", a^o, and by density of 3£ it follows that £(x(OJ)) = a. In 
other words, the assignment which sends a cocone 7 to the ^-natural transformation 
£(7) constructed above gives the desired inverse to x- D 
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M O N O I D A L B I A D J U N C T I O N S 

B.l. Overview 

It is well-known that if a left adjoint between monoidal categories is strong 
monoidal, then its right adjoint inherits a weak monoidal structure in such a way 
that the unit and counit become monoidal natural transformations (see [29]). More
over, the resulting adjunction lifts to the categories of monoids. There exist similar 
results for the case of braided and symmetric strong monoidal left adjoints. In this 
appendix we will see that these results generalize to biadjunctions between monoidal 
2-categories whose left adjoint is strong monoidal. 

Proposition B. 1.1. — Let T: M --> JY be a strong monoidal left biadjoint between 
monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. Then H can be endowed with the struc
ture of a weak monoidal pseudofunctor, and the unit and counit with the structure of 
weak monoidal pseudonatural transformations, in such a way that the invertible mod
ifications a and (3 that replace the triangle identities become monoidal modifications. 

B.2. Monoidal biadjunctions and strictification 

In order to prove this result we apply some strictification theorems. First of all, 
we can replace our monoidal bicategories by Gray monoids. Moreover, we can make 
sure that these Gray monoids are cofibrant in the sense of [37]. This ensures that the 
2-categories in question are cofibrant as 2-categories (see [37, §9] and [35]), which 
implies that the pseudofunctors T and H are equivalent to 2-functors. By doing this, 
we are effectively working in the Gray-category Gray of 2-categories, 2-functors, 
pseudonatural transformations and modifications. By replacing the modification (3 
we can make sure that the biadjunction is in fact a pseudoadjunction in this Gray-
category in the sense of [34]. 

LemmaB.2.1. — Let G be a Gray category, letT: jtft —• JV and H: —> M be 1-
cells, n: id =ï HT and e : TH id 2-cells, and let a : eT-Tn = T and (3: H = HenH 
be invertible 2-cells. Then there exists an invertible 3-cell a! such that (T, H, n, e, o/, f3) 
is a pseudoadjunction in the sense of [34]. 
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Proof. — When working in a horn-2-category of a Gray-category G, we can use a 
string diagram notation similar to the one introduced for Gray monoids in §11.1. The 
tensor product (composition) of 1-cells will of course only be partially defined, and 
there is no convenient way to keep track of the name of the 0-cells. We leave it to the 
reader to check that the 2-cell a' given by 

Tn 

a' := 

Tn > 

d+r+dr 

eT 

THTn THeT 
TnHT 

T/3-iTJ 

0* 
has the desired properties. 

Thus we can apply the coherence theorem for pseudoadj unctions [34, Proposi
tion 5.1], which implies that any two 3-cells built out of a, (3 and the Gray interchange 
between iterated composites of T and H in the Gray-category Gray of 2-categories 
are equal. We thus reduced the problem to proving the following proposition. 

Proposition B.2.2. — Let (T, iJ, n, e, oj, /?) be a pseudoadjunction in Gray between two 
Gray monoids M and jVand let (X, cj, C> P) endow T with the structure of a strong 
monoidal 2-functor (see [14, Definition 2]). Then there exists a structure of a weak 
monoidal 2-functor for H as well as structures of monoidal pseudonatural transfor
mations for n and e in such a way that the modifications a and (3 become monoidal 
modifications. 

Before proving this, we need to introduce some notation and prove a lemma that 
will simplify the computations. In Gray, the interchange is given by the pseudonat-
urality square (see [22, §5.3]). Therefore we write 

FF OLB 

OLA Gf 
for the /-component of a pseudonatural transformation a : F G between 2-functors 
F and G. This notation is justified by the fact that 2-categories, 2-functors, pseudo-
natural transformations and modifications form the Gray-category Gray. At the same 
time it allows for the distinction between pseudonaturality squares from a Gray in
terchange cell internal to some monoid in Gray: in the latter case we omit the small 
disk indicating the 2-cell. 
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Lemma B.2.3. — Let stf be a 2-category. For i = 1,2 let U\ A —> B be an adjoint 
equivalence in srf', with right adjoint inverse ri. Then the inverses of the unit and the 
counit exhibit v\ as left adjoint ofU. If a: l\ I2 is invertible, then the two mates 

r2 
V 
a 
dv 

ri 

and 

ri 
dr 
v+r 
vr 

ri 

of a coincide. 

Proof — It is an immediate consequence of the triangle identities that the composite 
of the first mate with the inverse of the second is equal to the identity. Thus the two 
2-cells must be equal. • 

Proof of Proposition B.2.2.. — We list the structure cells and leave it to the reader 
to check that the necessary axioms (see [14, Definition 2] and [14, Definition 3]) hold. 
We also use the notation introduced there. Note that their choice of tensor product of 
1-cells and 2-cells in a Gray monoid differs from ours (for example, f®g = fB' - Ag as 
opposed to / <g> g = A'g • fB), which means that some of the interchanges appearing 
in their axioms have to be flipped to adapt the axioms to our convention. As usual 
we write the tensor product of objects in a Gray monoid simply as concatenation. 

We can assume that the pseudonatural transformation 
XA,A>: (TA) (TA') —> T(AA') 

is an adjoint equivalence, with right adjoint inverse XAA" The un^ an<̂  counit of 
this adjoint equivalence are thus invertible modifications, from which we deduce that 
graphically evident simplifications such as 

(TA)(TA') XA]A, XA,A< {TA){TA') XA\A, XA,A 

T(AA') 
d+r 

(TA)(TA') (TA)(TA') 

are valid. Note that the inverses of the unit and the counit exhibit x_1 as left adjoint 
of x> which implies that they satisfy similar laws in the graphical calculus of pseudo-
natural transformations. Similarly we assume that a choice of right adjoint inverse 
equivalence L~1 : TI —> / for t: I —> TI has been made. 

We now list the structure cells that turn H into a weak monoidal functor and n 
and e into monoidal pseudonatural transformations. We leave it to the reader to check 
that these satisfy all the necessary axioms, and that a and (3 become monoidal natural 
transformations. The graphical calculus introduced above simplifies these computa
tions considerably. To avoid excessive use of parentheses we write HB and TA for the 
evaluation of the functors H and T on objects, and similarly for maps. 
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We define the pseudonatural transformation xH to be the adjoint of e 0 e • x 1 ? 
that is, the composite 

HBHB' 
nHBHB,^ 

HthBhr, 
H _! 

XHB>HBl HTHBTHnf 
HEB®EB, 

HBB' • 

The pseudonatural transformation tH is given by 

e m 
TH, 

H^1 vrd 

We define required modifications CH, kh by 

HBHB' d+r+d1r N»BHI 

d+r+e1r H{*B){THI) 

d+"e 

tH — 
SB — 

HEB®ED++R 

d+re+d 

d+rd 

and 

(»/)(*B) (ff.-iX^fl) nH,HB 

HEB®E d+r+d+vr 
d+r 

—sHEB®E 

HEB®E+ERE+ 

s+r+e4r 

./3b1 
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respectively. Note that the mates of £ 1 and K 1 are well-defined by Lemma B.2.3. 
The components 

(XS.B')(#B») X-BB' ,B" 

^B.B'B" '— 

H(<*HBHB,)(THB„) 

HB>HB' FHB" j 

'H^s)^biHb„) 

{HB){xHb,,b„) XB,B' B" 

define the modification UH. The mate of a; 1 is again well-defined by Lemma B.2.3. 
The invertible modifications 

riA <S> nAR +d+r+d H*A,A> 

V2;A,A' 

[H<*A®aA') 

and 6Q :— 

ni v+r d+r 

d+r+e+r 

nAA> 

endow n: id => i3T with the structure of a monoidal pseudonatural transformation 
(see [14, Definition 3]), where the monoidal structure of the identity functor is given 
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by actual equalities. Similarly, the invertible modifications 

02,B,B' : = 

+d+r+d+r 

i > 
AHBHB, \ _ J 

XHB,HB, B ,B' eBB' 

and 0O := 

d+rd v+r d+rd 

(a/ 

d+r 

endow e: TH id with the structure of a monoidal pseudonatural transformation. 
One can check that with these choices for 0, the modifications a and /3 become 
monoidal modifications in the sense of [14, Definition 3]. • 

Corollary B.2.4. — Let T : ̂  —• JV be a strong monoidal left biadjoint between 
monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. If both H and T are normal, that is, 
they preserve identities strictly, then the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

P s M o n ^ ) 
PsMon(T) 

PsMon(ff) 

PsMon(jT) 

u u 
T 

d+r 
H 

v+r 

between the categories of pseudomonoids. The underlying morphisms of the unit and 
the counit are given by the unit and the counit of the biadjunction T H H. 

Proof. — We prove this using the following idea from [14, Proposition 5] and [42]. A 
pseudomonoid in a monoidal 2-category M can be identified with a weak monoidal 
normal pseudofunctor from the terminal 2-category 1 to M (equivalently, a weak 
monoidal 2-functor 1 —• JK). Then the lifted biadjunction is simply given by compo
sition with T and H. 

We can make this argument more precise using the language of tricategories. Let M 
be the tricategory of monoidal 2-categories, weak monoidal normal pseudofunctors, 
monoidal pseudonatural transformations and monoidal modifications. Then the as
signment which sends M to PsMon(.y#) is the object part of the represented pseudo-
3-functor M(l, —). It is a general fact that pseudo-3-functors preserve biadj unctions; 
to see this, we notice that the notion of biadjunction is 'flexible' in the sense that it 
only talks about equations between 3-cells, not between 1-cells and 2-cells. Thus we 
can apply coherence results and reduce the problem to showing that a Gray-functor 
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preserves pseudoadjunctions. Steve Lack showed that there is a Gray category Psa 
which is free on a pseudoadj unction, in the sense that pseudoadj unctions in a Gray-
category G correspond bijectively to Gray-functors Psa —• G (see [34]). A composite 
of Gray-functors is clearly a Gray-functor, hecne Gray-functors preserve pseudoad-
junctions. 

Therefore the desired biadjunction between pseudomonoids is simply obtained by 
applying M(l, —) to the biadjunction from Proposition B.l.l. • 

B.3. Braiding, syllepsis, and symmetry 

We will see that a result analogous to Proposition B.2.2 is true for braided, sylleptic, 
and symmetric monoidal 2-categories. 

Proposition B.3.1. — In the situation of Proposition B.2.2, if T is a braided strong 
monoidal 2-functor between braided Gray monoids, then the right adjoint inherits a 
structure of a braided 2-functor in such a way that the pseudonatural transformations 
e and n and the modifications a and (3 become braided. 

The same is true for biadjunctions between braided monoidal 2-categories whose 
left biadjoint is braided. 

Proof. — As before, using the coherence theorem for monoidal 2-categories and cofi-
brant replacement we can prove the second part from the first. Let u be a braiding 
for the strong monoidal 2-functor T (see [14, Definition 14]). In [14, Proposition 12] 
it is proved that the modification uH given by 

X~B,B' HPB,B' 

HBHB' d+r+d 

PHB,HB, X-B' ,B 
gives a braiding for H. A monoidal pseudonatural transformation between braided 
pseudofunctors is braided if it satisfies a compatibility axiom (that is, being braided is 
a property of a monoidal pseudonatural transformation, not an additional structure; 
see [14, Definition 14]). One can check that n and e, endowed with the monoidal 
structures from Proposition B.2.2 are braided. Any monoidal modification between 
braided pseudonatural transformations is braided. • 

Corollary B.3.2. — Let T : M —• JV be a braided strong monoidal left biadjoint be
tween braided monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. If both H and T are 
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normal, then the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

BrPsMon(T) 
BrPsMon(^) BrPsMon(^) 

BrPsMon(if) 
u u 

T 
d+rd 

H 

se 

between the 2-categories of braided pseudomonoids. The underlying morphisms of the 
unit and the counit are given by the unit and the counit of the biadjunction T H H. 

Proof. — The terminal 2-category is braided monoidal in a unique way, and braided 
normal pseudofunctors 1 —> M are precisely braided pseudomonoids in M (by def
inition; see [42, §3]). Thus we can prove this result in the same way we proved 
Corollary B.2.4 except that we replace the tricategory M with the tricategory B 
of braided monoidal 2-categories, braided weak monoidal normal pseudofunctors, 
braided pseudonatural transformations and braided modifications. Prom Proposi
tion B.3.1 we know that the biadjunction T H H lives in this tricategory. • 

Proposition B.3.3. — In the situation of Proposition B.3.1, if T is a sylleptic strong 
monoidal 2-functor between braided Gray monoids (see [14, Definition 16],), then the 
right adjoint inherits a structure of sylleptic 2-functor. The pseudonatural transfor
mations n and e and the modifications a and (3 are sylleptic. 

The same is true for biadjunctions between sylleptic monoidal 2-categories whose 
left biadjoint is sylleptic. 

Proof. — The fact that H is sylleptic is proved in [14, Proposition 15]. Being sylleptic 
is a property of a braided functor, so any braided pseudonatural transformation be
tween sylleptic 2-functors is sylleptic, and any braided modification between sylleptic 
pseudonatural transformations is sylleptic. • 

Corollary B.3.4. — Let T' : ̂  —> JV be a sylleptic strong monoidal left biadjoint be
tween symmetric monoidal 2-categories, with right biadjoint H. If both H and T are 
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normal, then the biadjunction lifts to a biadjunction 

SymPsMon(t/K) 
SymPsMon(T) 

SymPsMon(jT) 

SymPsMon(#) 
U U 

T 
d+rd 

H 

d+rd 

between the 2-categories of symmetric pseudomonoids. The underlying morphisms of 
the unit and the counit are given by the unit and the counit of the biadjunction T H H. 

Proof. — The terminal 2-category is sylleptic monoidal in a unique way (it is in fact 
symmetric), and sylleptic normal pseudofunctors 1 —• M are precisely symmetric 
pseudomonoids in M (by definition; see [42, §4]). We get the result from the same 
argument we used in Corollaries B.2.4 and B.3.2 applied to the tricategory S of syllep
tic monoidal 2-categories, sylleptic weak monoidal normal pseudofunctors, sylleptic 
pseudonatural transformations and sylleptic modifications. Prom Proposition B.3.3 
we know that the biadjunction T H H lives in this tricategory. • 
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A T E C H N I C A L L E M M A 

C.l. Statement of the lemma 
In this section we will prove the following lemma which was a key ingredient in our 

proof of Theorem 9.5.1. 

Lemma C.l.l. — Let A and B be autonomous map pseudomonoids in a Gray monoid 
^, and let (w, ip, i/jq) : A —• B be a strong monoidal map. Then the 2-cell 

R = 

wA P 3 

w w ' 
ded KM 

d+r 

Bw m u 

is invertible. 

C.2. Duals and strong monoidal maps 

To do this we will use the fact that a strong monoidal map automatically "preserves 
duals": if / is a right bidual of g in the lax slice ^t/iA, then w • f is a right bidual 
of w -g in M'/eB. Since we are interested in showing that certain 2-cells are invertible, 
we will record precisely which 2-cells exhibit w • / as right bidual ofw-g. We will only 
need the special case of this result where g = id A, that is, where A is autonomous 
and the right bidual is d : A° —• A 
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Proposition C.2.1. — Let A and B be pseudomonoids in a Gray monoid , and 
let (w,tp,ipo): A —> B be a strong monoidal map. If A is autonomous, then the 2-
cells 

nA dA wA Bw m 

vr 
r 

7T 
d 

' w 

d+rd 

U 

and 

I eA LU 

dv 
V 

W 

p 
vr 

Ad 

wA° Bd Bw m 

d+r 

exhibit w - d as right bidual of w in the sense of Proposition 11.5.5. 

Proof. — It is not hard to check the two conditions from Proposition 11.5.5 directly. 
The proposition is also a special case of [40, Theorem 3.1] (note that any strong 
monoidal morphism is Probenius; this is a simple generalization of [13, Proposition 3]). 

Definition C.2.2. — Let (A, A°, nA, e>A, V->e) and (£, B°, UB, eB, n, e) be bidual situa
tions in a Gray monoid jji, and let w : A —> B be a morphism. We write w° for the 
composite 

B° 
nAB0 

A°AB° A°wB° A°BB° A°eB A° . 

Proposition C.2.1 shows that postcomposition with a strong monoidal morphism 
preserves a bidual situation in the lax slice category. The next proposition concerns 
precomposition of a bidual situation. As before, we only care about the bidual d of the 
identity morphism, but we are interested in the 2-cells which give the bidual situation. 
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Proposition C.2.3. — Let B be an autonomous pseudomonoid in a Gray monoid JTFT, 

with right bidual d: B° —> B of the identity. Let (A, A°, NA, ZA, V>e) oe a bidual situ
ation in ^ and let w: A —> B be a map. Then the 2-cells 

InA 
nBA°A B°wA°A B°eAA dA 

Bw 
m 

B°BnA 

nBI 
B°w 

B° AnA 

B°s~1 
B°w 

dB 

7T 

U 

and 

[R,A° 

eBBA°i 

wA° 

IeA u 

eBAA° eBI 

wA° BnBA° 
BB°wA° BB°eA Bd m 

exhibit d.w° as a right bidual of w in the sense of Proposition 11.5.5. 

Proof. — This is a consequence of [40, Lemma 4.5]. 

We have shown that for a strong monoidal functor w: A —> B between autonomous 
pseudomonoids, both w • d and d • w° are right biduals of w in the lax slice M'/\B. 
Prom Proposition 11.5.3 we know that biduals are unique up to equivalence. In the 
particular case of the monoidal 2-category M'/iB, the equivalence has a particularly 
simple form: the morphism d -w° —• w • d is of the form (id^0, #) for an invertible 
2-cell The next proposition gives an explicit description of this 2-cell. 

Proposition C.2.4. — Let B be a pseudomonoid in the Gray monoid J£, and 
let (X,X°,n,e,r},£) be a bidual situation in M'. If n, £ exhibit f: X° —• B as 
a right bidual of g: X —• B in the lax slice M' /eB and wf, £' exhibit f: X° —» B as 
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right bidual of g, then the 2-cell 

0 = 

nA° 

d+r A°e 
d+r 

f'AAc 

Be 
Bu 

P"1 

v+r 

'BgA0 

v+r mA° 

{B2f 

Bm 
m 

dv 

mB 
Bf 

uAc 

f 
uB* 

m 

X 

is invertible. 

Proof. — From Proposition 11.5.3, we know that the composite 

/ v d+r é"+"d HBHB' d+r d+HBHB' /'•(e,«) 
f'»U 

d+v d+r 

is an equivalence in J% / ̂ B. A morphism (a, a) in the lax slice is an equivalence if and 
only if a is an equivalence and a is invertible. Unraveling the definitions we find that 
the 2-cell 

nA° A°e R 

f'AA0j 
Be 

Bu 
v+r 

d+r 

fBgAc 

WA" mA° 

B*f 
Bm 

m 

a-1 

mB 
Bf 

uA° 
uB" 

f 
X 

I ra 

is invertible. The claim therefore follows from the invertibility of rj. • 

Proof of Lemma C.l.l. — If we apply Proposition C.2.4 to the right bidual w-doiw 
(see Proposition C.2.1) and the right bidual d -w° of w (see Proposition C.2.3) we 
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find that the 2-cell 
nBA° B°wA° B°eA dB 

(VA) 
A°eA 

nAA° 

nBA° 

[B°eA0) 

Be A 

BwA°y 

d+r 

btr+ 

B1P0 

d+r 

m 

\ 
B2w\ 

B2dA 

'dBBA° 

UB A' 
mA° 

d+r 
p-1 

m 

uA° 
uB 

dA f w X 

is invertible. Since A and B are autonomous map pseudomonoids, we can apply Propo
sition 11.5.9, that is, we can assume that 4̂° = A, B° = B, dA = id^, dB = id# and 
the units, counits and all the structural 2-cells are as described in Proposition 11.5.9. 
By inserting this information in the above 2-cell and by applying one of the axioms 
for a bidual situation we find that the left 2-cell in the equation 

uA mA BwA BP Bj o-1 

B1>o) 

Bw 771 

[BIP* 1 

BwAJ 6m/ 

B2w, k+jg 
RNB 

An A m 

uA 
uB 

' w X 

UA mA BwA Bp Bj 

Bw BAR 

BwÂ) 
M - 1 

Bm 

dr+d 

B2w/ 

g+y 

uA 

gy 
uB 

mB 
g+y \m 

Bu 

m g+y 

A 
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is invertible. One can see that the above two 2-cells are equal by applying compatibil
ity conditions for mates and units (note that one of the adjunctions in question is the 
identity map, with unit the identity 2-cell), and a triangle identity for the adjunction 
j H j . Moreover, since B is naturally Probenius (see Definition 11.5.8 and Proposi
tion 11.5.9) we know that the mate of the associator a is invertible, and we conclude 
that the 2-cell below the dashed line is invertible. Thus the 2-cell above the dashed 
line is invertible, too. 

The 2-cell above the dashed line is the image of r under the equivalence from 
Proposition 11.5.2 in the case X = A and Y = I (recall from Proposition 11.5.8 that 
riB = rn-u). Since equivalences reflect isomorphisms it follows that r is invertible. • 
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D.l. The 2-category of comonads 
So far, we considered the category of comonads as a 2-category whose hom-

categories are discrete, that is, they have no nonidentity morphisms. But there is a 
natural définition of 2-cells for comonoids in any monoidal category, in particular 
for comonads, which are simply comonoids in the monoidal category ^f(B,B) with 
composition as tensor product. 

Definition D.l A. — Let be a 2-category. Let /, g: c —• d be morphisms of comon
ads on B G J%. A 2-cell from / to g is a morphism a : c —• ids in ^t{B, B) such that 
the equation 

c c 

c . c 
a. d+r 

c 

d+r c 
/ 9 

c 
dr 

c 
holds. If (3 : g h is another 2-cell, their vertical composite is given by 

c 

c 
0 

d 
v 

and a whiskered by k: d —+ c respectively /: c; —> is given by a • k respectively a. 
Since the resulting 2-category is related to various flavors of quantum bialgebras we 
denote it by Comon5(5). 

Proposition D.l.2. — Let M be a Gray monoid. Then the assignment which sends 
a: f => g and a': ff => g' to the 2-cell 

m cB Be' m 

vr ( M 
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from f * f to g • g' extends the convolution tensor product * on Comon(5) (see 
Proposition 11.2.5) to a monoidal 2-category structure on Comong(5) with the same 
associator and unit isomorphisms. If jtft is braided or sylleptic, then Comong(.B) is 
braided or symmetric, with braiding given as in Proposition 11.3.6. 

Proof. — This is simply a matter of checking that the assignment described above 
does indeed give a 2-functor and that the associator, the unit isomorphisms and the 
braiding are 2-natural transformations. We leave the details to the reader. • 

Remark D.1.3. — Let M be a Gray monoid equivalent to Mod(Vect^) for a field k. 
Then the monoidal category (Comon(/) , i) is equivalent to the category of fc-coal-
gebras. A pseudomonoid in the monoidal 2-category (Comong(/),^) whose left and 
right unit isomorphisms are identities is precisely a dual quasi-bialgebra (see [41] for 
the notion and [42, Example 2.3] for the statement). A dual quasi-triangular quasi-
bialgebra is precisely a braided pseudomonoid in Comong(/) whose left and right 
unit isomorphisms are identities (see [42, Example 3.2]). 

D.2. Monoidal structure 

Let M be a Gray monoid. The 2-category Comon(jB) is contained in the 2-
category Comong(jB). We also have a corresponding 2-category Mapq(^#, B) which 
contains the 2-category Map(^ , B) in a similar way, that is, it has the same objects 
and 1-cells but additional 2-cells. The strong monoidal 2-functor 

L: Map(^#, B) -> Comon(5) 

extends to a strong monoidal 2-functor 

L: Mapg (./#,£) —• Comong(i?) 

which is braided and sylleptic if ^ is. Thus L lifts to the respective categories of 
(braided or symmetric) pseudomonoids in Map^(^, B) and Qomonq{B). 

Definition D.2.1. — Let M be a 2-category. The 2-category Mapg(^, B) has objects 
the maps with codomain B and morphisms from f to g the pairs (a, a) where a is an 
invertible 2-cell g - a => f. The 2-cells 7 from (a, a) to (6, (3) are the 2-cells 7: a => 6, 
subject to no further conditions (that is, there is no compatibility condition between 
a, f3 and 7). 

Proposition D.2.2. — Let M be a Gray monoid and let (B, m, u) be a pseudomonoid 
in M. Then the pseudofunctor 

• : Map(^ ,£ ) x Map(^f,£) Map(^ ,5 ) 

from Proposition 11.2.2 extends to a pseudofunctor 

• : Mapq(^,5) x Mapg (./#,#) —> Mapq(^, B). 

This pseudofunctor, together with the associator and the unit isomorphisms from 
Proposition 11.2.2 endows Mapg(^#, B) with the structure of a monoidal 2-category. 
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If is braided, sylleptic or symmetric, then the braiding from Proposition 11.3.5 
and the syllepsis or symmetry from Proposition 11.4-3 endow Mapg(,/#, B) with the 
structure of a braided, sylleptic respectively symmetric 2-category. 

Proof. — The 1-cell part of these structures do satisfy the necessary conditions (see 
Proposition 11.3.5 and Proposition 11.4.3). The 2-cell part of the braiding and syllepsis 
coincide with their 2-cell part in M. But the domain 2-functor 

Ma,pq(^,B) -» Jt 

is locally fully faithful, so the desired 2-naturality and compatibility conditions all 
follow from the fact that they do hold in • 

Remark D.2.3. — Let J( be a Gray monoid equivalent to Mod(y) for some cosmos 
and let J be a monoidal ^-category. A pseudomonoid in Mapg(^, 38) whose 

underlying object is Cauchy complete corresponds to a monoidal ^-category equipped 
with a Y -functor to 38 which is multiplicative in the sense of [41], that is, it is a functor 
equipped with a ^-natural isomorphism FA <g) FB —> F (A® B) and an isomorphism 
/ —* F / , subject to no coherence conditions (cf. [42, Example 2.5]). 

Proposition D.2.4. — Let ^ be a braided Gray monoid and let (B, m, u) be a map 
pseudomonoid in <Jt'. Then the assignment that sends a 2-cell 4>: (a,a) (b,/3) to 

V V 

L{<j>) := 
a d 

v w 
b d 

extends the 2-functor L from Proposition 4-5.1 to a 2-functor 

Map0 -> Comon^i?) 

and the 2-cell x from Proposition 11.2.8 defines a 2-natural isomorphism * • L x L => 
L • • which equips L with the structure of a strong monoidal 2-functor. If M and B 
are braided, then L becomes braided (where the necessary modification is an identity 
modification, as in Proposition 11.3.9). If ̂  is sylleptic and B is symmetric, then L 
is sylleptic. 

Proof. — We have to check that L is a 2-functor and that x is a 2-natural trans
formation. The former follows from the definition of the 2-category structure 
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on Comong(B), and 2-naturality of \ follows from the equation 

m vB vB Bv' Bv' m 

m vB vB Bv' Bv' m 

HBHB' 

aB/ 

d+r+d 

Bal 

UB) wB B<F>' Bw'\ 

bB Bb'\ 
(M B0' 

vr 

aX'l 

HBHB' d+rd 

Ya' 

\6X' d+r | wY' Bw' 

Yb'\ bX' 

PX' d+rd 

The fact that L is braided if M is follows directly from Proposition 11.3.9 because 
the braiding of Mapg(«y#, B) is contained in the subcategory Map(^ , B). Similarly, 
the syllepsis is contained in Map(.y#, £?), so it gets sent to an identity by L, and the 
claim that L is sylleptic follows from Proposition 11.4.5. • 

Theorem D.2.5. — Let ^ be a 2-category with Tannaka-Krein objects, and let B G 
jtfl. Then the 2-junctor 

L: Mapq{JK, B) —> Comong(5) 

from Proposition D.2.4 has a right biadjoint whose restriction to Comon(5) is the 
pseudofunctor Rep(—) from Proposition J^.l.l). 

If* jjt is a Gray monoid and B is a map pseudomonoid, then the biadjunction lifts to 
the categories of pseudomonoids in Comong(S) and pseudomonoids in Mapg(«y#, B). 
Furthermore, if ̂  and B are braided the biadjunction lifts to braided pseudomonoids, 
and if M is sylleptic and B is symmetric the biadjunction lifts to symmetric pseu
domonoids. 

Proof. — It suffices to check that L has a right biadjoint; the desired lifts are con
sequences of Proposition D.2.4, Corollary B.2.4, Corollary B.3.2 and Corollary B.3.4 
respectively. 

We thus have to extend Rep(—) to the new 2-cells in Comon^I?) and we have 
to show that this gives the desired biadjoint. Let £: (j> => (j)': c —> d be the 2-cell 
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in Comon9(5). With the notation from Proposition 4.7.1, the 2-cell 

Vc 

d+d 

Vc 

CO 

defines a morphism of coactions p^ —• p^. We define Rep(£) to be the image of that 
morphism of coactions under T~l. We leave it to the reader to check that this defines 
a pseudofunctor (with constraints as defined in Proposition 4.7.1). 

It remains to check that Rep(—) is a right biadjoint of L. To see this, we extend 
the strict natural equivalence 

9WC: Map(^#,B)(w,vc) —• Comon(B)(L(w),c) 

from Theorem 4.1.1 to a strict natural equivalence 

0W:C: Map„(^,B)(w,vc) —> Comong(B)(L(«;),c), 

that is, on objects and 1-cells we define 0WjC as in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1. Given 
a 2-cell a : (s, a) => (£, r) : w —• vc in Map ( ^ , J5), we define 

d+r d+r 

îy,c(«) :== 
s 

d+r 

1 Vc 
vr 
t T 

From the definition of 2-cells in Comon9(5) it follows easily that this is indeed a 
2-cell 6w,c{s,a) Ow^c(t,r). The naturality square of 0W^C still commutes strictly (cf. 
the proof of Theorem 4.1.1), and we leave it to the reader to check that this defines 
the desired strict natural transformation. 

From Theorem 4.1.1 we know that 6W^C is surjective on objects. Hence it is an 
equivalence if and only if it is fully faithful. Faithfulness follows from the fact that 
whiskering with vc is faithful (cf. Remark 4.6.4). If £: 0w,c(s, a) 9w,c(t, r) is a 2-cell 
in Comong(i?), then 

s Vc 

G 
W / vr W 

dvr 0 

t Vc 
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is a morphism of coactions from pc • s to pc • t. Since the functor T from Remark 4.6.4 
is fully faitfhul, this morphism must be of the form vc • a for a unique 2-cell a: s t. 
It follows immediately from the definition of 0 that #w,c(aO = £• D 
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